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FEATURES 
-SETTING THE PACE 
Le lia Thompson-Flagg, CE'60, broke 
the racial barrier at MSM-UMR 
FOR 88 YEARS, 
THE BEST EVER! 4 
Left: Lady Miners 
celebrate after 
learning they have 
earned a spot in 
the 1996 NCAA 
Division II 
Tournament. See 
page 61 for 
details! 
ON THE COVER: 
Joe Miner, MSM-UMR's 
mascot (portrayed by 
UMR student Mark 
Hughes, LSd.) celebrates 
MSM-UMR '5 125th 
Annj"crsary. Special 
thanks to Jeannie 
Headrick, secretary in 
computing and 
information services, for 
designing the cake. PHOTO 
BY DAN SEIFERT! STO NE 




The annual rite of spring known as 
St. Pat's is Rolla's defining tradition. 
POWELL-WOW! 
Retired Genera l Colin Powell charms 
aud ience at Remmers Lecture 
22 
Above: Miners react to lea rning UMR 
will host NCAA Division /I South 
Central Men's Regional Championship. 









UMR 's May 
Conlillenceineili. 
Look for details ill Ihe Fall issue 
of lhe MSM-UMR Alumnus. 
DEPARTMENTS 












G .1. BI LL (Winter '95 issue) 
CORRECTION: 
In the story "From the Battlefield to the Playing 
Field" (Winter 1995), it was mentioned that Ralph 
Stallman had no t played on the line prior to 1946. Stallman played in three 
games as a guard for the Miners during the 1938 season, before going to the 
University of Ala bama in 1939. He was at Alabama for two years (as 
me ntio ned in the story) before the war started and he was sent to Williams 
Field in Arizona. 
Thanks to Leonard C. Wolff, ME '42, fo r pointing out the omission 
We enjoyed the last issue on the G. 1. Bill ... However, un less we missed it, 
there was no recognition of the true ramrod of the G. 1. Bill. 
President Roosevelt signed it O.K. , but we feel tha t some credit is due the 
American Legion. It was somewhat in trouble ' ti l the veterans of WW I (and 
others) gave it a boost. 
I was a small part of the 1943-1949 Rolla picture and really enjoyed the 
financ ial help. 
Jack Stadelhofer, EE'49 
Engineers in Vogue (Spring '96 issue) 
Superb magazine this month . 
Bruce Dunlevy, ME '79 
Thanks for the MSM-UMR Alumnus l 
Great publication- I read it cover to cover. 
Chuck Buttry, ChE'91 
!!!WELL DONE I!! 
Charles Laderoute, EMgt, '71, Econ'72 
(Check out Laderoute invents DonateWare all page 4 1) 
Alumni returning for Homecoming: 
Be a part of the Focus Group to review the MSM-UMR Alumnus magazine, 
We want to know what you think of your alumni magazine and 
what you'd like to see in future issues, ~ 
Friday Oct. 4, 1996 o 0 "\. 
Missouri Room, University Center-East r G 
2-3 p,m, ~ 
Mission of the MSM-UMR Alumnus magazine 
The MSM-UMR Alumni Association publishes the 
MSM-UMR Alumnus to communicate and reflect the 
past, current and future interests of the alumni of the 
Missouri School of Mines and the University of 
Missouri-Rolla. 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA CHANCELLOR 
John T Park 
MSM-UMR ALUMNI ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT 
Gerald L. Stevenson, '59 
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 
Donald G. Brackhahn 
The MSM-UMR Alumnus is written, edited, 
photographed, and designed by the staff of 
the UMR Publications Department, the UMR 
Public Relations Department. and the 
MSM-UMR Alumni Association. 
ART & PRODUCTION EDITOR 
Rebecca Frisbee, '90 
EDITORS 
(Alumnil Lindsay Lomax Bagnall, '76 
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Right, Honorary knight 
Jarena Whitson and 
her dog, Roxie, decked 
out for the festivities. 
Honorary knights 
were, below, 
left to right: 
Robert Fitzsimmons, 






Above: St. Put Ryan FISher and the 
Queen of Love and Beauty, Jenny Lynn 
Devereux, pose with flower girl Katie 
Ramsay, daughter of Darlene and Chris 
Ramsay, and crown bearer Adam Daily, 
son of Madtson and Karen Daily and the 
grandson of Chancellor and Mrs , Perk. 
Read about the history of St. Pat's on page 16 
W~~ M 
just 0.8 p 
en~neering ~ 
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Setting th 
By Lenell Allen 
Obtaining an engineering degree requires self-discipline and 
fortitude. It is a marathon few win. Yet Lelia Mae Thompson-
Flagg, CE'60, is that rare, tenacious and dedicated individual 
who not only won the race, but set the pace. 
W
hen she earned a civil 
engineering degree from 
MSM, women represented 
just 0.8 percent of the nation 's 
engineering graduates. She was one of 
145 women to earn bachelor degrees in 
engineering that year. African American 
female graduates were too few to count. 
Flagg didn 't force her way into MSM. 
Instead she used her gentle nature and 
sharp mind to persuade the men at MSM 
that she was indeed their equal. 
It didn 't take long, says J. Kent 
Roberts, MS CE '50, professor emeritus 
of civil engineering. One day Roberts , 
who was having trouble with his voice 
that day, noticed that Flagg had outlined 
the reading assignment, so he asked her 
to give the lesson. 
"I just sat on the back row and listened 
to her presentation, " Roberts says. "At the 
end of the lecture I noticed that she had 
discussed everything I had on my outline. 
She had done a masterful job and 
covered everything very well. The class 
responded in a positive manner. " 
That day Flagg proved herself 
academically, but Roberts remembers 
other rites of passage for her. During 
coffee breaks , for instance, "the normal 
ritual was to toss coins to see who would 
pay for everyone's drinks," Roberts says. 
During one break, "one of the students 
noticed Lelia was not in the group; she 
was doing something else. He asked her 
SlIlIImer, 1996 
if she was going to toss a coin. She 
replied, ' I don't drink coffee. ' The other 
student responded, 'They serve Cokes. ' 
"I knew then Lelia was accepted and 
she would be all right," Roberts says. 
In March 1950-six years before Flagg 
came to MSM-a Student Council survey 
showed 317 students in favor of admitting 
black students to MSM and 91 against. A 
few months later, on Sept. 7, 1950, Elmer 
Bell J r. and George Everett Horne 
became the firs t African American 
students to enroll at MSM. An article in a 
1950 MSM Alumnus noted, "These are 
the first Negros [sic] to enroll in the 
University of Missouri. The boys at Rolla 
are living in the new dormitory 
and eating in the school cafeteria. No 
difficulties of any kind have been 
experienced. " 
Bell and Horne completed one 
semester at MSM and then transferred to 
Columbia. 
lrt-
Nationally, racia l tensions were riSing. Th e 
natio n still felt the afte rshocks of the 1955 
murder of 14-year-old Emmett Till of 
Chicago, who had been castrated and lynched 
for allegedly whistling at a white woman . Th e 
Montgomery, A la ., Bus Boycott was triggered 
by the Dec. 1, 1955, arrest of Rosa Parks, 
who refused to giue her bus seat to a white 
man in "defiance of local segregatio n laws ." 
On Nou. 13, 1956, about a year after Parks ' 
arrest, the U.S. S upreme Co urt decla red 
A labama's state and local laws requiring 




lagg's mother, grandmother and 
uncle escorted her to MSM in 
1956. When Flagg showed the 
registrar her acceptance letter, he said , 
"Oh yes, we have accepted you; but your 
problem is, you need to find somewhere 
to live because there are no female 
dorms. " 
The registrar referred Flagg to Dutro 
Carter, a local Afri can American who later 
became the first African American to 
serve on the Rolla City Council. 
"Mr. Carter was absolutely shocked 
that I thought I wanted to attend MSM," 
Flagg says. "He told me he didn 't have 
any rooms, but he referred me to Mrs. 
Winfrey." 
Evelyn Winfrey allowed Flagg to live 
with her, and Flagg became one of 2,407 
students-II of them female- on 
campus in the fall of 1956. 
l~ 
On Feb. 3, 1957, fiue months after Flagg's 
arriual at MSM, A utherine J. Lucy was 
adm itted to the Uniuersity of Alabama amid 
riots. On Feb. 29, howeuer, she was expelled 
(Continued on the next page) 
5 
by the board of trustees fo r charging them 
with conspiracy in the uiolence. 
Fo r many African Americans, the 1954 
Brown decision rep resented the prom ise of 
hope for political, economic and social 
progress. By 1960, howeuer, their dream of 
equal access to educational facilit ies and 
public accommodations was not mouing "w ith 
all deliberate speed. " Many southern states 
resisted the S upreme Court ruling uehemently 
and uowed to block all efforts that would lead 
to integration. Intimidation and lynching were 
used to reinfo rce Jim Crow laws. Between 
1955 and 1959, there were m ore than 200 
acts of uiolence against black protesters and 
their allies, according to the Southern 
Regional Council. 
Racism at UMR 
F
lagg was not im mune to racism at 
UMR During a St. Pat's 
celebra tion, one professor 
excused everyone from Saturday 's class 
except Flagg. Ernest W. "Skip" 
Cariton,CE '26,'31, chairman of th e civil 
engineering department, let it be known 
he was not amused. Flagg never had 
another problem with a professor. 
Housing accommodations were at the 
center of another encounter. A fr iend, 
Anne Hinsley, wanted Flagg to move 
closer to campus because of the one and 
a half-mile wa lk from Winfrey 's to MSM. 
Hinsley's landlord agreed to rent an 
empty apartment to Flagg until she met 
her in person. But when th ey met, 
6 
Although Flagg was the first African 
American to receive an engineering degree 
from UMR, she was not the first African 
American admitted to UMR or to the 
University of Missouri System. 
Gus T. Ridgel was the first to earn a 
degree from the system. He earned a 
master 's degree in economics with honors 
in 1951 from the University of Missouri-
Columbia. Lloyd Gaines and Lucille 
Bluford, however, were the forerunners in 
integrating higher education in the state of 
Missouri during the late 1930s. 
Gaines, a graduate of Lincoln University, 
applied for admission to the University of 
Missouri Law School but was denied 
acceptance because he was black. Gaines 
filed suit with the assistance of the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People (NAACP). 
In 1939 the United States Supreme 
Court ruled that the University of Missouri 
suddenly the room was no longer 
available. 
"I think perhaps th e types of 
friendships and relationships I established 
with the Robertses (J . Kent and Winona) , 
Anne Hinsley, and other members within 
th e Rolla community helped me to 
endure while at Rolla ," Flagg says. 
Her friendship with th e Robertses 
extended beyond the classroom and has 
been maintained for more than 35 years. 
Flagg remembers how honored she felt to 
sit at the Robertses ' 'table at their 50th 
/...eli(1 Mae ThompsolI, CE'60 
wedding anniversary 
celebration. 
"Two of the best 
friends I' ll ever have 
in life are Professor J . 
Kent Roberts and his 
wife, Winona," Flagg 
says. "I think of the 
Robertses as allies 
long before it was 
popular to be allies. " 
The Robertses use a warmer term than 
ally: "Lelia is a part of our family," they 
say. 
A perfect resume 
wasn't enough 
I
n 1960 Flagg became th e first 
African American to graduate with 
an engineering degree from MSM. 
Nationa lly, there were 862,000 
engineers, and 4,174 (one-half of 1 
percent) were African Americans. 
must admit Gaines or provide equal law 
facilities for Gaines and other blacks 
interested in the legal profession. Rather 
than admit Gaines to the University of 
Missouri, the state established a separate 
law school at Lincoln University. 
Gaines disappeared shortly after the 
Supreme Court rendered its decision; he 
has not been heard from since. 
Similar events led to the establishment of 
the Lincoln University School of Journalism 
in 1941. In 1939 Lucille Bluford. a graduate 
of the University of Kansas and managing 
editor of the Kansas City Call, applied for 
admission to the University of Missouri 
Graduate School of Journalism. Bluford 's 
transcripts were accepted by the graduate 
school. but she was turned away in the 
registration line because she was black. The 
state of Missouri operated separate facilities 
rather than admit blacks into the UniverSity 
of Missouri Graduate School of Journalism. 
Women represented eight-tenths of 1 
percent of th e engineering graduates, 
accordin g to M. Lucius Walker Jr. in a 
report, "Statistics on Blacks in 
Despite her good 
grades and 
accomplishments, 
Flagg was told it 
would be a challenge 
to find work. 
Engineering," in the NTA Journal, 1976. 
Flagg 's academic record (she passed 
th e EIT before she grad uated ) and 
extracurricular and community activities 
made for a perfect resume. S he was a 
mernber of Chi Epsilon, the national civil 
engineering honor fraternity. She served 
as the secretary and editor to the 
"Transit," the Chi Epsilon studen t 
newsletter. S he sometimes played the 
piano during th e Baptist S tudent Union 
daily worship service in the Uptown 
Theater and served as a Sunday school 
teacher at Elkin 's Chapel. 
Despite her good grades and 
accomplishments, Flagg was told it would 
be a challenge to find work. 
Professor Leon Hershkowitz, 
CE '41,'48, told her, "You 're going to 
have to go far east or fa r west because it's 
not going to happen in the Midwes t. We 
know you 're a good engineer, but I think 
you 're going to have to leave this area if 
you want to do engineering work. " 
He was right. 
Flagg 's classmates were receiving 
several job offe rs before graduation, but 
Flagg received only one, and it came two 
days a fter graduation. It was with the 
Bureau of Sani tary Engineering, a 
division of th e California Public Health 
Department. 
Glenn Browning, the regional engineer 
at th e health department, "was actua lly 
aloof during my first few months" with the 
bureau, Flagg says. But after a few 
months, Browning told Flagg that he had 
requested her for his department. He said 
he had been aloof because he wanted to 
see how she would do on the job. Several 
persons were leery of hi ring a woman in 
sanita ry engineering. S he had proven 
herself. 
Browning encouraged Flagg to pursue 
a master's degree in civil engineering. He 
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~ had proven 
:Iagg to pursue 
ngineering He 
recommended her for an educational 
leave of absence. She was paid a stipend 
by the Public Health Service that was 
equivalent to half-time pay, with the 
stipulation that she work an additional 
two years at the health department. 
Flagg agreed , and received her 
master 's from the University of California-
Berkeley in 1962, then returned full-time 
to the health department. 
Flagg continued to excel 
professionally. She was listed in the 1965 
volume (the first edition) of "Outstanding 
Young Women of America " and received 
her engineering license in 1967. 
Flagg wanted to move to St. Louis to 
be closer to her family , but the Midwest 
was not ready for an African American 
civil engineer, she says. Finally in 1968 
Flagg was hired by the illinois 
Department of Highways. 
l~ 
Although the Montgomery Bus Boycott 
and massive sit-ins had cracked the strong 
walls of segregation in the area of public 
facilities ; it wOLIId take the 1964 Civil Rights 
Act, the 1965 Voting Right Act, and the 
deaths of Malcolm X and Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr., before any significant p rogress was 
made in educational and employment 
opportunities for African Americans. 
Overt and subtle forms of 
discrimination were characteristic as 
Flagg interviewed for jobs. In one case , 
the interviewer was "absolutely shocked 
when he saw me and more shocked 
when he found out that I not only had an 
engineering degree , but also had my 
master 's degree in civil engineering," 
Flagg says. 
"Oh, something is going to break, 
something is going to break. You are so 
well qualified. '" the interviewer said. 
Flagg told her father about the 
interview and he said , "Sure, something 
was going to break. If you hadn 't gotten 
out of that office, he was going to have a 
nervous breakdown! " 
One of the positions Flagg applied for 
was advertised as a design engineer, yet 
the interviewer wanted to give her a job 
in the basement testing soil. "I really felt 
very put down by this particular incident 
and went home and told my dad. For the 
first time in my life I think I saw deep hurt 
over racial matters in my dad 's eyes. " 
Flagg has continued to succeed 
despite obstacles. She credits her strong 
Christian faith as a critical factor. In 
Summer, 1996 
Photo by Dan Seifert/Stone House Photography 
Lelia Flagg, assistant director of admissions, visits with students in the Minority Student 
Services office in Norwood Hall. At right is Andrella King, a graduate student in engineering 
management. 
Above: Lelia and son, Alan, celebrate 
his graduation from UMR in May / 995 
with a degree in electrical engineering. 
addition , her excellent education and 
family support have been crucial. 
Flagg 's tenacity and perseverance 
continues today. As if being the assistant 
director of admissions at UMR isn 't 
enough, she 's now pursuing a Ph.D. in 
engineering management at UMR. 
l~ 
L enell Allen is assistant di rector of the 
Minority Engineering Program at UMR . She 
wrote about Lelia Flagg for her master's thesis 
in higher and adult education. 
Photo by Dan SelfertlStone House Photography 
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How MSM-UMR grew from a 
homeless uniuersity in 1870 
By Dick Hatfield 
Special thanks to UM-Rolla: A History Of MSMIUMR 
and UMR Archives for providing much of the 




When MSM was founded last century, it was practically homeless. Only one building existed at that time-a modern "Italian-style " structure 
owned by the Rolla public school system. That building, which came to be 
known as the Rolla Building, was constructed for about $35,000-or about 
$4.37 per square foot, for it housed about 8,000 square feet in its four floors 
{including the basement}. 
Though small by today 's standards, that building was plenty big for the 
Rolla public school activities, so school officials agreed to rent the bUilding's 
top two floors to MSM for $1 ,300 a year. 
9 
The Rolla Building was erected as 
Rolla 's first pllblic school bllilding. Part 
of the bllilding was rented to the Mis-
SO liri School of Mines. Th e first classes 
were held here on Nov. 6, 1871. For 
14 years, it was the only bllilding on 
camplls. In Janllary of 1875, the 
board of wrators pllrchased the bllild-
ing fo r $25,000. 
"Old Chem" was completed in 1885 
at a cost of $10,000. 
Chancellor's Residence: Complet-
ed in 1889 at a cost of $5,000, this 
bllilding was originally lIsed as a 
dormitory and was known as the 
Club House. 
Mechanical Hall: A two-story, 60-
by-150-foot structure completed in 
1902, this structure is now called 
the Basic Engineering Building. 
The first classes 
MSM 's first class was held 
in the Rolla Building on Nov. 
6, 1871. It 's hard to imagine 
today, but that building 
housed classes in engineering, 
mechanics , geology, mineralo-
gy, general and analytical 
chemistry, assaying, and 
physics. All those classes were 
needed for the three-year 
course of study. 
The average MSM student 
at that time paid about $760 a 
year for room, board , fees, 
books and supplies. 
In January 1875, MSM 
bought the Rolla Building for 
$25,000. 
"Old Chern" 
It didn 't take long before the 
campus realized the need for 
another building. A first-floor 
chemical laboratory with the 
fumes and gases it emitted 
made the need for a separate 
building overwhelming. So 
construction of a chemistry 
laboratory was completed in 
1885. That building, which 
cost $10,000 to build , was 
a one-story stone-and-brick 
structure measuring 57 by 100 
fee t. It had 12 rooms, a base-
ment and 19-foot ceilings in 
the laboratory section. Stu-
dents would eventually name 
the building Old Chern. 
A complete staff and new 
chemical lab , however, did lit-
tle to improve enrollment. In 
1886, only 46 students regis-
tered. Interestingly, 13 of them 
were women, giving the cam-
pus a better female-to-male 
ratio than it has today . 
Improvement began the next 
year, however, wi th 59 stu-
Norwood Hall , a 
th ree-story building 
with a basement, was 
completed in 1903. 




neering. physics and 
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dents registering, 21 of them 
women. 
When enrollment increased 
during the late 1880s, the 
school saw the need for a dor-
mitory. The legisla ture 
allocated $5,000 to build the 
dormitory, which was complet-
ed in 1889. That building, now 
known as the Chancellor's 
Residence , became known as 
the Club House. It contained 
'rooms for 25 to 30 studen ts, 
and its dining room could 
accommodate 60. 
Students who stayed in the 
Club House paid $12 a 
month. 
More buildings 
As MSM began to grow, a 
new mining and metallurgical 
laboratory was approved for 
construction. In 1893, plans 
were made to build the Mining 
and Metallurgical Laborato-
ry, which is now part of UMR's 
Power Plant, at a cost of 
$25,000. 
Completed in 1895, the 
structure contained a lecture 
room, a drafting room, a min-
eralogical laboratory, a 
reference library and a mill 
room equipped with machin -
ery for crushing and processing 
ore. In addition , the building 
held boilers that provided 
steam to heat the Rolla Build-
ing and Chemical Laboratory. 
In the early 1900s, MSM 
not only grew in enrollment, 
but in physical size as well. Old 
Chern was enlarged in 1901-
02 , and by 1906, the campus 
area had grown to 1,133,900 
square feet (26 acres). In 
1906, the Missouri Geological 
Survey and the U.S. Geologi-
cal Survey shared offices in the 
east half of the Rolla Building. 
This expansion brought the 
fi rst big growth of buildings on 
on campus. Among the new 
landmarks: 
-Mechanical Hall, a two-
story, 60-by-150-foot structure 
completed in 1902. This struc-
ture is now called the Basic 
Engineering Building. 
-Norwood Hall, a three-
story building with a basement, 
completed in 1903. Norwood, 
known then as the Main 
Administration Building, 
housed electrical engineering, 
physics and geology and, 
beginning in 1905, the library. 
By 1906, that library con-
tained 5,000 volumes and 
subscriptions to 72 periodicals 
and five newspapers. 
The building was named for 
J.G. Norwood, a physicist and 
dean of the Medical School at 
the University of Missouri , and 
th e father-in -law of John D. 
Vincil , president of the univer-
sity 's Board of Curators. 
-Parker Hall , which was 
completed in 1912. The two-
story structure, named for 
Luman F Parker, a Rolla attor-
ney and friend of MSM, cost 
$70,000 to build. 
Parker Hall housed admin-
istrative offices on the first 
floor, a faculty and curators ' 
room, and was the headquar-
ters for the campus Young 
Men 's Christian Association. 
The building also housed a 
two-story, 550-seat auditori-
um-the site of dances, band 
performances and "smokers" 
-and the library th at was 
moved from Norwood Hall. 
The library, located on the sec-
Parker Hall was completed ill 1912. The 
two-story structllre, named for Luman F. 
Parker, a Rolla aHomey and friend of MSM, 
cost $70,000 to blli/d. ~--------l, 
Mining and Metallurgical 
Laboratory was completed ill 
1895 at a cost of $25,000. 
Th is bllilding is now part of 
UMR 's Power Plant. 
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and floor , ran the length of the 
building. It contained 3 ,000 
square feet of floor space and 
14,500 books. The basement 
of Parker Hall held the engi-
neering laboratory, a facility 
for testing materials. 
Jackling 
The year 1915 ushered in 
the era of the Jackling Gym-
nasium, named for Daniel C. 
Jackling, MetE 1892. 
This red brick structure held 
a swimming pool and locker 
and training rooms on the 
ground floor , committee 
rooms, and an auxiliary gym 
on the second floor , encircled 
by an indoor track. (It took 26 
laps to run a mile.) A student 
union area and study lounge 
were located on the third floor 
of the building. 
Depression halts 
construction 
By the late 1920s and early 
1930s , the campus had plans 
to construct three new build-
ings: one to house physics, 
electrical engineering and 
mechanical engineering; one 
for civil engineering and geol-
ogy; and one for chemistry 
and chemical engineering. In 
addition , improvements on 
existing structures were 
planned. But the Great 
Depression all but halted any 
new construction on the cam-
pus. 
It was not until 1940 that 
another new bUilding would 
be constructed at MSM. 
That building was Harris 
Hall, named for Elmo G. Har-
ris , director at MSM from 1891 
to 1893. Harris Hall , wh ich 
Jackling Gymnasium : 
Built in 1915, this red 
brick structure was 
named for Daniel C. 
Jackling, MetE 1892, 
pictured at right. 
Summer, 1996 
now houses the economics 
department and the manage-
ment systems and Army and 
Air Force ROTC programs, is 
the only buildin g on campus 
constructed from Works 
Progress Admin istration 
(WPA) funds. 
In 1941 , the Chemical 
Engineering Building, now 
home to the life sciences 
department, was completed. A 
new portion later was added to 
the building, Schrenk Hall , 
which now houses chemistry 
and chemical engineering. 
World War II: another 
halt, then a boom 
The early 1940s again saw 
bUilding projects a t MSM put 
on hold. This time, the halt 
was due to World War II. After 
th e war, however, the 
onslaught of veterans coming 
to college on the GI Bill caught 
the campus off guard. Tempo-
rary bUildings-old Army 
barracks from nearby Fort 
Leonard Wood-were set up 
to house all manner of classes 
and students. But construction 
on campus accelerated during 
the post-war years. 
Between 1945 and 1963, 
$20 mill ion in building projects 
were undertaken at MSM. 
They included a new power 
plant, completion of the 
Chemical Engineering Build-
ing, the Mechanical 
Engineering Laboratory, an 
addition to the Mining Build-
ing, and an expansion of 
Fulton Hall , which was con-
structed in 1909 when Lewis 
Young, then director of MSM, 
established a Mine Experi-
ment Station on campus. 
The Electri cal Engineer-
ing Building, now known as 
Emerson Hall ; the Butler-
Carlton Civil Engineering 
Building, named for Joe 
Beaty Butler, who served as 
chair of civil engin eering at 
MSM from 1931 to 1955, and 
Ernest W. (Skip) Carlton , 
CE '26, who served as chair of 
civil engineering at MSM from 
1956 to 1965; and th e 
Physics Building were com -
pleted in the late 1950s. 
The UMR Reactor- th e 
first in Missouri- was also built 
at that time, and a new athlet-
ic field had been constructed 
west of the main campus. 
In addition , th e camp us 
built new dormitories which 
were named after alumni killed 
in World War II Thomas W. 
Kelly , MetE '40; J ohn M. 
McAnern ey, CE '4 1; Willi a m 
Altman , EE '42; Wi lli am Far-
rar, Min E'30; J ohn W. Rayl , 
MinE '42; and Orvid J. Holt-
man, CE '38. 
The space race building 
In the early 1960s, when 
the Un ited States and form er 
Soviet Union were trying to 
beat each other to the Moon , 
science discoveries were 
needed to coordinate multidis-
Ciplinary research in materials. 
As a result, the Graduate Cen-
ter for Materials Research 
was started at the University of 
Missouri as a universitywide 
operation in 1964. It became a 
UMR operation in 1970 and 
also housed the Institute for 
Extractive Metallurgy. 
In 1963, $1.5 million was 
appropriated for a new library 
to be constructed wh ere the 
Fulton Hall was constructed in 
1909 when Lewis Young, then 
director of MSM, established a 
Mine Experiment Station 011 
campus, 
Chemical Engineering 
Building: Completed in 1941, 
this building is now home to the 
life sciences department, chem-
istry, and chemical engineering. 
Curtis Laws Wilson Library 
was completed in 1968. The 
Library was constructed 
where the old Jackling Gym-
nasium stood. The library 
was named for Curtis Lows 
Wilsoll, who served as dean 
of MSM from 1941 to 1963. 
Today, the building houses 
the campus library, public 
radio station KUMR, the 
Video Communications Cen-
ter and the UMR archives. 
The Thomas Jefferson Residence 
Hall, better known as "TJ Hall, .. 
was constructed in 1966. A private 
corporation operated it until 1973. 
It became a campus·owned facility 
in 1976. 
1940s: The Gl Bill caught the 
campus off guard. Temporary 
buildings-old Army barracks 
from nearby Fort Leonard 
Wood-were set up to house all 
mQnner of classes and students. 
Harris Hall : Constnucted in 
1940, this btlildil1g was named 
for Elm o G. Harris, director at 
MSM from 1891 to 1893 
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McNutt Hall , named after entre-
preneur Va chel H. McNutt, 
MinE '1 0, '15, is a fo ur-story struc-
ture that houses many of the 
classrooms, teaching and research 
laboratories. and faculty offices fo r 
the ceramic, geological. mining, 
metallurgical ond petrolelilTI engi-
neering departments, as well as the 
geology and geophysics depart-
ment. It also includes offices for the 
School of Mines and Metallurgy. 
Constnuction of the building cost 
about $20 million and was com-
pleted in 1988. 
The Engineering Ma nagement Building: 
Completed in 1988, this building feat ures 
the Aduanced Technology Classroom. 
which was one of the first multimedia 
classrooms in the nation. Total cost of the 
building was about $3.4 million. 
Castleman Hall, home to UMR's 
development, allllnni relations, 
music and drama departments, fea-
tures a 660-seat theater that plays 
host to a variety of perjomlOnces. 
The building is named for Donald L. 
Castleman, president and chair of 
Phelps County Bank in Rolla, who 
pledged funds for the constl1lCtion of 
the building. 
On Monday. Nov. 6, 1995, the new 
Recreation ond Intram ural Center. 
located off the west wall of the Gale 
Bullman Multi-PUlpose Building, opened 
for use. Th e new stnucture is being used 
for stl/dent recreation and student intra-
mural actioities. 
12 
old Jackling Gym nasium 
stood. That building, the Cur-
tis Laws Wilson Library , was 
named for Curtis Laws Wilson , 
who served as dean of MSM 
from 1941 to 1963. 
The library, completed in 
1968, contains 87,000 sq uare 
feet of floor space and room 
for about 1,000 students to 
study- about 10 times the 
space in the old library. Today, 
the building also houses public 
radio station KUMR, the Video 
Communications Center and 
the UMR archives. 
Growing pains 
In a Dec. 28 , 1969, article, 
the Rolla Daily News wrote, 
"Describing and predicting 
growing pains for UMR, Gov. 
Warren E. Hearnes today ded-
icated the new UMR 
mechanical and aerospace 
engineering facilities. " 
Hearnes, noting the cam-
pus growth , said , "What began 
as the School of Mines and 
Metallurgy is now in th e 
midst of growing pains, and 
the building which we dedicate 
today is only a partial solution 
of the need for additional 
space and equipment. " 
On the liberal arts side of 
things, the Humanities-Social 
Sciences Building opened in 
1970, easing the crowding that 
faced those disciplines. In 
1972, three more building pro-
jects were completed: the 
Mathematics-Computer Sci-
ence Building, the new 
portion of the University Cen-
ter and the "hockey puck. " 
A skyscraper in Rolla 
It was clear th at UMR was 
beginning to bulge at the 
seams by the early 1970s. 
Enrollment had swelled to the 
point that the campus needed 
more housing for its students. 
The Thomas Jefferson Resi-
dence Hall , better known as 
"T J Hall ," was constructed in 
1966. A private corporation 
operated it until 1973. It 
became a campus-owned facil-
ity in 1976. The building, the 
tallest in Rolla, is located north 
of the campus on Highway 63. 
Buildings of the 1980s 
On Oct. 18, 1984, Gov. Kit 
Bond helped UMR officials 
. break ground for the campus ' 
new mineral engineering build-
ing, to be called McNutt Hall, 
and the adjacent Engineering 
Management Building. 
McNutt Hall , named after 
entrepreneur Vachel H. 
McNutt, MinE '10,' 15,(see his-
tor ical donor profile on page 
64 for more information about 
McNutt) is a four-story struc-
ture that houses many of the 
classrooms, teaching and 
research laboratories, and fac-
ulty offices for the ceramic, 
geological, mining, metallurgi-
cal and petroleum engineering 
departments, as well as the 
geology and geophysics 
department. It also includes 
offices for the School of Mines 
and Metallurgy. Construction 
of the building cost about $20 
million and was completed in 
1988. 
The Engineering Manage-
ment Building, also com-
pleted in 1988, features the 
Advanced Technology Class-
room , wh ich was one of the 
first multimedia classrooms in 
th e nation. Total cost of the 
building was about $3.4 mil-
lion. 
Buildings of the 1990s 
In 1991, th e Rolla area 
received a new cen ter for the 
performing arts when Castle-
man Hall was completed. 
Castleman Hall , home to 
UMR 's developmen t, alumni 
relations, music and drama 
departments, features a 660-
seat theater that plays host to a 
variety of performances. 
The building is named for 
Donald L. Castleman, presi-
dent and chair of Phelps 
County Bank in Rolla, who 
pledged funds for the construc-
tion of the building. 
On Monday, Nov. 6, 1995, 
the new Recreation and 
Intramural Center, located off 
the west wall of the Gale Bull-
man Multi-Purpose Building, 
opened for use. 
The new structure is being 
used for student recreation and 
student intramural activities. 
The new facility includes rac-
quetball and squash courts, an 
aerobic and martial arts room, 
three multi-purpose courts for 
basketball , volleyball and oth-
er activities, and a ISO-meter 
suspended track. 
Buildings for the future 
Last October, on Home-
coming weekend , the campus 
broke ground for an addition 
to Emerson Hall , the electrical 
engineering building. 
Built in the 1950s, the 
structure was state-of-the-art 
for its time , but that was the 
age of transistors. This addition 
will help the campus be pre-
pared to teach students how to 
work in the age of information 
technology. 
Other projects are on the 
campus drawing board: an 
addition to the Butler-Carlton 
Civil Engineering Building and 
an expansion of the library, to 
name a couple. The campus 
will come full circle th is fall , 
when renova tions to the Rolla 
Building, the first building on 
campus, begin . 
Building has begun on on addition to Em erson Hall , the 
elect rical engineering building. This addition will help the 
campus be prepared to teacJl students how to work in the 
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ou've been here, done that, got the degree and the 
St. Pat's sweatshirt. But what do you really 
remember about your alma mater? Sharpen those 
No.2 pencils. It's time to test your knowledge 
about Rolla. (Don't worry; this is nothing like a Diffy q exam.) 
Give yourself one point for each correct answer. 
Economics 101 





(D. Out-of-state tuition was $30 Think about that the next time you 
order pizza I) 





(A. In addition, an "ample" amount for books, stationery and chemi-
cals was $50; however, these items could be covered for about $15 
on a "moderate" budget. Board, fuel, lights and washing could be 
obtained for about $117 on a moderate budget, or $144 on an "ample" 
budget. A big spender in those days would have run up a tab of about 
$208 1 Oh, those were the days!) 




D. $1, 110 
(B. Room and board was $940.) 





(B. $1,275 for 32 non-engineering hours. Ironically, that's what non-res-
ident fees were in 1970.) 
History 101 
5. It took 106 years (from 1870 to 1976) for MSM-UMR to award its 
fi rs t 25,000 degrees. How many years will it take for the next 25,000 
to be awarded ) 
A. Another 106 years. 
B. 74 years 
C. 47 years 
D. 21 years 
( D. It looks like we'll graduate the 50,000th student in May of 1997.) 
The first graduates of 
MSMwere 
John W Pack, 
John H Gill 
and Gustavus 
A. Duncan 





(C. We believe it was the 
received a bachelor of arts 
passed away March 2, 1996. If 
than age 60, let us know and we' 
less crooked I) 
Masters, who at the age of 60 
psychology on Dec. 18, 1983. She 
or someone you know was older 
set the record straight, or a little 
Statistics 101 
7. How many individua ls have graduated 
of 1995? (The answer to the 50,000th 





(e. 47,982 ) 
8. How many graduates were women) 




9. How big was the largest graduating class, and what year 
A. 75, 1984-85 
B. 575, 1984-85 
e. 1,685, 1984-85 
D. 4,312, 1984-85 
(C. 1,685 and it was the 1984-85 academic 
year Give yourself half of a point, if you got 
the year correct.) 
Architecture 101 
10. What's the oldest building still standing 
on campus) 
A. The Rolla Bui lding 
B. "Old Chem" 
e. Jackling Gym 
D. The Old Cafe 
Many students lived in 
local hotels and relied 
on the Miner Connec-
tion to get them to 
campus during the 
record enrollment 
years. 
(A. The Rolla Building. It was erected around 1870.) 
11. What building did the University of Missouri Board of Cu ra tors buy 
for $25,000 in January 1875) 
A The Rolla Bui lding. 
B. Schrenk Hall 
e. Harris Hall 
D. The Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose Build ing 






12. What building will house the mathematics and statistics department when reno-
vations are finished I 
A. Mathematics and Computer Science 
B. Harris Hall 
C. The Recrea tion and Intramural Center 
D. The Rolla Building 
(D The Rolla Building.1 
13. What's the newest building on campus I (Hint: it's not the Rol la Building, but it was 
listed as a possible answer in a previous question. I 
A. University Center-East 
B. The Recreation and Intramural Center 
C. Harris Ha ll 
D. Schrenk Ha ll 
(8. The Recreation and Intramural Center. If you said that new addition to the Bullman 
Multi-Purpose Building, that's good enough for us. Give yourself a point.! 
14. What bui lding does John Fu lton, dean of the Col lege of Arts and Sciences, work 
inl 
A. University Center East 1973: The Alcoa 
Foundation prouided 
a $50,000 seed grant 




B. Humanities-Social Sciences 
! l ' -, ~ ,;' > 'r r 
~~~ :!:.~~I~~ ~ 
C. John Hall 
D. Fulton Hall 
(D Fulton Hall.1 
::..,- ..... J ~~_ 
15. What building does UMR chancellor John T. Park work in l 
A. Parker Hall 
B. Harris Hall 
C. Castleman Hall 
D. John Ha ll 
(A. Parker Hall.! 
1974: Forty-four students receiued the first Minority 
Engineering scholarships fo r their freshman year. In 1978, 
Curt Ingram and Gino PnuiH become the first MEP scholars 
to receiue engineering degrees from UMR. 
16. When was the half-sca le replica of Stonehenge erected on campus? 




(D. 1984. It was carved by waterjets from huge stones of Georgia granite.1 
17. When was the last "temporary" building bu ilt during the World War II era razedl 
A. May 1995 
B. It's still around 
C. May 1945 
D. May 1975 




18. Who took the longest to get a mining engineering degree 
from UMRI 
A. You 
B. Your roommate 
C. Eva Endurance Hirdler Greene 
D. John Fortitude Poler Black 
(e. No, it wasn't you or your roommate! It was Eva Endurance 
Hirdler Greene. Although she had taken courses that 
equipped her to pursue a career as a mining engineer, she 
was instead awarded a bachelor's degree in general science 
in 1911. In 1972, the faculty voted to give the then 88-year-
old grandmother a bachelor of science degree in mining 
engineering. I 
19. Who was the first African American to graduate from MSM I 
A. Floyd Harris 
B. Lelia Thompson-F lagg 
C. Colin Powell 
D. Thurgood Marshall 
(B Lelia Thompson-Flagg. She earned a bachelor's degree in civil engineering in 1960. 
See Setting the Pace on page 4.1 
14 
20. Who was the first alumnus to make it into space as a Shuttle astronaut? 
A. John Glenn 
B. Neil Armstrong 
C. Alan Musgrave 
D. Tom Akers 
Tom Akers, Moth '73, '75-
He'll be here for Homecoming 
1996 -See page 36 for details! 
(D. Col. Tom Akers, who earned bachelor's and master's degrees in applied mathe-
matics from UMR in 1973 and 1975, respectively.1 
21 . What year did the Missouri Miner student newspaper begin publication? 
A. January 1910 
B. January 1915 
e. January 1925 
D. January 1935 
(B. January 1915. Give yourself half of a point if you got the 
month correct.! 
22. After World War II, what piece of legislation caused a record number of students 
(2,5651 to come to MSMI 
A. The GI Bill 
B. The GI Joe 
C. The GI Jim 
D. The GI Jill 
(A. The GI Bill caused such an impact that we devoted 
the Winter 1995 Alumnus to it.! 
23. When did instructors first allow students to use cal-
cu lators on their final exams in ca lculus classes? 
A. Not soon enough 
B. When they felt they had to 
C. 1992 
D. All of the above 
Aduanced corps cadets in 
summer camp. 
(C. 1992 was the exact year. But give yourself a point if you answered D,I 






(B. 1993. What a difference a year made!! 
25. What is the preferred calculator for today's students I 
A. Texas Instruments Model 3A 
B. IBM Model G 
C. HP4BG 
D. The Slide Rule 
(C. The HP48G. This Hewlett Packard model, required by the mathematics 
and statistics department, produces graphs.1 
Irish 101 
26. When was the first SI. Pa t's celebration I 
A. A couple of months ago 
B. A couple of years ago 
C. 1908 
D. I don't remember, but ours was the best ever l 
(C. 190B.1 1980s uersion of Joe Miner. 
27. When did the SI. Pat's tradition of snake ki lling begin? 
A. 1950 
B. 622 AD, in Ireland 
C. 1912 
D. It has never happened. This is a trick question 
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28, When was the first St. Pat's queen crowned? 
A 1912 
B,1915 
e. 622 AD" in Ireland 
D,1934 
(B, 1915, The first queen was Helen Baysinger, 
daughter of S,L, Baysinger, a member of the Board 
of Curators,1 
29, The St. Pat's celebration had become so famous by 1916 that a St. Louis daily 
newspaper covered the event. What did the reporter write? 
A "Rolla '" a town you ought to stay away from forever" 
B, "Rolla '" a town you ought to see on your way to the Ozarks," 
C, "Rolla '" a town you ought to see before you go to Paris and die," 
D, "Rolla "a town you ought to see before you go bankrupt and to ja il." 
(e.1 
Extracurricular activities 
30, What fraternity was created in 1933 from a club known as the Prospectors? 
A Sigma Nu 
B, Sigma Phi Epsilon 
e. Sigma Pi 
D, Phi Kappa Theta 
(C,I 






32, What was the first sorority chartered at MSM? 
A Sigma Sigma Sigma 
B, Ph i Delta Chi 
e. Kappa Sigma 
D, Chi Omega 
(8, Phi Delta Chi was chartered in 1940 with 19 members,) 
33. Name one of the eating clubs, 
A Shamrock Club 
B, Campus Club 
e. Engineers ' Club 
D, Tech Engine Club 
(E All of the abovel 
Sports 101 
34, In what year did the Miners have a perfect regular foot-





E. None of the above 
(8 ,1 914, In 1980, however, the Miners were undefeated,1 









Gale Bullman, '56 
1993 Solar Car Team 
Jack Nomi was one of 
15 Japanese-A merican 
students who trans-
ferred to MSM and 









(B The Miners were MIAA champions with a 25-6 record, They went on to take sec-
ond place in the NCAA Division II South Central Regional Tournament. The Lady 
Miners finished their regular season in a three-way tie for first place in the MIAA with 
a 21-7 record, For articles on the Miner and Lady Miners seasons see pages 
58 and 61,1 
Leadership 101 












(D, 21, They held various titles, including director, acting 
director, dean, acting chancellor, interim chancellor and chancellor I 





E, None of the above, 
(B, Harris Hall- Elmo Golightly Harris; Fulton Hall- Charles Herman Fulton; and Cur-
tis Law Wilson Library - Curtis L, Wilsonl 
39, Who was the youngest to atta in a "top dog " title? 
A, Charles Penrose Williams 
B, Charles E, Wait 
e. Ray Charles 
e. Prince Charles 
(B Charles E. Wait. He was 28 years old when he served as director from 1887-88, 
Give yourself a half point if you included the word "Charles" somewhere In your 
answerl 
40, Who was the first person to hold the title of chancellor) 
A Merl Baker 
B, Josephine Baker 
e. Studa Baker 
D, Bob Barker 
Merl Baker 
(A Merl Baker His title was dean from 1963-64, It was chancellor from 1964-1973. 
Give yourself half a point if you got the last name correct! 
41 Who tested the waters twice as an interim chancellor before becoming chancel-
lor) 
A Merl Baker 
B, Dudley Thompson 
e. John T. Park 
D, Joseph Marchello 
John T Park (e. John T. Park, He served as interim chan-
cellor from 1985-86, and from 1991-92, 
before being named chancellor in 1992, a 
role he continues today,) 
Appellation 





UMR is a winner 
of the 1995 
Missouri Quality 
Award, 
(C, Officially, three, The University of Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy was 
the official name from its founding in 1870 to 1964; however, the 1894 catalog states 
it's the "catalogue" of the School of Mines and Metallurgy of the UniverSity of the 
State of Missouri, Rolla, Missouri, Most often, the university was simply referred to 
as the Missouri School of Mines, or MSM, On July 1, 1964, the university officially 
changed its name to University of Missouri at Rolla, In January 1968, the university 
15 
officially changed its name to University of Missouri-Rolla. Most often today, the name 
is abbreviated as UMR or UM-Rolla) 
43. Has anyone earned a degree under all three of the names) 
A Yes 
B. No 
(A. Tommie e. Wilson earned a bachelor's degree in petroleum engineering 
in 1964 (MSM), a master's in 1965 (University of Missouri at Rolla) and 
a Ph.D. in 1970 (University of Missouri-Rolla.) 
44. What are the official school colors) 
A Green and white 
B. Old gold and silver 
e. Green, green and more green 
D. Old gold and black 
(8. Green may be the "unofficial" color, however.) 
Freshman Engineering 101 






In 1994 UMR ranked 22nd in the country in the 
number of bachelor's degrees in engineering grant-
ed to African Americans. 
46. What is the highest ACT average of an incoming freshman class and 
what year did that occur) 
A 25, 1995 
B. 26, 1995 
e. 27, 1995 
D. 28, 1995 
E. 29, 1995 
(D 28 was the highest class average, and the year was 1995. Our average test 
scores put us in the top 1 percent in the country out of more than 4,000 
universities and colleges. Give yourself a half point if you got the year correct.) 
47. What percent of incoming freshmen have average ACTfSAT scores in the 
top 1 percent in the nation) 
A. 18 percent 
B. 28 percent 
e. 38 percent 
D. 48 percent 
:'-81'''"'' 'f ' - ,, ~ .~ 'c-* 
('\\'. 'r, ~ r,; "GI, 
.. .. ... ~. ' '!.. :- --:. C 
.\, . 
(e. Glad you got your degree when you did)) 
_ :~~~:' ;' ;;!, ' .. w 
48. What percent of incoming freshmen in the Fall of 1995 were from outside 
of Missouri) 
(A) 
A. 33 percent 
B. 44 percent 
e. 55 percent 
D. 66 percent 
How to rate yourself: 
Aaron J. Miles 
flying glider 
built by stu-
dents in 1929. 
All correct: You probably cheated. But if you didn't, you know more about 
the university than anyone else. 
35 or more correct: You are a genius and an informed alum. 
30 to 34 correct: You are one smart person and we're impressed. 
20 to 29 correct: You're above average and have a great mind for trivial matters. 
We wouldn't want to challenge you to any trivia games. 
10 to 19 correct: You're average. This quiz was designed to be a tough challenge ! 
2 to 9 correct: It has been too long since your last visit to campus. We'll see you 
at Homecoming. 
1 correct: Are you sure you went to MSM-UMR? Go put this back in your 
neighbor's mailbox where it came from. 
16 
F 
By Andrew Careaga 
The annual rite of 
spring known as 
St. Pat's is Rolla's 
defining tradition 
adison Avenue spin doc-
tors could learn a lot from 
Rolla engineers and their 
impressive makeover of 
St. Patrick's image_ 
Until the early 19005, no one had ever connected the ascetic 
old saint to the profession of engineering. But after a group of 
engineering students at the University of Missouri-Columbia 
dreamed up the idea, MSM students embellished the story and 
made St. Patrick's Dayan occasion honored by engineers every-
where. Today, the old Hibernian is as known for his affiliation 
with engineers as for driving the snakes out of Ireland. 
So maybe Patrick was never canonized as the saint of engi-
neers, but what difference does that make? For 88 years, the 
students and alumni of MSM-UMR have done such a good job 
of upholding the St. Pat's tradition on campus that everybody 
believes the world 's most famous Irishman really is the patron 
saint of engineers. 
Here 's evidence of his fame: In 1995, officials of the four-cam-
pus University of Missouri system met with several focus groups 
throughout the state to find out how well people knew the mis-
sions of each campus. When the discussion turned to UMR, 
people had a clear picture . UMR, they said, was well known for 
two things: Excellent engineering programs and St. Pat's. 
MSM-UMR ALUMNUS 
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A steady anchor 
For 83 yea)2, SI. ·Pat's has been th e 
anchor that has held the campus steady, 
even though the celebration , like the 
campus, has changed considerably over 
the years. In the early days, the celebra-
tion included smokers , replete with 
.. -boxing and wrestling matches, and for-
mal dances in the evening. During the 
Big Band years, the event featured fra-
ternity tea parties in the 
afternoon and musicians like 
Ted Weems and Duke Elling-
ton during the evening 
masquerade ball. 
With the 1960s came 
"Alice" and changes in the 
knighting ceremony. Today 's 
celebration ends with Saturday 
night rock concerts, wher'e stu-
dents mosh to the sounds of 
alternative rock groups like Gin 
Blossoms, They Might Be Giants 
or the Violent Femmes-a far cry 
from the form <;ll dances of the 1930s and 
1940s. 
But throughout the decades, one tra-
dition remains unchanged: Every year, 
as winter gives way to spring, SI. Pat 
graces the good people of Rolla with his 
presence and , as the late Wesley L Hart-
nagel , EE '31 , wrote in the 1931 
Rollamo, "the entire student body 
engages in the celebration with such 
whole-hearted ness that SI. Pat's at Rolla 
has become far-famed , the big splash in 
our social puddle. " 
In the 
beginning ... 
By rights , UMR's neighbor 
to the north should be bragging 
about the best ever. For it was the 
Summer, 1996 
University of Missouri-Colum-
bia campus that originated th e 
SI. Pat's celebration. 
In 1908 , students from th e 
Columbia campus invited 
MSM students to send a dele-
gate to take part in 
Columbia 's SI. Patrick 's Day 
festivities. The Rolla students 
met in front of the 
local post office, 
which was the 
town gathering 
point, and elected John H. 
Bowles, MinE '08 , '21 , to rep-
resent MSM at th e Columbia 
meeting. The students 
raised the money to send 
Bowles, discovered they 
had funds left over and 
decided to hold their own 
SI. Patrick 's Day celebra-
tion. 
Thus began the most storied tradition 
of campus. 
Columbia and Rolla were fai rly similar 
in those days. Many students coming to 
either town arrived by railroad and were 
marooned there until the semester ended. 
For students from SI. Louis or other big 
cities, Columbia and Rolla were equally in 
th e boondocks. 
"They (students in 
Columbia) were just 
as remote as we 
were . says Jam es 
McGrilth. CE·49. of 
SI. Lou~ . who po~ 
trayed S I. Pat in 1948. 
McGrath looked into 
th e origins of the cele-
bra tion to prepare fo r a 
speech he ga ve at th e 
1970 dedication ceremo-
ny for th e S tatu e of SI. 
Patrick. That statue. orig-
inally stationed wh ere th e Hockey Puck 
now stands , is in th e Curtis Laws Wilson 
library. 
"What I wanted to do was tell people 
a little bit about th e history of it a ll. and 
give a little credit to Columbia ." McGrath 
says. 
Some MS M-UMR graduates grudging-
ly acknowledge Colum bia 's part in 
starting the celebration. But if Columbia 
started SI. Pat's, Rolla transplanted it. nur-
tured it , cul tiva ted it and grew it in to a 
renowned event. 
"It 's the first spring party. " says Mike 
Gross , MetE'88, '90 , who portrayed SI. 
Pat in 1988. "That's th e way the whole 
thing started, and that's true 
today. " Dottye Wolf, the 
social adviser for St. Pat 's 
organizers from 1979 to 
1994, agrees. 
"Years and years ago, 
it was the social event for 
Rolla ," she says. "It 
seems to me that all 
through the years it has 
been a com munity event, not just a 
campus event. " 
The first 
St. Pat's 
In Rolla , St. Pat's started with a small 
band of organizers who met in secret. 
March 17 was a school day, and school 
officials had not given permission for a 
celebration. Students worked all night 
decorating the huge entrance of Nor-
wood Ha ll and , according to the 
Rollamo, "taking care of the night watch -
" man. 
Meanwhile, the yearbook continued, 
"Other deputies were busy posting the 
town with bills, declaring a holiday for the 
followin g day, and requesting students to 
meet at the depot at 8 a.m. " 
The students turned out as requested, 
were given green sashes and shillelaghs. 
According to the Rolla Herald news-
paper, the students were met by the 
MSM band and the 
school 's first St. Patrick, 
George Menefee, "clad 
in mitre and flowing silk 
robes. " St. Pat then fol-
lowed the MSM band 
to Norwood Hall , 
where he surveyed a 
quadrangle with his 
crude transit (a 
forked stick with a 
beer bottle resting on it) and interpreted 
th e heiroglyphics on what the newspaper 
ca ll ed "the famous Blarney Stone which 
was found in the neighborhood of Rolla." 
("The results of this interpretation ," sa id 
the Herald , "proved most conclUSively 
that St. Patrick indeed was an Engineer a 
Mining Engineer as well as a Civil one." ) 
The saint then knighted Director Lewis 
Emmanuel Young and the senior class, 
thus bege tting the campus knighting tra-
dition . A year later, the senior class 
decided that the junior class would engi -




"As MSM students cele-
brated St. Patr ick 's day in 
succeeding years, they made 
the ceremony more elaborate," 
wrote Jack Ridley and 
Lawrence O . Christensen, both 
Distinguished Teaching Profes-
sors of history, in their book 
UM-Rolla: A History of 
MSMIUMR. "In 1909, the upperclassmen 
sent the freshmen to the woods to col-
lect shillelaghs 
for the student 
body. Buying of 
the green began 
the same year. 
To gain admit-
tance to campus 
on March 16 or 
17, students 
bought and wore 
green ribbons that cost 75 cents. " 
Today, students buy St. Pat's sweat-
shirts at $20 or $25 a pop. 
Other customs began to creep into the 
celebration. Snake killing, an homage to 
Patrick 's legendary driving th e snakes 
from Ireland, started in Rolla in 1912. The 
first masked ball was held in 1913, th e 
same year in which St. Patrick first rode a 
manure spreader in the parade. In 1915, 
St. Patrick crowned the first queen , Helen 
BaYSinger, daughter of S.L. Baysinger, a 
member of the Board of Cura-
tors. 
·By that time th e celebra tion 
incorporated "smokers," such as 
the one held in 1911 in Mechan-
ical Hall. It featured a tug-of-war 
between the sophomore and 
freshman classes, wrestling and 
boxing, and three-legged races. 
But the event was not without 
intellectual value; it ended with a 
lecture on mine rescuing apparatus by a 
Mr. Smith of the U.S. Bureau of Mines. 
As the celebration evolved, so did the 
lore of St. Patrick and his "guard. " 
According to the 1911 Rollamo, when the 
saint arrived in Rolla that year, he was 
"surrounded by his favorite attendants 
and guarded by an escort of six soldiers" 
who "wore the original uniforms used 
when the order was founded in 1783 and 
each carried a rusty musket presented to 
the original Guards of St. Patrick by King 
George III of England. " 
Students like Hartnagel, who was edi-
tor of the Missouri Miner, did their part to 
add to the allure of the patron. Hartnagel, 
writing in the 1930 yearbook, recounts 
the legend of St. Patrick this way: 
Th at the gra nd old man of engineering was 
indeed well entitled to the fame and fortu ne which 
became his lot, is well attested by the history of his 
prodigio us deeds, foremost among which was the 
banishment of all euils in the fo rm of snakes from 
his own Emerald Isle, thereby conuerting it to a 
C hristian land of good cheer. "Hu rroo l " sez he, 
"Oi 'ue had eno ugh au ye uarmints under 
foot. Be off wid yez, now, lest I tie yez 
head to tail f'r me ladder to the pearly 
gates. " Forth with, the snakes and all fo rms 
of euil disappeared fo reuer from Ireland. 
The best ever 
The now-familiar superlative 
"best ever" was a term the Mis-
souri Miner used to describe th e 
1914 event. Two years later, the festivi-
ties drew the interest of a St. Louis 
newspaper, which began its dispatch 
with , "Rolla ... a town you ought to see 
before you go to Paris and die. " 
Even today, th e event draws media 
interest. This year 's St. Pat's was chroni-
cled by a Kansas City Star reporter who 
wrote about recent changes in the cele-
bration. 
By 19 14 th e annual event had 
become a two-day ritual. March 16 
began with receptions and dances at fra-
ternity houses, and the follOWing day saw 
an elaborately bedecked St. Pat arrive via 
hand car at the Frisco depot. Patrick 's 
arrival was followed by the parade 
through town , the knighting of the senior 
class, "who were attired in long green 
robes and green mortar boards," and a 
minstrel show in the Parker Hall auditori-
um. The eve ning event, held in Jackling 
Auditorium, was a costume ball that last-
ed until the early morning hours. 
St. Pat wasn 't the only person to arrive 
at the Frisco depot for these celebrations. 
Because MSM was mostly male in those 
days, the dances would have been pretty 
boring with no female partners. So 
fema le students from other campuses 
across the state were "imported " by train 
for the festivities. 
"They (the MSM students) would 
meet them at the station and sort them 
out: "you take this one , I' ll take that 
one, '" says Dottye Wolf. 
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"LIKE ONE OF 
THE GUYS" 
KRISTEN RINGKOR'S COURT APPEARANCE 
HERALDS ANEW ERA FOR ST. PAT'S 
WHEN THE SUN WAKES UP IN THE WEST AND 
LAYS ITS HEAD DOWN IN THE EAST; WHEN THEY 
ORDAIN MADALYN O'HAIR AND SHE BECOMES A 
PRIEST; WHEN A SAN DIEGO SAILOR COMES HOME 
WITH NO TATIOO; WHEN THE LIGHTS GO ON IN 
~ ...... :B~Y Marianne Ward 
WRIGLEY FiElD, I'll BE COMING HOME TO YOU, 
-DON'T WA'T ON ME:THE STATLER BROTHERS, 1981 
Well, the lights have gone on in Wrigley Field 
in Chicago. 
And this spring, for the first time ever, a 
woman, Kristen Ringkor, served on St. Pat's 
Court. 
The 88th Annual St Pat's Celebration was 
definitely the best ever for Ringkor, a junior man-
agement systems major and the 1996 court 
herald. 
"I think a lot of people had their doubts about 
a girl being on St Pat's Court because there was 
87 years of tradition of just guys; but the (St Pat's 
Committee) members knew I put the work into 
it It doesn't matter what 
Show of support 
Ringkor's sorority sisters at Zeta Tau Alpha 
were thri lled by the news of her appointment 
"They put signs up everywhere," she says. 
From the Grotto to the pa rade, Ringkor con-
tinued to hear congratulations and a show of 
support. 
Fisher was especially supportive. 
"Ryan is my best friend," Ringkor says. "He 
to ld me, 'If anyth ing happens, let me know.'" 
Fisher set the tone for how his best friend 
would be treated, and the court fol lowed. 
"They treated me with respect," Ringkor 
says. "They were like my brothers. 
They were looking out for me." gender you are; it's the time 
and dedication that you put 
into it that makes you 
deserve it" 
"It doesn't matter what "Besides," Fisher says, "We're 
used to her because she has been 
with us through the years. She's 
like one of the guys. " Ryan Fisher, St Pat 
1996, admits that Ringkor 
probably had to work harder 
than her male counterparts 
gender you are; it's the 
time and dedication 
that you put into it that 
makes you deserve it. " Her mother and step-father, 
Fran and Phil Taylor, ChE'72, of St 
Lou is, "were proud of me," she 
says. "They went to the Grotto and on the committee. 
"She had to do more to prove herself 
because she was a girl, and she definitely did 
that She proved early on that she was worthy of 
the position she got " 
Chris Hart, a junior rep and this year's nation-
al publ icity chairman, nominated Ringkor for 
herald. 
"Before the election, I heard some rumors 
about a few of the guys not wanting a girl on the 
court, but no one said anything directly to me," 
says Ringkor, who served as the committee's 
secreta ry. In sharp contrast to the rumors, her 
appointment was made through acclamation. 
Fisher says gender is no longer an issue for 
future committees. 
"Kristen has paved the way for others. She 
has taken being a girl from being a main issue," 
Fisher says. 
Summer, 1996 
saw me at the games on Friday." Even alumni-
a crowd she feared might take a while to warm 
up to the idea of a woman on the court-wel-
comed her openly. 
''I'm sure they never thought there would be 
a girl on the court, but I th ink all the alumni were 
excited for me," she says. "I even got my picture 
taken with the herald from 1976." 
A new view 
Having a female on the court put a new twist 
on the traditional Fol lies, where the unwritten ru le 
for events such as "greenest person" and" lep-
rechaun look-al ike" has been "skin to win." 
'''Skin to win' didn't work for me," Ringkor 
says. "Instead, I voted for the greenest guy . 
who had the best muscles." 
Photos by Dan SeiferVStone House Photography 
Her favorite time during the celebration was 
coronation, where as herald, Ringkor read the 
student knight names and directed the activities. 
"I was nervous because the focus was on 
me, but it was neat," she says. "I got to run the 
show. They kind of had to listen to me." 
Understanding 
John Meyer, a senior metallurgical engineer-
ing major, probably worried most about Ringkor. 
Meyer had to stand by and watch as his girlfriend 
partied and hung out with 11 other guys for a 
week. 
"I was proud of her, but I also was scared for 
her. I didn't want her to get hurt," Meyer says. 
"I also knew I had to be very understanding. 
Once I saw how she was acting and how she 
was being treated, I relaxed and enjoyed St 
Pat's." 
Ringkor feels it was a great experience being 
the first woman on St Pat's court-one that will 
go down in the history books. 
"St Pat's was the best time of my life, " she 
says. 
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(The B est Ever- continued from page 19) 
By 1920, the celebration 
included two dances: the mas-
querade on Friday and 
another dance on Saturday. 
The masquerade dance lasted 
until 4:30 a.m. that year, and 
according to the Rol/amo, "The 
dance Saturday night was even 
better, the orchestra having lost 
none of its pep. " 
By 1930, the "Masque Ball " 
had become quite elaborate. 
Again in the Rol/amo, Hartnagel 
wrote, "No description could possibly do 
justice to the costumes of the merrymak-
ers and the decorations of the hall that 
evening. Impersonations of many charac-
ters varying from ladies of King Arthur 's 
Court to Circassian Slave Girls and from 
Charles II to Daniel Boone were in no 
sense lacking. " 
Other entertainment included an 
annual play put on by the MSM Players. 
A tip 0' the cup 
Even though the original St. Patrick 
preached temperance to the "heathens " 
of Ireland, the consumption of alcohol is 
closely tied to St. Patrick 's Day celebra-
tions everywhere. Rolla's is no exception. 
Even during Prohibition , students man-
aged to find spirits for St. Pat's. A favorite 
was "corn on the rocks." According to 
Christensen and Ridley , "To the disgust 
of some local citizens, students were apt 
to become rowdy during St. Patrick 's cel-
ebrations. " 
By the time Don McGovern, ME ' 58, 
became St. Pat, a tradition had devel-
oped during the parade that allowed St. 
Pat to hop off the manure spreader and 
run into the local Pine Street liquor 
stores, grab all the booze he could carry, 
and hop back on to his vehicle. 
Despite the rowdi-
ness, "it was 
something the 
whole campus looked forward to," 
says McGovern , who recently 
retired as vice president and gener-
al manager of McDonnell Douglas ' 
Joint Advanced Strike Technology 
program. "There was no spring 
break in those days, 
and St. Pat's was an 
opportunity to set 
the studies aside 
for a moment 
and just have fun 
with friends." 
McGrath , the St. Pat 
in 1948, agrees. "I think 
it was strictly a social 
thing, an opportunity 
for people to get 
together not necessari-
ly to get drunk, but to 
have a good time. " 
The 
board 
Up until 1930, 
the annual event had been orga-
nized by the junior class. But by that time 
it had become so intricate that students 
saw the need for a more formal organiza-
tion. By a three-to-one vote, the students 
decided to form the 5t. Pat's Board. 
The board soon became the elite 
group on campus. But at the same time, 
it was one of the most egalitarian. The 
board was composed of Greeks and Inde-
pendents alike, each member elected by 
his organization. Members of the group 
soon took to wearing distinctive green 
sweaters. In 1960, they 
began wearing the familiar 
kelly green athletic jackets 
with white sleeves and the 
shamrocks with "MSM " 
embroidered on them . 
After the campus name 
change, the embroidered 
lettering was changed to 
"UMR " But in 1969, 
because of an error by 
the company that made 
the jackets, the board 's 
"senior reps" that year 
wore jackets with 
shamrocks that 
read "MUR " 
The board continued the 
grand old traditions that 
had become a part of 
St. Pat's. 
The war years 
St. Pat's really isn 't 88 years old, if you 
consider the three years during World 
War II that the celebration was canceled. 
From 1943 to 1945, St. Patrick 's Day 
was a solemn event on campus. 
But the war didn 't stop alumni from 
honoring their patron saint, even in 
the most dire circum-
stances. Eugene P. 
Boyt, ME '41 , and 
Robert C. 5ilhavy, 
CerE '41 , managed to lift 
a toast to the saint while 
interred in a Japanese 
prisoner-of-war camp. 
"All the fellas came in at 
noon on March 17 and 
gave us their rice," Boyt said 
in a 1991 interview with the 
Alumnus. They mixed the 
rice with milk and butter and 
made an "engineer 's cake," 
which they covered with jam 
from the Red Cross. 
"We also had put raisins in a 
jar and by leaving them in the 
sun a little bit at a time we were 
able to ferm ent them ," Boyt recalled . 
"We made a hydrometer out of a vial to 
check the fermentation- we wanted 
champagne. 
"We ate the cake and drank that raisin 
champagne on St. Patrick 's Day -what 
a dayl " 
After the war 
St. Pat 's returned in 1946, along with 
hundreds of GIs. 
The tenor of the celebra-
tion changed, however. 
The worldly veterans did 
not go fo r the old non-
sense of "pantsing," and 
the freshm an fights of the 
1930s were now a thing of 
the past. 
The celebration grew 
into more of a community 
event. "From St. Patrick 's 
arrival at Frisco Station until 
the queen 's coronation cere-
monies the next evening, it 
was difficult for anyone within 
Rolla's city limits to think of 
anything but th e celebration ," 
wrote Christensen and Ridley. "While the 
outline of th e celebration changed little 
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glamorous , parades became larger, the 
knighting ceremony become more exclu-
sive, and the preparation of shillelaghs by 
freshmen became more elaborate. " 
The St. Pat's Board painted Pine 
Street green to make the way for St. Pat, 
McGrath recalls , but "we just painted a 
green line down the middle of the street, 
we didn 't paint the whole thing green. " 
Cudgels, Alice and 
the Blarney Stone 
The 1960s saw the incorporation of 
even more traditions. Designating a 
them e for the annual parade was some-
thing done only sporadically in the late 
1950s and early 1960s. But beginning in 
1968, parade themes began appearing 
with more regularity. 
The practice of carrying cudgels-hol-
lowed-out tree trunks, much bigger than 
the traditional shillelaghs-was started in 
the early 1970s by Sigma Tau. "It amazed 
the campus that they could be carried ... 
until it was discovered that they were hol-
lowed out," said the 1991 UMR St. Pat 's 
Board Baby Rep Manual. "But nobody 
could figure out how they did it. Many 
would-be cudgels were destroyed by oth -
er houses in an attempt to burn out their 
own cudgel. For a few years Sig Tau kept 
their own little secret, by post-
ing pledges around the 
house to keep a look-
out for spies, until finally 
one of the little guys 
wasn 't watchful enough , 
and the secret was out. " 
In the early 1950s, the 
student knighting ceremony 
took place on Friday after-
noon , follOWing St. Patrick 's 
annual speech at Norwood 
Hall. It was then moved to Fri-
day night at the masque ball , and by 
1957 was held on Saturday. In 1961, the 
knighting ceremony was held in the new 
student union building, where student 
knights were dunked head-first into a sub-
stance then known as "The Blarney 
Stone. " But the goo made such a mess 
that the student union manager banned it 
from the bUilding, so knighting cere-
monies were moved to Lions Club Park 
the follOWing year. 
In 1967, according to the Baby Rep 
Manual, the stuff was renamed "Alice " in 
honor of an ex-girlfriend of board presi-
dent Richard Dumay, CE '71 ,EMgt'72 . 
SUII/mer, 1996 
In 1968, th e 
formal knighting 
ceremony-not 






officials , and state and local 
leaders who supported the university. 
These honorary knights were brought 
before the Blarney Stone and made to 
kiss it before receiving knighthood from 
the saint. 
Dottye Wolf's husband, Robert V. 
Wolf, ME '51 ,'52 , professor emeritus of 
metallurgical engineering and former 
president of the MSM-UMR Alumni Asso-
ciation , made the medallions St. Pat 




The late 1970s and early 1980s saw 
the annual celebration spiral out of con-
trol. Alcohol became th e focus of events 
at Lions Club Park, and St. 
Pat's bumper stickers 
boasted rowdy themes. 
The 75th anniversary 
event, held in 1983, 
boasted the slogan 
"Contributing to the 
Delinquency of Miners 
for 75 Years ," and 
1984's theme 
claimed that St. Pat's 
was "Where Insanity 
Becomes Reality." 
Along with cudgel races and 
other games at Lions Club Park, students 
partiCipated in "Hop, Skip and Puke " 
contests and other drinking games. 
The St. Pat's Board gained a reputa-
tion for hard partying, and in 1988, when 
a board member died of alcohol poison-
ing over the Valentine 's Day weekend, the 
campus administration imposed sanctions 
on the organization. In 1991 , after a 
"baby rep" died from choking on his own 
vomit, Chancellor John T. Park ordered 
the board to disband , and the campus 
established the St. Pat's Celebration Com-
mittee under th e aegis of the Student 
Council. 
Reorganizing 
The new committee 
moved qUickly to continue the 
St. Pat 's tradition while down -
playing the role of alcohol. 
Nevertheless , the stigma of 
alcohol remains linked to the 
annual celebration . 
"There 's no way you 're ever 
going to change the way some 
people think about St. Pat 's," says 
Gross, the 1988 St. Pat who has returned 
for every event as an alumnus. "There is 
always going to be that tradition of drink-
ing associated with St. Patrick 's Day, not 
just at the University of Missouri-Rolla 
but everywhere, and some people will 
never get it out of their mind, no matter 
what you do about it. " 
The St. Pat's Celebration Committee 
has been successful in its effort to clean 
up the occasion . These days, the annual 
parade is a bigger family event than it 
was during the 1980s. The Thursday and 
Friday "Gonzo" (formerly called the 
"Extravaganza") and games, now held at 
th e athletic fields on fraternity row, pro-
vide a less visible , more controlled 
environment for students. This year, a $3 
cover charge allowed any student into 
the area and all the soda one could drink. 
Beer, however, was reserved only for 
those of legal age, and at a cost. 
A break of tradition 
This year also saw the first female 
member of the St. Pat 's Court (see story 
on page 19). That was a welcome 
change , according to Gross. 
"I was skeptical at first ," he says. 
"When I was on the board, any time a girl 
expressed interest we were worr ied 
about whether she could stick it out, 
because it 's tough , and there 's a lot of 
work involved when you 're a baby rep or 
junior rep." But th e first female, Kristen 
Ringkor, proved it could be done. Per-
haps someday the revered saint himself 
will be portrayed by a femal e. 
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A
thrOng of 4,800 -plus 
packed the Gale 
Bul lman Multi -Purpose 
Building on April 24 to hear the 
nil tion's most popular military 
man. Colin Powell , tell of his 
Amer ican journey. And Powell. 
the retired four star general. 
form er chair o f the Joint Chiefs o f 
C; aff and recent best-sell ing 
'lllthor. did not disappoint his 
alldience. 
His one-hour speech. based in 
p'lrt on his book M y American 
Jurney. was interrupted 15 times 
by applause. and frequently by 
laughter, from the crowd. 
Powell was the 19th speaker to 
visit UMR courtesy of the campus' 
Remmers Special Artist/Lecture 
Seri es . which was established in 
1979 by the la te Walter E. 
R emmers . MetE '23 , '24, and his 
wi fe Mir iam. 
Powell. who visited w ith Mrs. 
Remmers pr io r to his lecture. 
recounted a story Mrs. Rem mers 
hild told him: When Mr. Remmers, 
who died in March at age 92 (see 
sto ry on page 53) . was asked 
whether he wanted to enter the 
lE'ctu re before Powell entered or 
after. Mr. Remmers sa id. " I want to 
C0me in w ith Gen Powell. " 
Powell th en arlded. "We know 
Wil iler is w ith us in spirit," and 
thanked Mrs. Remmers and 
members of th e Remmers family 
for supporting the series. 
During the speech, titled "The 
Manilgement of Cr isis and 
Change." Powell touched on his 
mi litilry career. the values both his 
family and th e military instilled in 
him . and the need fo r a strong 
U S defense despite the fall o f 
commun ism in the former Soviet 
Union and F.astern Europe. 
'2 
Retired general charms audience 
at Remmers Lecture 
"The world hasn 't suddenly 
become a peaceful place," he said, 
adding that despite the downsizing 
of the U .S. military in recent years, 
" It's still a strong force that can kick 
anybody 's butt. ,. 
Dur ing a crowded news confer-
ence on campus earlier, Powell 
reiterated that he had no in terest in 
presidential politics in 1996. '"I'm 
just barely dry from being a 
sold ier. " he sa id . " I am a pr iva te 
citizen, and will be practicing my 
poli tics in private." 
Powell also endorsed the U.S. 
peacekeeping effort in Bosnia. ,. As 
usual, " he sa id , "our troops are 
doing a br ill ian t job ." 
Powell' s lecture was followed 
by a brief question-and -answer 
session that ended on a br igh t 
no te. The general picked a young 
man from the audience to be the 
fi nal questioner. 
Th e boy, the son of a Marine 
Corps master sergean t stationed at 
nearby Fort L eonard Wood, ap-
proached the microphone and 
said : "Sir , I'm a big admirer and 
my only question is, Will you sign 
m y book?" Powell invited the boy, 
14-year-old Josh Pettus, to the 
stage and then autographed 
Pettus' copy of M y American 
Jou rn ey while the audience 
cheered. 
Top, lefl: Colin Powell relaxes 
on slage wilh Chance llor John 
T Park. A bove, lOp: WOWING 
Ihe audience. Above: A Ihrong of 
4,800-plus packed Ihe gym 10 
hea r Powell 's Lecture. Left: 14-
year-old Josh Pettus, Ihe son of 
a Ma rine Corps maSler sergeant 
slarioned al nea rby ForI 
Leona rd Wood, receives an a /./ -
log raphed copy of Colin 
Powell 's book, My American 
Journey. 
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Delbert Day wins research 
and creativity award 
Delbert Day, CerE '58, a 
Curators ' Professor of ceramic 
engineering at UMR whose 
research on glass has led to a 
unique treatment for liver 
cancer, won the University of 
Missouri System 's 1996 Presi-
dential Award for Research and 
Creativity. 
The award, which includes a 
$15 ,000 stipend , is given in 
recognition of an outstanding 
University of Missouri faculty 
member who has a proven 
record of internationally 
prominent research. 
Day, an expert on the 
structure and properties of 
various types of glass, is perhaps 
best known for his development 
of glass microspheres that can be 
used to treat liver and kidney 
cancer. 
Day, along with Gary 
Ehrhardt of the UM-Columbia 
campus, patented the process by 
which the tiny glass beads are ir-
radiated and injected into 
malignant tumors. 
The therapy, which is under-
going trials for patients with 
kidney cancer, results in 
increased life expectancy with 
none of the discomforting side 
effects associated with radiation 
therapy or chemotherapy. 
Day also is the co-inventor of 
"glasphalt," a road-paving 
substance designed to make use 
of recycled waste glass. 
Glasphalt is now in use through-
out the world. 
Day earned his master 's 
degree and Ph.D. from Pennsyl-
vania State University. He joined 
the MSM-UMR faculty in 1961. 
Rustum Roy, a materials 
research professor at Penn State, 
summed up Day 's research as 
"real science. " 
"This is the science America 
is known for , and Del Day is a 
proven inventor and expositor of 
that grand tradition. " 
The lengths they'll go to 
Researchersfrom UMR's Cloud and AerosoL Sciences Labora-
tory tailed passenger ai/planes over Germany in March to 
gather exhaust samples from the airplanes. Leading the project 
were researchers Donald Hagen and Philip Whitefield, aLong 
with resea rch engineer Ray Hopkins and chemistry graduate 
student Jonathan Paladino. The Falcon they were in railgaled 
at a distance of about 50 /1'l.elers at an a/tirude of 31 ,000 feet 
to gather the sampLes. it was risky business: if the Fa/con feLL 
400 meters behind, Ihe air turbuLence from the passenger jet 
could crack the windshieLd or blowout an engine. Back in 
RoLLa, Ihe researchers are testing the exhaust data to show Ih e 
impact air traffic has on the Earth 's ozone laye l: 
SUl1Imer, 1996 
Photos bv Dan Seifert/SlOne House Photography 
Running on potato power 
Want to learn how to make 
a clock that runs on potato 
power? Interested in knowing 
how blood flows through the 
heart? Several Junior Girl 
Scouts from the Rolla area 
should be able to tell you. The 
scouts learned about a variety 
of science topics during the 
annual "2+2 in the Laboratory" 
workshop, he ld in February on 
campus. 
The workshop is sponsored 
by the UMR Helix Club , w.r 
Schrenk Society, Kappa Mu 
Epsilon and Society of Women 
Engineers. Those student orga-
nizations presented five 
workshops to give scouts 
hands-on experience in 
analyzing chemicals, learning 
about mathematics, experi-
menting with the body's senses 
and exploring Newton 's laws of 
motion . 
Participants also learned 
about careers in science and 
technology, and Girl Scouts 
participating in the workshop 
earned a special Contemporary 
Issues Patch "Leading Girls to 
Mathematics, Science and 
Technology. " 
Assisting in the project was 
Paula Lutz, Chem '76, an 
associate professor of life 
sciences . 
Girl Scouts get hands-on help 
from UMR students in the 




CAMPUS Making history 
UMR leads the way in Missouri History 
By Marianne Ward 
Pt',,'n hy nom C;Plfnrt!Slonn HQ\lSO PhOlOqlflphy 
\~ 
Lejr ro rigllf: Lawrell ce Chrisrel1sell (sea red), Donald Osre l; Johll 
Bradblll)' alld .lack Ridley. gro llped ill FOllr of IIwl1 l1scripr collec-
riolls or UM-Rolla. I lISer: rh e lore Marvill Co ill. 
D:~'tut I~~:ou rim~~~~ lory? Don 't blame 
UMR. UMR 's history d parlment 
is i\ lei\der in th study of Missouri 
history. 
ver the past d cade, UMR 
fa cully members have publ ish d 
12 nrticles in the Miss uri Histor-
ica l Review. more than any other 
university. Over the years. 
24 
they 've also presented 25 papers 
at a variety o f conferences, 
published 18 book rev iews and 
co-wr itten two books all about 
Missouri history. 
"Th e University o f Missou ri -
Rolla is very active in terms o f the 
number and quali ty of publica-
tions it does on or about Missouri 
history ," says James Goodrich. 
executi ve d irector o f the State 
Historical Society o f Missouri. 
"The UMR faculty has made sig-
nificant contributions to a better 
understanding o f the history o f 
the state of Missouri and our 
heritage. 
"A lo t of what they wr ite 
about is no t about the elite of 
society or public o fficials, 
although they certainly do cover 
these individuals, " Goodrich 
says. "They wr ite about the 
common person and show how 
events of the time affected them." 
During the last 10 years, UMR 
publishing leaders on Missouri 
history include history faculty 
members Lawrence Chris-
tensen, Donald Oster, Jack 
Ridley and the late Marvin Cain, 
and John Bradbury, Hist '74, a 
senior manuscript specialist at the 
Western Histor ica l Manuscript 
Collection branch at UMR. 
"The real leader is Dr. Chris-
tensen," says Larry Gragg, chair 
o f UMR 's history department. 
" He is without question one o f 
the top two historians in the state 
on Missouri history." 
C hristensen is one o f the co-
authors o f " Missouri: The H eart 
o f the Nation," a popular 
Missouri history textbook used in 
high schools and on college 
campuses. In addition, he and 
Rid ley, bo th Distinguished 
Teaching Professors o f history at 
UMR, co-wro te "UM-Rolla: A 
History of MSM/UMR. " 
One o f C hristensen 's latest 
projec ts is the " Dictionary o f 
Missouri Biography," a volume of 
Missouri biographies he is editing 
with three o thers. That edition is 
expected to be available in 1997, 
and will include entries from four 
UMR students, five UMR faculty 
members, and one staff member. 
T here is no simple explana-
tion for the concentrated interest 
in Missouri history at the UMR 
campus, Gragg says. Part of it is 
being in the r ight place at the right 
time: The UMR branch of the 
Western Histori cal Manuscript 
Collection houses letters, diaries 
and journals of early 19th-century 
Missouri history and o ther items 
in the campus library. Faculty dis-
sertations also playa role. 
" Dr. Oster 's dissertation was 
on St. Louis and Kansas City 
history'. He naturally kept up with 
urban history. Dr. Christensen 's 
dissertation was on blacks in St. 
Louis, which led him to be a spe-
cialist on the history of black 
America, the South and 
Missour i," Gragg says. " Dr. 
Ridley got interested in the 
minerals industry in Missouri. 
John Bradbury is an excellen t 
historian on Civil War history. " 
The Civil War, Gragg says, is 
a drawing card for history w riters 
and their fans . 
"The Civil War is the most 
wri tten-about topic in Missouri," 
Gragg says. "The history o f the 
Civil War is a topic o f unending 
fascina tion for peop le. There will 
always be an endless fascination 
with the Civil War in Missouri. 
Next to Virginia , the most battles 
fought were in Missouri. They 
were small-scale skirmishes, bu t 
the number of skirmishes is 
second only to Virginia. 
" I think in to the future the 
Civil War will be the area that gets 
the most attention no t just in 
Missouri , but in other states as 
well ," Gragg says. "Shelves 
continue to grow wi th books on 
the C ivil War and other historical 
subjects. 
"The bottom line is people like 
a good story, and well -written 
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Students use e-mail, World 
Wide Web to pick new president 
Cyber-democracy is alive and 
well at UMR In March , students 
used the campus computer 
network to elect Josh Grove as 
their new Student Council 
president. 
While the traditional voting 
booth was still available , more 
Easing the pain 
of rejection 
In a relationship , rejection can 
be painful. But in a heart or 
kidney transplant, rejection can be 
deadly_ Now, UMR researcher 
Daniel Forciniti is trying to make 
rejection a thing of the past for 
organ transplants. 
Forciniti, an assistant professor 
of chemical engineering, is 
studying a phenomenon called 
protein adsorption to determine 
how best to make new materials 
for artificial organs, arteries and 
dialysis equipment. His experi-
ments with proteins may 
eventually lead to better artificial 
organs and arteries. 
Protein adsorption occurs 
when proteins in the blood collect 
on the walls of artificial materials 
ri\ther than flow through as they 
should. In adsorption ; prote it-is act 
much like li~ deposits that build 
up in water lines and reduce water 
flow. 
"The adsorption of blood 
proteins on the surface of an 
implant catalyzes the response of 
the immunosystem of the patient; 
therefore , the implant is rejected," 
Forciniti says. "Our objective is to 
regulate protein adsorption and 
create gUidelines for the develop-
ment of materials in which protein 
adsorption is minimized or elimi-
nated. 
"We want to be able to tell 
people who are in the artificial 
organ business that from now on, 
you need to use a material with 
than three-fourths of the 1,447 
students who voted cast their 
ballots electronically either via e-
mail or from the World Wide Web 
site devoted to the election. 
This marked the second year 
students had the electronic voting 
option. 
Photo by Dan Seifert/Slone House Photography 
Daniel Forciniri 
says. " If you do that, you are 
going to be able to reduce or 
eliminate organ rejection and 
reduce problems with artificial 
arteries, hearts and dialysis 
equipment. " 
Forciniti is tackling the problem 
from a new angle. The traditional 
approach is to test new materials 
once they're developed, but 
Forciniti is studying protein ad-
sorption on a molecular level to 
find which characteristics would 
be best for a new material. 
Engineers will then use his model 
guidelines to develop a new 
material. 
The three-year project is 
supported by a $174,978 grant 
from the non-profit Whitaker 
Foundation of Washington. The 
project involves two graduate 
students and three undergradu-
these characteristics," Forciniti ates. 
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IEEE Fellow awarded to 
E. Keith Stanek 
E. Keith Stanek, chair of elec-
trical engineering at UMR, has 
been elected as a Fellow by the 
Institute of Electrical and Electron -
ics Engineers (IEEE) board of 
directors. The grade of fellow is the 
highest grade of membership in 
IEEE and is given to recognize the 
achievements of electrical 
engineers worldwide. 
Stanek, who is also the Fred 
W. Finley (EE'41) Distinguished 
E. Keith Stanek 
Professor of electrical engineering, became chair of electrical 
engineering last September. He joined the UMR faculty in 1990 
as coordinator of the UMR power engineering program. Stanek 
has more than 25 years of teaching and research experience 
related to electrical power systems. Stanek 's activity in IEEE 
includes a stint as chair of the IEEE Mining Industry Committee 






Kurt Kosbar , an associate 
professor of electrica l engineer-
ing at UMR, is lecturin g a t a 
university in Poland this summer 
as a Fulbright Scholar. 
Kosbar is leading courses in 
Kurt Kosbar spread spectrum communica-
tion systems, computer-aided design of communications 
systems and digital signal processing at the Technical Universi-
ty of Gdansk. He is one of approximately 2 ,000 U.S . scholars 
spending the year abroad under the Fulbright program. 
Kosbar 's work on the Internet helped him land the Fulbright 
award. In 1991 , he developed an educational software package 
that he distributed worldwide on the Internet, and professional 
relationships he developed through that distribution led scholars 
from UMR and Technical University of Gdansk to consider an 
international exchange. 
Established in 1946 under congressional legislation intro-
duced by the late Sen. J. William Fulbright of Arkansas. the 
program is designed "to increase mutual unde rstanding 
between the people of the United States and the people of other 
countries. " 






Grad student Michael 
Shoemaker's earthquake 
studies could shake up the 
scientific community_ 
By Richard Hatfield 
We used 12-gauge shotgun 
shells fired into the ground to 
create the seismic waves. , , 
T
he New Madrid fault 
isn 't the only earth-
quake risk in 
southeast Missouri. 
So says Michael Shoemaker, 
GGph '95 , now a graduate student 
in geology and geophysics who 
presented this finding to the Seis-
mological Society of America in 
April. 
In his presentation at the SSA's 
annual meeting in St. Louis, 
Shoemaker discussed the find ings 
of a study of fault lines at English 
Hill in the Benton Hills area of 
southeast Missouri. The area is 
north of the New Madrid Fault, 
where the famous New Madrid 
earthquakes occurred in the early 
1800s. 
Shoemaker's study suggests 
that fault zones outside the New 
Madrid seismic zone have also had 
damaging earthquakes. 
"We've found evidence for 
complex faulting that is much 
more in tense than anyone could 
have guessed from surface 
mapping," he says. "These faults 
are easily capable of producing a 
damaging earthquake today. " 
The study was a joint effort of 
UMR and the Missouri Depart-
ment of Natural Resources 
Division of Geology and Land 
Survey (DG LS ). DGLS geologists 
handled the first step digging large 
trenches in the Earth 's surface 
close to shallow fault planes. 
"After initial trenching of the 
area , we acqu ired data for two 
seism ic lines that passed through 
adjacent to severa l of the trench 
sites," says Shoemaker, of Alexan-
dria , Va. "From the se ismic lines 
and trench data , we were able to 
determine that the su bsurface 
geologic structures were actual 
recently reactivated old fau lt 
planes. " 
After determining that the 
area 's geologic complexity 
included a fault zone, the scientists 
began a second phase of the 
project. They used a technique 
known as a shallow reflection 
survey, "which is a little bit like 
making an X-ray picture of the 
rock layers on the Earth ," 
Shoemaker says. 
This technique uses a small 
explosive at the Earth 's surface to 
create seismic vibrations to "see" 
and map the geologic layers inside 
the Earth. 
"We used 12-gauge shotgun 
shells fired into the ground to 
create the seismic waves , 
Shoemaker says. "As a result, we 
were able to image layers from as 
shallow as 50 feet to as deep as 
500 to 600 fee t into the Earth. " 
The seismic wave is reflected 
from the different layers within the 
Earth , creating an echo. 
"On the basis of echoes, we 
can construct an image of the sub-
surface of the Earth ," says Neil 
Anderson, an associate professor 
of geology and geophysics at UMR 
who is overseeing Shoemaker 's 
research. 
Anderson and Shoemaker are 
also using the technology to locate 
a cave under Carthage, Mo. , and 
to study other shallow subsurface 
areas in Missouri and Illinois (see 
story on the next page). At the 
English Hill site , Shoemaker 
studied the image of the different 
layers within the Earth to 
determine if they are horizontal 
and continuous. 
"Where horizontal layers are 
broken by a vertical offset, a fault 
plane is interpreted," Shoemaker 
says. "That interpretation of the 
seismic reflection profile indicates 
numerous earthquake-generating 
fau lts along the edge of Benton 
Hills." 
He says that it is hard to predict 
just when an earthquake might 
have happened wi th the informa-
tion available , and it is impossible 
to predict when one will happen 
again . The research team has de-
termined that in this case, 
earthquakes of large magnitudes 
happened in that area in the last 
5 ,000 to 10,000 years. 
The first phase of the study was 
conducted by DGLS geologists 
David H offman, CE '65, '67, 
James Palmer and James Vaughn, 
in cooperation with the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey. 
Shoemaker's presentation , 
titled "Seismic Reflection Evidence 
of Complex Shallow Faulting at 
English Hill in Southeastern 
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Scientists use sound to locate cave, old mines in Missouri and Illinois 
UMR researchers have come 
up with a sound method to find 
hidden caves a nd underground 
mines. 
The researchers are using a 
technique known as seismic reflec-
tion (it 's similar to sonar) to fi nd a 
cave under Carthage, Mo. , and to 
study other shallow subsurface 
areas in Missouri and Illinois. 
Seismic reflection has been 
around for years , says Neil 
Anderson, an associate professor 
of geology and geophysics at 
UMR. Oil and gas exploration 
companies have used it to drill 
1,000 to 20,000 feet into the 
Earth 's surface . But "with the 
advent of better electronic technol-
ogy equipment," he says, 
"sensitive seismic reflection tech-
nology can now be used by 
geologists to investigate shallow 
subsurface areas at a much less 
expensive cost. " 
J ust as sonar uses sound waves 
to map the bottom of the ocean , 
seismic reflection tech nology 
generates a shock wave at the 
Earth 's surface to map the geology 
beneath . Unlike sonar, however, 
seismic reflection requires a small 
explosive at the surface to generate 
the shock wave. 
The wave is reflected from the 
different layers within the Earth , 
creating an echo. "On the basis of 
echoes we can construct an image 
of the subsurface of the Earth ," 
Anderson says. 
Future looks bright for UMR grads 
UMR 's May graduating class 
took their diplomas into one of the 
best job markets in recent years. 
More large companies sent re-
cruiters to campus this year than 
in any other year in the 90s, and 
smaller firms that don 't visit 
campus requested record 
numbers of student resumes. In 
addition, says Jamie Archer, 
director of UMR 's Career Oppor-
tun ities Center, more students 
than ever took part in the campus ' 
cooperative education program, 
which allows students to work full-
time . 
A decade ago, many UMR 
students could afford to take their 
pick of job offers. 
"There used to be as many as 
500 companies come each year, 
and it wasn 't uncommon for a 
student to have 15 or 20 job in-
terviews," Archer says. But during 
the economic slowdown of the 
early 1990s, many large 
companies curta iled their recruit-
ing efforts. 
Nationally, the market for new 
college graduates got tougher. 
UMR followed the trend, with the 
number of companies recruiting 
on campus bottoming out at 83 in 
the fall of 1993 . But even in this 
more austere job market, engi-
Summer, 1996 
neering and science majors as a 
group fared better than graduates 
from most other disciplines. 
The job market looks brighter 
this year. As of Feb. 1, 87 
companies had either conducted 
interviews at UMR or had signed 
up to do on-campus interviews. 
That represents a 32 percent 
increase over 1995 's spr ing 
semester total of 66 companies. 
Even more remarkable is the 
number of companies that don 't 
visit campus but request resumes. 
Last fall , Archer 's office sent 
7,635 copies of resumes to 143 
companies, compared to the 
6,3 19 resumes to 120 companies 
in the fall 1994 semester. Most 
compan ies requesting resumes 
are small- to medium-sized firms 
that do little on-campus interview-
ing, Archer says. 
Also on the rise is the number 
of companies hiring students for 
the cooperative education 
program , or "co-op," in which un-
dergraduate students receive a 
salary and can earn college credit 
wh ile working. 
This year, a record 168 
students are participating in the 
co-op program, compared to 139 
in the 1994-1995 academic year. 
Anderson uses the technology 
in several research efforts. In o ne 
recent project, he and some 
private engineers used it to 
determine the subsurface o f an 
abandoned coal mine near Scott 
Air Force Base in Illinois. 
"A new school is scheduled to 
be constructed in that area ," he 
says. "Abandoned coal mines 
eventually collapse . In this case, a 
collapse could cause structura l 
damage to the school. " 
As a result of these studies , 
construction of the school will soon 
begin in an a rea where th e 
abandoned mines will have no 
effect on the finished structure. 
"By using seismic refl ectio n 
technology, we were able to attain 
re fl ection echoes tha t told us 
where the mined out a reas were 
a nd where the a reas were that 
were not mined ," Anderson says. 
" If we had to drill in ra ndom 
locatio ns to find the min es, we 
could have dr illed into a mine pillar 
a nd thought the subsurface was 
sound , a nd that would have been 
a disas ter because the mined a rea 
could possibly collapse." 
The geologist and his team of 
gradua te a nd undergraduate 
students are now trying to fin d a 
cave that is sa id to lie beneath 
Carthage , Mo. The town wants to 
turn the ca ve into a tourist attrac-
tion. 
Four to evaluate quality 
award applicants 
Last fall , UMR became the first zatio ns that pass the initial 
un iversity ever to win the Missouri 
Quality Award. This fall , UMR will 
have four representatives on th e 
panel that reviews appl icants fo r 
the 1996 award. 
The UMR representatives on 
the MQA Board of Examiners are: 
o Bahador Ghahramani , a n 
associate professor of engineering 
management. 
• Mohammed Qayoumi , vice 
chancellor for administra tive 
services. 
oKenneth M. 




oHenry Wie be , pro fessor of 
engineering management. 
As examiners , the four also will 
visit the companies, campuses, 
hospitals , schools or o th er organ i-
screening process. 
Also involved in the MQA 
process is Robert Mitchell , dean 
of UMR 's School of Engineering. 
Mi tchell will be a member of the 
MQA Board o f Overseers fo r a 
second consecutive year. The 
board selects and tra ins the 
examiners, and oversees each step 
in the award process. 
The Missouri Quality Award , 
sponsored by the Excellence in 
Missour i Foundation , is modeled 
after the Malcolm Baldrige 
Natio nal Quality Award and is 
designed to recognize organiza-
tions that pr ide themselves o n 
continuous improvement, high 
performa nce a nd customer 
service. 
For more information about any of these news items, 
please contact the Office of Public Relations 
573-341-4328 
27 
UMR involved in national 
mentoring program for minorities 
UMR is one of 11 universities 
selected to take part in a national 
program to develop mentoring 
programs for minority engineering 
and science students, primarily 
graduate students. 
UMR faculty, staff and admin-
istra tors took part in the GEM 
National Institute on Mentoring 
held in March on campus. The 
institute , created to improve the 
retention and graduation rates for 
minority engineering and science 
students, is led by Howard G. 
Adams, the former director of 
GEM (the National Consortium for 
Graduate Degrees for Minorities in 
Engineering and Science). 
According to Gary K. 
Patterson, ChE'60, '66, associate 
dean of the UMR School of Engi-
neering and the GEM program 
coordinator at UMR, the National 
Institute on Mentor ing provides 
training to help faculty and staff 
establish mentoring programs for 
minor ity graduate students and 
undergraduates who plan to 
pursue graduate degrees. 
A gem-dandy 
This face ted specimen of a 
chrysoberyl gemstone is part 
of a collection of chrysoberyl 
gemstones donated 
UMR 's department 
geology and geophysics 
in 1982 by Eldridge 
S.(AI) Middour, MS 
Ggph '51. Middour, a 
micro -pa leon to logist , 
owns E.S. Middour of Corpus 
Christi , Texas. 
The yellowish -green stone 
weighs 3.31 carats. It was cut from 
a stone weighing 8.38 carats. The 
collection also includes a specimen 
of alexandrite , an emerald-green 
variety of chrysoberyl , and other 
uncut stones. 
Middour originally obtained 
the gems from near Teofilo Otoni 
in Minas Gerais Province, Brazil. 
UMR students in the land down under 
Three UMR mining engineer-
ing students were the first to take 
part in a new academic exchange 
program between UMR and the 
Western Australia School of Mines 
in Kalgoorlie , Australia . 
Sen iors Seth Burns and Gary 
David S tewart , both of Kansas 
City, Mo., and junior Carl 
Berwick of Rolla studied mining at 
the Austra lian school from July 
through December. 
"Th is was a grea t opportunity 
and most rewarding experience 
for me," Burns says. "We toured 
Austral ian mines that 
28 
are just huge and traveled all over 
the southwestern part of the 
country. We worked on projects 
and gained valuab le information , 
and actually attended classes in 
several of the mines. " 
The experience obviously paid 
off for Burns, who says he hopes 
to return to Australia for a master 's 
degree in min ing engineering. 
The Australian school plans to 
send two students to study at 
UMR and work in U.S. mines , 
says J ohn Wilson, chair and 
professor of mining engineering at 
UMR. In the future , faculty 
members from each institution 
may even get involved in the 
exchange program, Wilson adds. 
To South Africa, too. 
Wilson also is exploring a 
similar exchange program with the 
University of Witwatersrand in Jo-
hannesburg, South Africa. 
"South Africa is a strong 
mining country that is very 
dependent on the mining 
industry," Wilson says. "This will 
be an opportunity for two students 
from UMR to work and go to 
school one semester at WITS 
University. " 
Middour made a number of trips 
to the area in the 1970s to buy 
gems from local dealers. The gems 
occur as water-worn pebbles in 
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WE NEED YOUR INPUT ON 
UPCOMING ISSUES OF THE 
MSM-UMR ALUMNUS 
Inspirational IssuelWinter '96 
Did a professor or a member of 
the staff at MSM-UMR make a 
difference in your college career? 
This is your chance to share your 
experience and honor someone 
who made a difference. 
What wild and crazy pranks 
did you pull while 
attending MSM-UMR? 
We want to know! 
Women of MSM-UMR-
the Fall 1997 issue is 
dedicated to you! 
CONTACT: 
UMR Publications Office 
1870 Miner Circle 





A.ROUND: THE COU'N'TRY 
UPCOMING MINER ALUMNI EVENTS 
JUNE 
2 Central Ozarks Section Pig Roast. 
-Dennis McGee '69, 573-626-4422 (H) 
15 Springfield Mo. Section House Boat Outing, 
-Earl Burk '70, 417-882-1424 
22 Kansas City Section Picnic, 
-Joseph F. Reichert '59, 816-274-2069 (B) 
22 St. Louis Section Golf Tournament, 
-Phil Jozwiak '66, 314-878-1285 (H) 
TBA St. Louis Section Picnic, 
-Ted Medler '86,314-892-3306 (H) 
JULY 
12-13-1 4 St. Louis Section Baseball trip to Chicago, 
- Ted Medler '86,314-892-3306 (H) 
27 Chicago Section "Send-Off" Picnic 
-Greg Kiaer '84, 312-280-1579 (H) 
AUGUST 
1 Springfield Mo. Section/MSPE Shrimp Feed 
-Earl Burk '70, 417-882-1424 
3 Kansas City Section Casino Night 
-Joseph F. Reichert '59, 816-274-2069 (B) 
16 Alumni Board Executive Committee Meeting 
-Alumni Office, 573-341-4145 
17 Springfield Mo. Section Picnic 
-Larry Wolf '79, 417-833-2200 (B) 
TBA St. Louis Section Card inals Game 
- Christina Sfreddo '94, 314-724-5413 (H) 
SEPTEMBER 
23 Chancellor's Golf Tournament, "The Legends," a 
Robert Trent Jones Sr.-designed course in Eureka, Mo. 
-University Advancement, 1-800-392-4112 
OCTOBER 
4-5 Homecoming, 
-Alumni Office, 573-341-4145 
8 SPE Alumni Reception in Denver 
-Alumni Office, 573-341-4145 
19 Parents' Associat ion Board Meeting 
-Alumni Office, 573-341-4145 
NOVEMBER 
TBA Admissions Reception, Springfield, Mo. 
- Jim Wray '79, 417-889-5549 (B) 
FUTURE DATES FOR HOMECOMING: 
October 10-11, 1997 * 
October 2-3, 1998* 
October 1-2, 1999* 
October 6-7, 2000* 
COITentative 






mission and goals 
MISSION 
The Association will proactively 
strive to create an environment 
- embodying communication 
with and parti cipation by MSM-
UMR Alumni Association and 
friends - to foster strong loyalty 
to UMR and growth of the 
association. The association will 
increase its financial strength 
as well as provide aid and 
support to deserving students 
and appropriate projects. 
GOALS 
- In crea se involvement of young 
alumni in the association. 
-Improve section programming. 
-Increa se financial resources of 
th e asso ciation and the 
university. 
-Improve communication with 
alumni. 
- In crease support to the 
university and its students. 
Th e offic ers and other members 
of the association's boa rd of 
directors provide leadership and 
actual participation to achieve 
th es e go als and fulfill this 
mission. For their efforts to be a 
succ ess, they need VOUR active 
parti cipation as well , in whatever 
alumni activities you choose. 
Dear Fellow Alumni , 
The celebration continues ... the MSM-UMR Alumnus takes this op-
portunity to mark the 125th anniversary of our alma mater with this 
special issue. I hope you 'll enjoy the features included, such as the trivia 
quiz, the history of the buildings on campus, and the story about this 
year 's outstanding basketball teams. 
UMR continues to be a vital , energetic insti tution , truly positioned to 
provide tomorrow 's leaders in engineering and science. Our long and glorious history is only 
surpassed by our bright future. I encourage you to be a part of this future in two important ways: 
First, become involved in your MSM-UMR Alumni Association. Attend a local section event, 
volunteer to serve as a Class Coordinator or an Admissions Ambassador, or work with the Public 
Resource Ambassadors if you are a M issouri resident. Maybe you 'll want to be a part of the new 
Career Ambassadors group, helping today 's students gain the skills they need to get that perfect 
job. Come to Homecoming (see the H omecoming information pages in this issue) and reacquaint 
yourself with campus and your classmates. 
Second, contribute to the MSM-UMR Alumni Association 's Annual Fund. The Annual Fund 
supports scholarships and research assistantships for undergraduates, Homecoming and reun ion 
activities, and departmental activities, as well as helps publish the MSM-UMR Alumnus magazine. 
You may be already giving to your department through the phonathon, but we hope you 'll also 
send something to the association 's Annual Fund when you hear from us by mail. (We don 't call 
you on the phone, we just send letters l ). 
Enjoy this issue as a trip down memory lane, and make plans now to return to Rolla for 





Alumni Salary Survey Reminder 
Several alumni have requested that we conduct a salary survey, so they can see how they 
measure up to their peers. If you haven ' t already done so, please take a moment to send us the 
following information. We' ll tally it up and print the results in a future issue, so you can see where 
you standi 
Current sa lary: __________________________ _ 
Your major at MSM-UMR: ______________________ _ 
Highest degree received (BA, BS, MS, PhD, etc.): _____________ _ 
Number of years since receipt o f highest degree: ______________ _ 
Clip and mail th is form to : MSM -UMR Salary Survey, Castleman Hall , 1870 Miner Circle, Rolla, 
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Order your Bricks NOW! 
During MSM-UMR 's 125th anniversary 
year, celebrate our distinguished history by 
inscribing your name and class year on a 
commemorative brick. A personalized brick 
also makes a terrific gift for a birthday, gradu-
ation , special holiday, or an anniversary. So 
put your name on stone and celebrate the 125 
years MSM-UMR has educated leaders in en-
gineering and science. Funds received will 
support the new Student Recreation and In-
tramural Center so our students can play 
smart and stay fit while preparing for the 
future. 
For only $125 your name, or the name you 
designate, will be engraved on a red paving 
brick and placed on the terrace just outside the 
main entrance to the facility. Or you may prefer 
to engrave your name on our gold, executive 
brick for $500. The executive bricks will be 
specially placed among the red to spell out 
MSM-UMR on the terrace. Your gift is fully tax 
deductible. 
Order your brick(s) today by completing 
the form below or call (573) 341-6386. 
r--------------------------, 
Bricks for Fitness Order Form 
Name(s) ________________________ _ 
Address, ___________________________ _ 
City ___________ State ______ ZIP _____ _ 
_ Enc losed is my gift of $ __ for a red, personalized bri ck(s) @$125 eac h. 
800160 (92) 
_ Enclosed is my gift of $ __ for a gold, personalized brick(s) @$500 each. 
800160 (92) 
_Enclosed is $5.00 plus $0.77 postage for a brick certificate suitab le for framing . 
(R -4-25095) 
_ Check here if you work for a matching gift company and enclose your company's 
match ing gift form. 
If paying by check, please make it payable to UMR. Th ank yo u! 
For yo ur convenience, you may make gifts with yo ur Mastercard, Visa or Di scover Card. 
Pl ease charg e to: Mastercard Visa Discover 
Account No. ___________ Expiration Date : _________ _ 
Signature of Cardholder: ____________________ _ 
Gifts are tax deductible. 
Please fill in the blocks below with the letters EXACTLY as you would like to see your brick(s) 
engraved. LEAVE A SPACE BETWEEN NAMES AN D BEFORE AND AFTER "&". MAXIMUM OF 32 
CHARACTERS AND THREE LI NES PER BRICK. 
11111111111111 1 111111 1 1 1 11 1 : 
Mail to: Bri cks for Fitness, Castleman Hall , 
1870 Miner Circ le, Roll a MO 65409-0650. 
L __________________________ ~ 
SlIlIIlIIer, 1996 
JOBTRAK available 
JOBTRAK and UMR have joined forces to 
bring you th e most efficient way to list your 
vacancies with UMR students and alumni l 
When you list a job with JOBTRAK, it will be 
posted on the internet under the University of 
Missouri-Rolla and with any of the additional 
350 campuses who subscribe to JOBTRAK 
that you select. 
For those alumni not on the internet, we 
provide hard copies of the job listings. The job 
listings on the internet wi ll be password protect-
ed for UMR alumni. 
For the most efficient way to attract the 
attention of UMR students and alumni, contact 
JOBTRAK today. 
To list a job with JOBTRAK, call them 
directly at 800-999-8725 or fax to 310-475-
7912. Please mention the UMR Career Oppor-
tunities Center when you do so and we will be 
given credit. Please clip the item below and 
keep it handy for listing your next job opening. 
UniverSity of Missouri -Rolla 
Career Opportunities Center 
To post job listings ca ll : 






Want to know what 's happening on cam -
pus? There 's no better way to find out than by 
reading your alma mater's student newspaper, 
the Missouri Miner. 
The Miner is published approximately 15 
times per semester. In this 85th year of publica-
tion , the Miner is still an excellent source for 
campus news, sports and happenings, as well 
as the student viewpoint. 
Th e Miner is now offering subscriptions, 
$10 per semester, for the Fall '96 and Winter 
'97 semesters. 
For more in forma tion on how to subscribe 
to the M issoUli Miner, contact the Missouri 
Miner, subscription department, 103A Nor-





Many of you have asked us where you 
can get the "J oe Miner" belt buckles that 
used to be advertised in the MSM-UMR 
AiL,mnus. The UMR student chapter of the 
Society of Mining Engineers is o nce again 
offering these brass belt buckles for sale, for 
only $10 each. For more information or to 
obtain a buckle , get in touch with Barbara 
Robertso n at (573)341-4753, write to her 
at 226 McNutt Ha ll , 1870 Miner Circle, 
Rolla , MO 65409-0810, or e-mail her at 
barb@umr.edu. 
r- ------- - - ----------- -- - ---, 
Would you like to be a part of I 
an exciting new program? 
Student Council , in cooperation with the 
Alumni Association , desires to start a men-
toring program that will help students, alum-
ni and businesses. The idea of this program 
centers o n your participation and on getting 
the students involved. The program would 
assist fresh men who are undecided on what 
engineering fi eld they wish to enter. Also, the 
program would give students a chance to see 
practical application of the knowledge they 
are acquiring and the opportunity to make 
contact with MSM-UMR graduates in business. 
The program will require you to a llow a stude nt 
to see what you do in a typical day. This will not 
require an ongoing commitment from you. 
Would you be interested in participating in 
this exci ting new program? If so please email 
stuco@umr.edu, fax us at (573) 341-6972 
with the following information , or clip and send 
this to: 
Student Council 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
202 University Center West 
1870 Miner Circle 
Rolla , MO 65409 
NAME: ________ ___ __ yEAR OF GRADUATION _ __ _ 
MAJOR _______________________ __ 
PHONE: _____________________________________________ _ 
E-MAIL: _______________________ __ 
I WORLD WIDE WEB ADDRESS (IF APPLICABLE) : _____ ______ _ L __ _ __ ___________ _ _ _ ~ 
TOURS T~e MSM·UMR Alumni Association presents ... 
IRELAND 
-from St. Louis 
Se pt. 6-14, 1996 
Sept. 13-21, 1996 
- from Kansa s City 
Sept. 20-28, 1996 
-from Minneapolis/St. Paul 
Sept. 27-0ct. 5, 1996 
ALPINE HOLIDAY 
-from Chic ago 
Aug . 23-31, 1996 
-from Kansa s City 
Aug.30-Sept. 7,1996 
-from Cedar Rapids 
Sept. 13-21, 1996 
- from Minneapo lis/St. Paul 
Sept. 20-28, 1996 
Oct. 4- 12, 1996 
-from Detroit 
Sept. 27-0ct. 5, 1996 
All tours priced from $9991 
M ake this the vacatio n of a lifetime. For value and variety , come a nd e njoy IRELAND - a hundred thousand welcomes await 
you. The legendary greens of Ireland, the spectacular coastal and 
mountain terrain , the castles and cottages, pubs a nd pints, leprechauns 
and shamrocks, combined with the lilt and laughter of the people are 
what make Ireland so di fferent a nd delightful. The Irish tradition of 
friendliness is very much a reality. We invite you to experience it for 
yourself. 
T.Litzbuhe l, one o f Europe's most famous international resorts , lies nestled in the heart of the n majestic Austrian Alps wi thin close proximity o f lnnsbruck, Salzburg and Munich. We 
invite you to experience the hospitality , tradition, old customs and quality of life in this 700-year-
old town which has remained a village at heart. Discover award-winning restaurants offering local 
and internatio nal cuisine, a n endless va riety o f shops featuring antiques and local arts a nd crafts. 
Enjoy a round of golf or a gondola ride . An unforgettable vacation awaits you. 
For information, please contact the MSM-UMR Alumni Association' e-mail at alumm ii umr edu: phone 
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Wo ~ Id W;de Web 
UMR goes on line 
The University of Missouri -Rolla has taken an important step by placing 
information about our school on the Internet 's W orld Wide W eb. A prospec-
tive student can discover more about the following areas of UMR through the 
UMR web site: 
• degree programs • how to plan a campus visit 
• academic departments • student activiti es 
• scholarship information and application 
In addition to this information, a prospective student can even apply for 
admission via the Web. For the 1996-97 academic year, the $20 application 
fee is waived if students apply for admission via the Web. A form is also on 
the Web that will electron ically add students to our mail ing list. 
• To view the Admissions Office home page, the URL is: 
http://www.umr.eduJ-enrol 
• Admissions e-mail address on the Internet is: egghead@umr.edu 
If you have any questions or comments about the home page, feel free to 
call Jennifer B ayless '89, coordinator of alumni/admissions, at 1-800-522-
0938 or e-mail heratjennieb@shuttle. cc.umr.edu. 
MSM-UMR Alumnus 





Steve Auckly, CSci '93, sauckly@inj.net 
Gerald B. Bellis, CE'51 , 102621.2172@compuserue. com 
Matt Bethmann, ME '90, mbethmann@slb.com. 
Louis J. Boyd, E£'68, boyd@pegasus.laasu.edll 
Don Brown, ME '51 , donbrown@rain.org 
Lori (Dubin) Bush, CSci '87, Ibush@cisco.com 
Carl D. Dufner, EE'71 , cdll!ner@aol.com 
Bruce {:. Dunlevy, ME '79, bdunleuy@apex.net 
Barry R. Eikmann, EE'81 , beikmann@mail.win.org 
Lawrence W. Esker, EE'Sl , lawrence.esker@ab.com 
C. Kipp Ferns Jr., GGph '52, c-kipp@brokersys.com 
Kent F. Ferry, CSci'S4 , Kent.Ferry@candle.com 
Kristine M. Fleming, EMgt'91 , kJlem@msncom 
Mark "Goose" Givens, EMgt'SS, goosepe@aol.com. 
Walte r P. Glaeser, ME 'S5 , wglaeser@ix.netcom.colll (home), 
sc540c@email.mot.com (work) 
Bwoke M. (Sander) Ha rris, CSci '92, bharns@symantec.com 
Tori L. Harris, ME '92, harrisll@ix.netcom.colll 
Elic Haynes, Hist. '91 , HaynesEA@aol.com. 
James L. Kreilich , ME '6S, MSCSci'72, jlk@cray. com 
Charles Ladewute, EMgt, BSEcon'72, 76044.1704@compuserue.com 
Web address: http://ollrworld.compuserue.comlhomepageslbostmicro 
Carl Lukefahr, CSci'S2, c!uke!ah@mail.win.org 
Gregory L. McClure, EE '90 , mcc!ureg@SMTPTADUSACE. ARMY.MIL 
Terry Micnhimer, CE'75, MSCE'77, sorghum@neosoJt.com. 
Web address: http://www.neoso!t.colll/ -sorghumltlchomep.htm. 
Andy Mills, CSci 'S9, mauddib@io.com 
Dick Okenfuss , Ch£'5S, MSChE '60, DickOken@aol.com. 
Sheila (McDonnell) Owen, GGph 'S3 , sheila@qur.nrl.nauy.mil 
Jim Pete"son, CE'91 , petenerd86@aol.com 
Mitchell F. Peterson, EE'75, MFPE@CHEVRON.COMBBR!664@b-Rcom 
Charles Pokross, CerE'70, charles.pokross@syluania.seu.org 
Martha (Dixon) Pwvencher, EMch 'SO, 76761.113@compllserue.com 
James E. Pugh, ME '59, ama9023@aol.com. 
Herb Schnyder, EE'71 , erahesc@kieras90a.ericsson.se 
Jeffrey Spencer, CSci '93, jws@ee.umredu 
Bradley Stewart, ME '93, stewey@cei.net 
Hamdan S uhaimi, Chem 'S5, PhDChem 'S7, hsuhaimi@!sas.lIpm.edu.IllY 
Chlistopher J. Talbott, CSci '90, chris.talbott@ti.com. 
Don Waldecker, EE'61, waldecke@inetport.com. 
Iris E. (Brinegar) Widiger, BAEng '90, BSPsyc. '90, widiger @ilnet 
Dan Williams, GeoE'7S, Dwiffi1058@aol.colll 
David J. Wisch , CE'75 ,MSCE '77, wischdj@texaco.colll 
Roger Zimmermann , EE'7S, roger_zimmermann@!mc.com 
Applying to UMR? 
If you know a prospective student who is planning to fill out an 
appl ication for admission to UMR, it can now be done through the 
UMR home page at http://www.um r.edu/ 
UMR's 'piece of the Web' 
Go to http://w w w _umr. edu/ to find the UMR home page on 
the World Wide Web, which serves as a " table of contents " to 
other UMR-related home pages and information about UMR, 
including the MSM-UMR Alumni Association home page at 
http ://www. umr.edu /aiumn il. 
T hanks to the volunteer efforts of Ri ch ard A lt h eide, 
CSci '84, you 'll find information about the associa tion 
. and its history, and more. This is still a " work in progress, " 
so if you don 't find what you 're looking for there, let us 
know and we' ll try to put it on. 
A SPECIAL 
]:\lESSAGE TO THE 
CLASS OF '96 
OK, you 've only been gone from UMR 
a little while (some of you are even still 
here, in graduate school or planning to 
graduate in December) . But wouldn 't you 
like to see your old buddies again? Come 
to the Fieldhouse Feed Reunion Luncheon 
on Saturday, October 5-we'1l set aside a 
special table for your class, and we 'll take a 
group picture of all of you who attend. We 
call it your "Zero Year Reunion "- don 't 
miss it! 




MONDAY. SEPT. 30, THROUGH 
SATURDAY. OCT 5 
Student-sponsored Homecoming activities: call 
Student Union Board at (573)341-4220 for more 
information regarding specific events. 
' Games every afternoon at the 
Hockey Puck 12:30 p.m. 
' Alumni/Student Golf Tournament 
Friday, Oct. 4, 1-4 p.m. 
• M-Club Bonfire 
Friday, Oct. 4 at 8:30 
State Street Bonfire Pit 
· Halftime activities at the football game 
Saturday, Oct. 5 
Banner Competition, Queens Presentation, 
Overall Competition Winners 
THURSDAY. OCT 3 
Noon 
6-9 p.m. 
UMR Board of Trustees Meetings begin 
Mechanical Engineering Academy Induction Dinner, Zeno's 
FRIDAY. OCT. 4 
8 a.m.-noon UMR Board of Trustees meeting continues 
7:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. REGISTRATION - Miner Lounge, Univ. Center-East (UC-E) 





1-4 :30 p.m. 
1 :30-430 p.m. 













Mechanical Engineering Academy Meeting, 
Mark Twain Room, UC-E 
Student Union Board Games - Hockey Puck 
Mechanical Engineering Academy Board of Directors Meeting, 
Mark Twain Room, UC-E 
Physics Alumni Open House, Physics Building 
Alumni/Student Golf Tournament (contact Student Union Board, 
573-341-4220, to sign up) 
SHORT COURSES (presented by faculty, staff and alumni) 
Alumni Association Board of Directors Meeting, 
Missouri Room, UC-E 
Liberal Arts Panel Discussion of Job Search and Careers 
by Liberal Arts Alumni, 201 Humanities/Social Sc iences 
Physics Colloquium, Physics Building 
Eighth Annual Civil Eng ineering Alumni Reception, South 
Lawn, Butler-Carlton Civil Engineering Building 
Mechanical Engineering Alumni Reception, 
Mechanical Engineering Building 
Electrical Engineering Alumni Reception, Electrical 
Engineering Construction Zone 
';. !I 
'?~"''7c>J<, .. \ · C'$ 
Chemical Engineering Alumni Reception, Schrenk Hal l 
Engineering Management Alumni Reception, Engineering 
Management Building 
SILVER & GOLD REUNION COCKTAIL BUFFET, Centennial Hall, 
UC-E (rOilSC p'g, deilclous hors d'oeuvres and your choIce of "ilqUld refreshment") 
Women's Soccer vs. Missouri Baptist College, UMR Soccer Field 
Men's Soccer vs. Missouri Baptist Colelge, UMR Soccer Field 
STUCO (Scudent Council) Alumni Reception, Missouri Room, UC-E 
M-Club Bonfire, State Street Bonfire Pit 
Physics Alumni and Friends Dessert Open House, Home of 
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:T, Centennial Hall, 
!Of"lqlJldIBlleshff5nr"} 
UMR Soccer Field 
~R Soccer Field 
30uri Room, Uc-E 
lUse, Home 01 
SATURDAY. OCT. 5 
7:30-9:30 a.m. 




9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
10:30-11 :30 a.m. 
ALL-ALUMNI BREAKFAST BUFFET. Centennial Hall, UC-E 
(all-you-can-eac scrambled eggs, bacon, sausage, biscuits and gravy, mixed fresh 
fruit salad, homemade damsh, JUice and coffee) 
REGISTRATION continues in Miner Lounge, UC-E 
Section Leaders Meeting, Mark Twain Room, UC-E 
(Bring your breakfast in from the AII·Alumni Breakfast Buffet if you like) 
OGS Executive Committee meeting 
SHO RT COURSES continue 
UMR Bookstore open for alumni and visitors 
SPECIAL PRESENTATION UMR's own astronaut Tom Akers '73, 
'75 will present a lecture on his space shuttle experiences, 
including the rescue of the Hubble telescope. 
He will have just returned from a mission in August. 
Don't miss this opportunity to hear first-hand what space 
travel is like! 
11:30 a.m .-130 p.m. FIELDHOUSE FEED REUNION "FAMILY PICNIC" LUNCH EON 
u,OIl71/~ 
{ "\ 
~~~"",C'"~, .. ,,J 
for all alumni, family and friends, Gale Bullman 
Multi-Purpose Building (charcoal-grilled hamburgers and hot dogs, 
pasta salad, potato chips, fresh frull, chocola te cake, lemonade, iced tea, 
coffee) Jugglers, clowns, balloon animals, face painting and other 
family activities, so bring the kids! Features reserved seating for 
the reunion classes of 1945 and before, 1946, 1951, 1956, 1961, 
1966,1971,1976,1981,1986,1991, and 1996. 






Football Kickoff - MINERS VS. MISSOURI SOUTHERN 
STATE COLLEGE LIONS 
After the game Admissions Ambassadors Workshop, 
Mark Twain Room, UC-E 
Miner Music Section Meeting, 138 Castleman Hall 
CASH BAR RECEPTION, Miner Lounge, UC-E 
AWARDS BANQUET. Centennial Ha ll, UC-E (spinach salad with poppy 
seed dreSSing, chicken Marsala, white!wlld flce, green beans almandine, rolls, white 
chocolate mousse), followed by the MSM-UMR Alumni Association Annual Meeting 
Epsilon Psi Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Black & Gold 
Ball, Rolla Elks Lodge, $5 (selection of Miss Eps ilon Psi! 
SUNDAY, OCT, 6 'i J "~;"',%:"t>"",-<>$ 
8-10 a.m. 
1 p.m. 
Order of the Golden Shillelagh Breakfast, UC-E 
UMR Advisory Committee for African American Recruitment 
and Retention Meeting, Missouri Room, UC-E 
DON'T FORGET! 
Reunion class photos will be taken at 12: 15 p,m. on 
Saturday, at the Fieldhouse Feed Reunion "Family 
Picnic" luncheon in the Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose 
Building! 
BE THERE! 
CALLING ALL GREEKS! 
If you can't make it to the Miner Lounge to register, 
please register at your fraternity or sorority so we'll 
know you were here. 
ATIENTION: CORPS OF 
ENGINEERS OFFICERS 
Dick Spieldoch, CE '61, wants to encourage all 
those Corps of Engineers officers who attended 
UMR (MSM then!! on degree completion programs 
from 1957 to 1962 to attend the 1996 Homecoming 
festivities. He's planning a special get-together at 
Zeno's on Friday, Oct. 4, at 6:30 p.m., but he's 
encouraging you to arrive Thursday evening (see the 
list of lodging on page 37 for ideas on where to make 
your reservationsl. For more information, contact 
Dick at 2018 Sandfield Dr., St. Louis, MO 63146, or 
check at the Homecoming registration desk when 
you get here. 
WERE YOU A MEMBER OF 
STUDENT COUNCIL? 
Come to the Student Council alumni reception on 
Friday, Oct. 4, at 8 p.m. in the Missouri Room. Visit 
with current Student Council members as well as 
your fellow STUCO alumni, and see what STU CO's 
up to these days, 
NEW THIS YEAR! SATURDAY ONLY 
"FAMILY OUTING" PACKAGE 
We've added a special package especially for those 
of you with small children. No need for a babysitter 
- just bring the kids with you. We'll supervise and 
entertain them at the Fieldhouse Feed Family Picnic 
Reunion Luncheon, while you enjoy your lunch and 
talk to your friends, The kids will be enjoying our 
"clown corner" workshop - they'll learn to juggle 
and walk on stilts, they'll get their face painted, and 
they'll get free balloon animals from "Lester the 
Clown". (Ask any parent who brought their children 
last year - this is a great event! I 
After you eat lunch and pose for your class picture, 
you and your family can head out to the football game 
to help root the Miners on to victory. All this for only 
$14 per person; age 7-12, $9.50; and under age 7 
free. Come on down for the day and bring the kids! 
Please indicate which courses you'd like to attend and 
how many tickets you need. 
FRIDAY. OCT. 4, ]996 
# ATTENDING 
____ 1. "Up the Amazon without a Paddle," James Bogan, professor of 
philosopy/liberal arts. Slides, poems and a film document Professor Bogan's 
experiences in South America. The film was sponsored in part by the MSM-UMR 
Alumni Associat ion with an educational assistant grant. Mark Twain Room, UC-E, 
12:30-130 p.m. 
____ 2. "Foundry 101 Make Your Own UMR Paperweight! Ashtray," 
Distinguished Teach ing Professor Don Askeland and Iron & Steel Society 
Professor Chris Ramsay '83 give you a genuine foundry experience while casting 
your own souvenir, 244 McNutt Hall, 1 :30-3:30 p.m. 
____ 3. FOCUS GROUP: A review of the MSM-UMR Alumnus magazine. 
Andrew Careaga, UMR manager of public relations, and Rebecca Frisbee '90, 
UMR manager of publications. Come tell us what you th ink of your alumni 
magazine, and what you'd li ke to see in the future. Missouri Room, UC-E, 2-3 p.m . 
____ 4. "The Role of IS09000, QS9000 and the Baldrige Criteria in Quality," 
Henry Wiebe, professor of engineering management, and Gregory D. McClain 
'72, manager-quality and materia ls engineering services, John Deere & Company, 
Advanced Technology Classroom (103 Engineering Management), 3:30-5 p.m. 
____ 5. "Educat ing Tomorrow's Leaders: Collaborative Learning and UMR's 
Excel Program," W. Lance Haynes, UMR Ora l Communication Center director, 
and Excel student staff. Two key ingredients in UMR's recipe for educating 
tomorrow's leaders are the Excel Workshop Program and Excel Leadership 
Academy. Learn how collaborative learn ing, continuous improvement, strategic 
planning, and a video-supported management information system support this 
highly innovative and successful "student-led" program. Missouri Room, UC-E, 
3:30-4:30 p.m. 
SATURDAY, OCT. 5, ]996 
____ 6. "Training for Triathlons: A Panel Discussion", 
athletic director Mark Mullin, and triathletes Mike Holm '95, 
Norman Haas '78, and Tim Streb '9 1 discuss the chal lenge 
of Hawaii's Iron man Competit ion and other triath lons. Mark 
Twain Room, UC-E, 9-10 a.m. 
____ 7. SPECIAL PRESENTATION: UMR's own 
astronaut Tom Akers '73'75 wil l present a lecture on his 
Space Shuttle experiences, including the Hubble telescope 
repair and his just completed mission to the Russian space 
station MIR. Don't miss this opportunity to hear first-hand 
what space travel is like l Missouri Room, UC-E, 1030-1130 
a.m. 






Akers, a 1973 and 
1975 graduate in 
mathematics, wi ll 
te ll us all about his 
experiences in space on Saturday 
morning f rom 10:30-11 :30. This is 
your chance to ask an expert how that 
astronaut food really tastes! Come 
and hear all the details of his latest 
mission, as well as how he helped 
rescue the Hubble telescope. Seating 
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Please make your reservations early, as some activities are limited. Fill out the form below and mail, FAX, 
or call in your reservations by Sept. 15, 1996 Your tickets will be ready for you to pick up at the 
Registration Desk when you arrive on campus. 
- By mail Enclose check (or charge card information), fold and tape edges. 
- By FAX: 573-341-6091, 24 hours a day. Be sure to Include your credit card information. 
- By phone: 573-341-4145, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m., Monday-Friday. Have your credit card handy. 
EVENTS 
# TICKETS 
___ Silver & Gold Reunion Cocktail Buffet - $16/person 
___ All-Alumni Breakfast Buffet - $6.50/person; age 7-12 $3.25, under age 7 free 
___ Fie ldhouse Feed Reunion "Family Picnic" Luncheon - $9/person; age 7-12 $4.50; 
under age 7 free 
REUNION CLASS PHOTOS WILL BE TAKEN AT THIS EVENT! 
___ Miners vs. Missouri Southern State College Lions - $5/person; under age 7 free 
___ Awards Banquet for the presentation of Alumni Achievement, Merit and Service Awards; 
Distinguished Young Alumnus Awards; Honorary Life Membership; Frank H. Mackaman 
Alumni Volunteer Service Award; Outstanding Student Advisor Awards; Outstanding 
Staff Member Awards; Alumni Excellence in Teaching Award - $17/person 
I _ _ _ Tickets for ALL events - $53.50/person ($2425 for Golden Alumni l) 
___ Specia l "Family Outing" package - Saturday only - includes Fieldhouse 
Feed Family Picnic, football game - $14/person; age 7-12 $9.50; under age 7 free 
Golden Alumni (those who graduated 50 or more years ago) receive a 50 percent discount on all tickets 
except football, which are complimentary from the Athletic Department. 
Name #1 ____________________________ ___ 
Name #2 __________________________ __ 
Address, _______________________ ______ _ 
City/State/ZIP _______________________ _ 
Home Phone _____________ WorkPhone __________ _ 
Class Year ________ Major ___________ _ ______ _ 
PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: MSM-UMR ALUM I ASSOCIATI ON 
Check enclosed in the amount of _ ________________ _ 
Please charge to my credit card: _________ Visa ___ ____ Mastercard 
Card number __________________ _ Expiration date. ____ _ 
Name as printed on card _________________ _______ _ 
Signature _ ___________________________ _ 
• Don't forget to check at the Registration Desk in the Miner Lounge (University Center-East, second floorl for 
late entries into the schedule of events, as well as for specific information regarding reunions I 
• For assistance with Homecoming reservations for meals, football game or short courses, please call or write: 
Alumni Office, Castleman Hall, 1870 Miner Circle, Rolla, MO 65409-0650. Information number 573-341 -4145. 
FAX number 573-341-6091 . Electronic mail : ALUMNI@UMREDU 
L _____________________________________________________ __________ ~ 
These guys had a great time at 
last year's Homecoming! 
Don't miss the fun at 
Homecoming 1996. Send in your 
reservation form today! 
LODGING 
For your convenience. we have compiled a list of local 
motels (a ll phone numbers are area code 573). 
The following are members of the Rolla Area Chamber of 
Commerce: 
'Best Western Coachlight Inn, 341-2511 (800-528-1234) 
Budget Deluxe Inn, 364-4488 
' Days Inn, 341 -3700 
'Drury Inn. 364-4000 (800-325-8300) 
' EconoLodge, 341 -3130 (800-446-6900) 
Holiday Inn Express, 364-8200 
" Howard Johnson Lodge. 364-7111 (800-654-2000) 
'Ramada Inn, 364-7977 
'Rustic Motel, 364-6943 (800-458-92791 
' TraveLodge 341-3050 
'Wayfarer Inn, 364-3333 
" Zeno's Motel and Steak House, 364-1301 
Other motels in the Rolla area are the following: 
' Bestway Inn, 341-2158 
"Comfort Inn, St. James. 265-5005 
'Super 8 Motel, 364-4156 
Sooter Inn, 364-1333 
, Indicates pool 







Edwin R. Sievers , MinE, writes, 
"There is not much of interest. I am 
94 years of age and still get around 
fairly well. A few years ago I had a 
stroke and a broken hip, bu t recov-
ered fairly well. " 
Thirties 
1933 
M aurice R. Edgar, MetE, writes, " My 
son, Dr. T homas Edgar, engineering 
associate dean , University of Texas, 
Austin , is serv ing as the 1996 vice 
president of the American Institute o f 
Chemica l Engineers, AIChE. H e will 
become president of the organization 
in 1997. " 
1938 
Clem ens R. Maise, Chem , writes , 
" 1995 was a bad year for me. I 
passed out on the kitchen floor. My 
daughter, Mar ianne, dialed 9 ll . I 
woke up in the hospi tal emergency 
room. Doc tors put me in the hospital 
for three weeks. Diagnosis: cardiac ar-
rhythmia . Feeling better now." 
1939 
Jam es H. Jacobs, MetE, 
MSMetE '30, Prof. MetE'60, wri tes, 
" Retired from Union Carbide Ever-
ready Battery in 1987. In Florida 
during win ter months working on my 
golf game. In Cleveland in the sum-
mer months rooting for the Indians. " 
Forties 
1940 
Edgar S. Mi ller , CE, writes, " Peg 
and I just completed a flight -cruise, 
from Jackson, Fla., to Athens-Singa-
pore, in 27 days; fl ew the remainder 
o f the way around in 27 hours. H ope 
a long time no sea." • Robert P. Rid-
ley, PetE. writes, "N o news is good 
news." • H erbert Sturges. MetE, 
writes, " H urr icane Opal was quite an 
38 
REMEMBERING HOWARD HELL 
One of MSM's casualties during 
World War /I was Howard Hell , 
MinE'33 . 
Hell, a Rolla native, was a civil-
ian mining engineer in the 
Philippines when he was captured in 
1942 by Japanese soldie,'s and held 
in the Los Banos prison camp, near 
Manila, until the Japanese shot and 
killed him Jan. 15, 1945. Recently 
Hugh A llan Crumpler of San Diego, 
who admired Hell when the two 
were growing up in Rolla, shared 
these thoughts in a letter to Hell's 
son, Charles He ll: 
Howard was afraid of no man. 
H oward is the on ly man I've known 
of whom it was literally true. When 
the carnivals came to town with a 
wrestling Side-show, Howard was the 
local boy who took on the carnival 
pro and usually beat him. 
For a while, Rowe Carney pro-
moted Saturday night wrestling in the 
bU ilding that became known as 
Castleman 's Chevrolet agency. The 
wrestling was in the 3rd floor loft. 
Rowe got his wrestlers from St. 
Louis. This was probably about 
1930, but some time during the de-
pression. 
One Saturday night, the featured 
wrestler was Strangler Lewis, world 
champion for many years. This was 
in a time when pro wrestling was fair-
ly legitimate: no vaudeville actors like 
Hulk Hogan. Howard cha llenged 
Strangler. Strangler could not pin 
Howard, but he got a punishing arm-
experi ence. We were fortunate, only 
sustaining minor house damage and 
loss o f trees. A 15-foot tidal surge dev-
asta ted the buildings along the Gulf.·' 
1941 
James W. Jensen, Phys, writes , " We 
have moved to a small ranch, Butter-
field Game Ranch , and are raising 
exotic deer and birds in association 
with our son, James M. Jensen, 
LSci·79.·' • W ill iam J. Ki lgour, 
GGph, writes, " Flo and I are sti ll in 
good heal th and enjoying the good 
life in the Northern On tari o Bush. " 
H e keeps in touch wi th promotion 
and development activ ities in north -
east Ontario. H e also enjoys hunting 
moose, bear and partr idge. and fly-
fishi ng for # 1-#5 speckled trout. H e 
also notes, "There never seems to be 
much news about class of '4l. What 
happened? Almost like a gap in the 
record. ,. 
lock on Howard. To give up accord-
ing to the rules o f the time, one 
wrestler had to pat the mat three 
times. H oward re fused to give up. 
Strangler kept applying the pressure. 
Finally H oward 's arm popped. But 
he still didn ' t give up. Strangler had 
never before met a man who would-
n ' t give up. H e said he wou ld never 
again under any circumstance wres-
tle " that madman Howard H ell , the 
Madman from H ell. " 
Howard registered at the School 
of Mines during the days when fresh-
man hazing was brutal. Howard and 
another Rolla boy, the late Charles 
"Chas" McCaw (CerE '30) , let it be 
known that even though they were 
freshmen, they would take no crap 
from the sophomores. So the sopho-
mores recruited what amounted to a 
posse of about 40 of the toughest 
guys, football players and Illinois coal 
miners, and set out to find H oward 
and Chas. They found H oward and it 
took all 40 of them, from what I 
heard at the time, to subdue and hog-
tie him. 
They threw him in an old flivver 
and drove him to the abandoned 
house that was known as "The Old 
Haunted House." It stood alone in a 
patch of second-growth scrub oak 
north of what is now the fairgrounds. 
(The house long ago burned to the 
ground.) They tossed him through 
the door into the H aunted House. 
Later they caught and hog-tied Chas 
and delivered him to keep Howard 
1942 
Mark W. Beard. CE, wri tes, "Still 
playing lots of golf and skiing." 
Harry W. Buckner, ME, celebrated 
the 20th an niversary o f his retirement 
on Dec. 1, 1995. H e wri tes, "Still in -
volved in California water issues. 
Director of H elix Water District and of 
the San Diego County Water Author-
ity and president of ACWA-JP1A, joint 
powers for liability, property and 
workers camp for 290 water districts. ,. 
• Vernon T. M cG h ee, MinE, Prof 
PetE '77, writes, "Seven couples of 
MSM Class of '42 had a delightful an-
nual resort reunion, Aug. 19-26, 
1996, at Salishan Lodge on Oregon 
Coast. I handled the arrangements." 
1943 
Jack E. Fleischli , ME, continues as 
president and owner of Capitol Oil 
and Grease Co., with sa les in the 
United States, Japan, and South 
America. H e is on the Board of Direc-
tors of Concordia Publishing Co. in 
company. 




tion , they 
figured the 
class fight 
next day would be no problem for 
the sophomores. And it wasn ' t. But 
Howard was not to be kept down. 
Sometime during the nigh t, he 
worked his legs loose from the hog-
tie. The door of the house was 
padlocked from the outside. Howard 
couldn't work his hands loose, so he 
took a running leap and crashed 
through the window. That got him 
out of the house. 
But he was severely cut on an 
arm and nearly bled to death before 
he reached the highway (Old 66) 
near what is now the H oward John-
son 's Motel. 
That event caused the first great 
outrage of Rolla citizens over fresh-
man hazing and was probably the 
first straw that eventually overloaded 
the system and resulted in abandon-
ment of the Freshman Fight. 
Howard was not a guy who went 
around looking for a fight. In fact, I 
think he did his best to avoid them. 
But his reputation as a man who took 
no nonsense probably caused him to 
face down or fight a number of guys 
who thought they could make their 
reputation by beating Howard. None 
did. 
St. Lou is. H e also is on the Board of 
Trustees of Concordia University in 
Irvine, Calif. , and the Presidents Ad-
visory Council of Concordia 
Seminary in St. Louis . • Ed K endall , 
ME, writes, " Not much change since 
last note. Still enjoying retirement and 
working on antique cars and antique 
airplanes." • Wi ll iam G. Persons, 
MinE, wri tes that Betsy, his wife of 48 
years, passed away in October 1995. 
1944 
O. M orris Sievert , ME, PDME '70, 
does some consu lti ng, goes golfing 
and fishing, and is active with the H ol-
iday Bowl Board o f Directors, having 
served as president in 1991. 
1947 
Glenn H. Fritz , MinE, writes, " I sold 
m y business in 1994, and after 30 
years, miss the day-to-day conversa-
tions with customers. H ea lth remains 
good and am looking forward to the 
mining show this fa ll in Las Vegas. " 
MSM-UMR ALUMNUS 
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1948 
Wilbert F. Stoecker, ME, writes, " I 
published Volume II of Industrial Re-
frigeration a few months ago. Eve n 
though I'm reti red from the Universi-
ty of Illinois, I continue professional 
work on an easy schedule. I enjoyed 
seeing some Rolla grads at my wife 's 
Southwest High School (St. Louis) re-
union last summer. " • J ohn C. Wilks, 
EE, writes, "My wife, Bettye June, 
and I are still traveling, tending and 
mending a few pieces of real estate we 
own and are still enjoying retirement. ., 
1949 
Bill Evans , CerE, and Maxine spent 
August visiting Switzerland, Germany, 
France , Belgium, Luxembourg, Eng-
land, Wales and Scotland touring with 
the American Winds concert band. It 
was a memorable and educational 
trip for the Evans, but Bill says, "It 's 
always good to be back in the U.S.A. " 
• William H. Magruder, MetE, 
writes, "Have really retired now after 
36 years with Union Carbide, plus 10 
years running my own small business 
consulting operation-GBS. Audrey 
and I plan to spend a little more time 
in New Smyrna Beach, Fla ., and a lit-
tle less in Connecticut. Not real 
snowbirds as yet. " • Robert E. 
Schmedake, NO, writes, "I complet-
ed my first year in my retirement 
home in Springfield, Mo. I enjoyed 
the homecoming festiv ities th is past 
year. My move back to Missouri has 
been a pleasant experience. " • J ohn 
E. Stein , PetE , writes, "Dorothy a nd 
I took a land tour of South America 
during February and March 1995. We 
visited Brazil , Argen tina , Ch ile , Peru , 
Paraguay, Bolivia and Ecuador. A 
, 
We would love to hear' 
what's new with you! ' 
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SlIlIIl1Ier, 1996 
James K. Berthold, ME '60, president and chair of Sunnen Products Co. of St. Louis , announces the 
recent opening of Sunnen 's first machine tool manufacturing plant in China. The plant is located in the new 
Pudong Industrial Zone, near Shanghai. Sunnen manufactures precision-bore sizing, finishing and engine 
rebuilding equipment. 
The new facility was constructed with Sunnen 's Chinese partner, Beijing CAPES. The site includes of-
fice and manufacturing space, a training facility for customers and distr ib utors, and an apartment bUi lding 
for company officials. It also will serve as a distribution center for Sunnen 's product line. 
"This new plant is the result of a successful lO-year sale relationship with Beijing CAPES," says Berthold. 
"Expanding into growing interna tional markets has been a long-term strategic goal for Sunnen, and this new 
faCility represents the first step that will enable Sunnen to provide precision honing equipment to the vast 
Chinese market for years to come. " 
most enjoyable tour. We recently took 
a 9-day cruise of the Caribbean 
aboard the Crystal Harmony. We 're 
still trying to see the worldi" 
Fifties 
1950 
Delmar W. Breuer, CE, writes , "At 
age 70, I' m retired but stay busy. " • 
Anibal J . da Silva, Phys, writes, 
"When Jack learned that one disci-
pline was analogous to another, he 
became master of all trades! " • Ed-
win A. DaVidson , CerE, writes, 
"Enjoying the cool summers and rock 
hunti ng in the northwest. Our son, 
James E Davidson, MinE 'Sl , is in 
Tustin , Calif. , as an environmental en-
gineer with Bechtel. • Anita Megeff, 
widow of S eymour Megeff, MetE, 
writes , "Our granddaughter, Sherilyn 
Sara Gould , was born Aug. 2S, 
1994." • Harvey W. Meier , ME, 
writes, "Now that I'm a widower, I 
have moved to a new and smaller vil-
la home at Lake Saint Louis, Mo., 
close to a beautiful golf course . My 
new address is Harvey Meier, 2411 S . 
Lakeridge Ct. , Lake Saint Louis, MO 
63367. Robert H. 
Neustaedter, ME, writes, "Windy and 
I were having a great time in Europe 
in June when I was hit with a stroke 
that paralyzed my left side. Spent a 
week in a hospital in Vienna, a couple 
of months in a Houston hospital , and 
am now learning how to walk in out-
patient therapy. Sure played heck 
with my golf game. " • Robert C. 
S lusher, PetE, writes, "Am moving 
fro m Oklahoma City to J acksonville, 
Fla. , in March of 1996 so I can be 
closer to my daughter and 3 -year-old 
grandson. " • Carl E. Zerweck Jr , 
CE, writes , "Jean and I continue to 
enjoy retirement with our three chil-
dren and nine grandchildren. We also 
enjoy traveling." 
1951 
Don Brown, ME, lives in Ventura , 
Calif. , with his wife Mary . • Thomas 
C. Browne. CerE, writes, "This retire-
ment is a grea t invention. The stress 
level is negative and the enjoyme nt 
level is positive. Spend the summer at 
a fam ily camp where I've been a 
member for almost 50 years. Travel , 
volun teer and spend time on techn i-
A JOINT VENTURE FOR JAMES J. SCOTT 
James J. Scott, MinE'50,'59, a professor emeritus of mining engi-
neering at UMR and fo under of Scott MTS Inc., ha s joined fo rces with 
Jennmar Corp. of Pittsburgh, Pa. Th e joint venture wi ll apply adva nced 
cable technologies fo r underground min es through an expanded re-
search and development program. The two companies will work closely 
together in the development of new cable products and systems. 
Jennmar designs, manufactu res and markets roof and rib support 
systems for the mining industry. 
Scott, who invented the Cab le Sling to be used as a support for se-
ve re roof conditions, wil l provide cab le tec hnology expertise. Scott has 
worked with Bethlehem Steel Co. and for the U.S. Bureau of Mines, and 
also se rved as professor and chair of th e mining engineering depart-
ment at UMR. Hi s special izations inclu de geomechanics, ro ck 
mechanics, instrumentation, structura l ana lysis and resea rch manag e-
ment. 





cal analysis of the stock market. T he 
biggest problem is trying to keep fit by 
walking and swimming. " • George R . 
Donaldso n , Pe tE , writes, "Have re -
tired again !" • William S. Harper , 
ChE, writes, "We went to Scotland 
a nd the Shetland Islands in May. 
From th e n ti ll now, we have been 
busy with visitors and moving our 
daugh ter's family up home." 
1952 
Edward L. Calcaterra, CE, was the 
recipient of The Concrete Cou ncil 
Award of Honor in recognition of his 
life time service to the concrete indus-
try. He is the president o f J .S . Alberici 
Co nstruction Co. in St. Louis . • John 
G . Macke Sr. , EE , writes that his 
co mpan y represents electronic com-
pon e nts (both active and passive) a s 
well as electro-mechanical companies 
such as motor manufactures . • John 
E. Priest, CE, writes, "Come March I 
plan to mo ve to Argentina with Black 
and Veatch ." 
1953 
Charl es H . Callaway , PetE , writes , 
"May and I a re mo ving to West Plains , 
Mo. " • James E. Cauthorn , CerE, 
writes, "I retired from AT&T in Jan -
ua ry 1996, afte r 40 years. At the last 
coun t I had nine grandchildren . In re-
tirement we p lan to do more 
traveling, d a ncing, th eater, concerts 
a nd genealogy." • Bernard F. Howe, 
GGph , write s, "Due to sickness I will 
be closing my business a nd will re-
tire . " 
1954 
Wayne M. Aceto , ME, wri tes , 
"Passed th e EIT in April (1995) and 
took the PE. last October (1995) No-
tification comes in February 1996. As 
I write this Peggy and I are leaving for 
Ro m e to find my dad 's birthplace." • 
Fredrick B . Burns, EE , writes , "We 
we lco med Pa trick Burns Brever into 
th e world o n Nov. 7, 1995. He is our 
third grandson and seve nth grand-
child . I continue to e njoy retireme nt, 
a nd still work as a consulta nt at EZ 
Pa inter Corp. a few days per month. 
J oeAnn and I still enjoy trave ling, and 
went to PariS on the Concorde in Oc-
to be r '95. " • Dale D . G illiam, PetE , 
wri tes, "Have been re tired a year 
now. Sti ll living in Houston and en-
joying industry, friends , SPE and API 
meetin gs and playing a li ttle golf. " • 
Judson A. Hugh es, ME, writes, "This 
is to let you know I retired from West-
40 
inghouse Electric Corp. a fter 4 1 years 
in marketing and sales of electric util -
ity generation and nuclear equipme nt 
on Sept 1 , 1995. My wife and I will 
conti nue to live in Wayne, Pa. , adja-
ce nt to the Valley Forge Nationa l 
Park" 
1956 
R o nald F. G illham, ME, is retired 
from General Motors Corp. He is 
mayor of Huntington Woods , Mich. , a 
position he has held since 1980. He 
a lso enjoys "babysitting" his three 
gra ndchildren. • Louis L. LeBrun, 
ME, retired about five years ago after 
30 years with Rockwe ll InternationaL 
• The students of the civil and envi -
ronmental e ngineering de partment at 
Florida International University 
named LeRoy E . Thompson, C E, 
MSCE '65, as the outstanding profes-
sor for the academic year of 
1994-1 995 . • Peter N . Yiannos, 
ChE, retired from Scott Paper Co. in 
March 1994. 
1957 
Frederick J. Dietrich, EE, writes, 
"Wife Pat and I continue a good life . 
The high light of the year was a busi-
ness trip to Moscow, RUSSia. Very 
interesting. The 'bad guys ' are now 
very much 'good guys. ' Working a 
joint venture for a satellite program. 
Kids are all thriving. The grandkid to-
tal is still 6 , b ut there 's a new one in 
the hopper, due in Ju ne . That can 
sure make a guy feel old l " • Donald 
J. Ferguson, ME, wr ites , "I have re-
tired as a member of the technical 
staff of AT&T a fter 38.5 years of ser-
vice . J oy and I have three children 
and two grandsons ." • Joseph R. 
Noland , EE, is retiring and moving to 
Maui. 
1958 
La rry A. Atha , ME, MSME '60, 
writes , "Re ti red from University of Al-
a bama on May 1, 1995. Took a 
three-mon th trip to Alaska , including 
a 600-mile canoe float trip on the 
Yukon River. Second grandchild 
(was) due in February." • Terry 
Ko hler , Pe tE, writes, "Re tired frm illi -
nois Power Co. after 33 years. Plan to 
work for 2 years with Illi nois Assoc . 
of Rehab Facilities and then move to 
Florida. Also reti red from Army/Re-
serves after 30 years as a colonel and 
will start drawing pay in March 1996. 
Will be near Fort Walton Beach, Fla. " 
• E. Robe rt Schmidt Jr. , ME, 
MSNucO '59, writes, "Returned to 
home office after 3-year assignme nt 
at DOE site at Fernald , Ohio. " He 
does consulting for the power indus-
try in risk assessment, hazards and 
sa fety analysis . • R obert P. Stevens, 
GG ph, writes, "I retired from APG in 
POLICY FOR PUBLICATIONS OF ALUMNI 
NOTES IN THE MSM-UMR ALUMNUS 
.... We are happy to ann ounce wedd in gs, births and promotions, 
after they ha ve occurred . 
.... We wi ll mention a spouse's name if it is s pecifically mentioned 
in the information provid ed by th e alumnus. 
.... Th e MSM-UMR Alumnus wi ll announce deaths if information 
is submitted by an imm edi ate family member, or from a 
news paper obituary. 
.... Obituary information on alumni spouses will be printed only if the 
a lumnu s/na spec ifi ca lly requ ests that we print it. 
.... We will print add resses if spec ifi ca lly requested to do so by the 
alumnus submitting the note. 
.... We rese rve the right to ed it alumni notes to meet space requirements . 
.... We w ill use sub mitted photos only as space permits . 
Marc h 1995. My wife a nd I have en-
joyed traveling , reading , home 
projects and European history." • 
Kermit L. Wilkison , ME, retired after 
33 years with McDonnell Douglas in 
December 1992. He writes, "The op-
portunities to switch between 
management and technical assign -
m ents proVided both challenges and 
education. I have continued to work 
for McDonnell Douglas Technical Ser-
vices on a part-time consultant basis 
while Mona a nd I are building an un-
derground home near Doniphan, Mo. 
Our four children are approaching 
middle age and have proVided us 
with three wonderful grandchildre n." 
1959 
David C . Law, EE, writes, "Retire-
ment is great. Traveled to In doneSia , 
Singapore and Malaysia with Friend-
ship Force. Great way to immerse into 
much different cul tures." • Lou 
Whitehair, ME, writes , "Finished 
third in the 1 DO-meter dash at the '95 
SI. Lo uis Senior Olympics, and sec-
ond in the 100 at the Maine State 
Senior Games in Portland. " 
Sixties 
1960 
Walter H. Dickens, CE, and Betty 
are retired and live in Dixon , Mo . • 
Kenne th I. Pe ndleton , MetE, writes, 
"On Feb. 15 Unive rsal Sales Engi-
neering will enter its 30th year in 
b usiness." • Gene L. Scofield, ME, 
writes, "Enjoying my second career 
after retir ing from General Motors af-
te r a 32-year career. " 
1961 
William E. Mathews , CE, writes, 
"Son, Dan, graduated fro m Bradley 
University , Peoria , ilL , in December 
1995 with a BS in business computer 
systems. He is off to Dallas to live wi th 
his brother, Dave, a nd find a job. " • 
Allen W. Meskan , ME, is bowling o n 
the senior professional bowling tour 
and is vice president of the Louis 
Meskan Foundry. He wri tes, "Cele -
brated 35 great years of marriage." • 
Richard B . Spieldoch, C E, 
MSEMgt '70, wants to e ncourage all 
those Corps of Engineers officers who 
attended MSM on degree completion 
programs from 1957 to 1962 to at-
tend the 1996 Homecoming 
festivities . Drop him a line at 2018 
Sandfield Drive , SI. Louis , MO. 
63146 before June, as he is arranging 
some special get-togethers for the 
group . • William E . Wistehuff, MetE, 
MSMetE '63, is a lab manager of the 
GM Powertrain Casting Techno logy 
Center La b in Saginaw, Mich. His 
son , Will , MSME '94, is a project en-
gineer in the Premium V Group for 
GM Powertrain in Warren. 
1962 
Linde ll H . Elfrink, CE, works part-
time for ECI, the water resources 
division of Frederic R Harris Inc., do-
ing construc tio n management o f 
diverSion structures and a raw water 
pipeline for the city of Boulder, Colo. 
• Michael S. Herzog, ChE, writes, "I 
wrote to my clients before Chr istmas 
to say I was closing my consulting 
practice. The chemical process indus-
tries have survived the shock and I 
feel I can now leave the country with 
a clear conscience. Mary and I will 
trade house care and paris h duties 
th is summer with a couple in 
Sheffield , England , through an ex-
change arranged by the World 
Methodist CounciL " 
1963 
Ric h a rd L. Buck, ChE, MSEMgt '70 , 
was promoted to vice president of 
operations during the summer and 
has been busy with new product de -
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ton, EE, writes, " No news is good 
news! " 
1964 
Harold D . Huber , CE, retired as 
president and CEO of Herndon Engi-
neering in 1994 and started a 
construction company, Huber Con-
struction Inc., which develops land 
and builds houses . • David S. Jones, 
CE, writes, "The Summit Group con-
tinues to grow and has increasing 
needs for UMR graduates in comput-
er science and management 
information systems. We need people 
interested in careers in computer con-
su lting and systems integration 
services. If interested call 
Dave Jones, president, (219) 272-
8500. " • Milton J. M urry , EE. 
MSEE'80, writes, " I will be chapter 
historian for Gateway ASH RAE 
Chapter this coming year. Also have 
chairmanship of TEGA Committee. 
Have one very interesting project in 
Old Lead Belt area using mine water 
to heat and cool a city hall. ., 
1965 
Donald A. Bugg, ChE, retired from 
Dow Chemical USA and started his 
own business. He writes, "One 
daughter is working as a social work-
er, second is applying to grad school. 
and third daughter is a freshman at 
Denison U. " • Louis M . M aggs. 
ME '65, writes, " Have completed 
turning around my fifth company. If 
you have a company needing to be 
turned around or revitalized , give me 
a call. " • Charl es R. M ar t in , CE, 
writes, " 11 /1/95 joined T I. C. , The In-
dustrial Co. , in Steamboat Springs, 
Colo. , a heavy industrial central con-
tractor. To open an office in Houston 
to serve the Gulf Coast Region." • 
Kenneth A. Robb, CE, retired in De-
cember 1995 after 30 years with 
CITGO . • Wayne M. Zimmerm an, 
CE,MSCE '72, writes, " In November, 
I celebrated 25 years with HBE Corp. 
I've been vice president estimating 
since April 1979. My Wife , Karen, is 
studying to be a minister at the Unity 
School of Christianity at Unity Village 
in Lee 's Summit, Mo. My sons, Scott 
and Todd, have graduated from col-
lege." 
1966 
Jam es H. B arks, CE, has been 
named chief of water-resources oper-
ations for the U.S. Geological Survey 
in Rolla. As chief of the Missouri Dis-
trict of the USGS, Water Resources 
Division, Barks is responsible for 
Slinwrer, 1996 
LADEROUTE INVENTS DONATEWARE 
CHARLESLADEROUTETHEN 
IN 1971 ROLLAMO YEARBOOK 
CHARLES LADEROUTE NOW 
RECENTLY WITH NEWT GINGRICH 
Ch arles D . Lader oute, EMgt '71 , Econ '72, conceived the idea of DonateWare to help UMR and to get the 
word out about a program that he has written , FREQ!. For each copy of FREQ! licensed by MSM-UMR alum-
ni or their employers, Charles D. Laderoute Ltd. will make a contribution (of 7 .5 percent) to the Alumni 
Association. FREQ! is an industrial strength frequency distribution system geared to monthly recurring data 
which also shows descriptive statistics and has many other features. It can handle huge data sets rapidly as all 
key features use embedded SQL. 
"Today it is very hard to find information on software p rograms that serve a vertical or niche market," says 
Laderoute. "This program is certainly useful i f you need it, but you won't find it at the local computer store. 
MSM and UMR alumni are certainly a target, but how to get the word out? Idea ! DonateWare," he said. " I 
wanted to see if there was a way that I could get the word out to a potential mass market, do it cheaply, help 
my company and help UMR. " 
He founded Charles D. Laderoute Ltd. in 1981. The firm provides consulting and software development in 
the areas of electric, gas and water rates, costs analysis, pricing, forecasting and regulation. Laderoute has worked 
with all major xBASE languages since 1983 and now works strictly with FoxPro. 
Was FREQ! his biggest programming challenge? " It certainly lies near the top, but I think our biggest ever 
was a few years ago. We wrote a dispatching system that dispatched all of the gas loads for every gas local dis-
tribution company east of the Rocky Mountains. That was a horrendous assignment for a Canadian gas marketer. 
And then there was the time we wrote a system to dispatch the entire Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland pow-
er pool...500 generating stations and 50,000 MW of 10ad ... And then there was ... " 
Laderoute says, " Note for Geeks: FREQ! is written in FoxPro (the fastest PC based database development 
system) and compiled down to a 32 bit exe running in DOS (for absolute speed and no unnecessary overhead) . 
The hand-written code alone comprises over 33,000 lines, 52 screens (with the associated thousands of system 
generated code and 40 reports). " 
Contact Laderoute for more information: PO. Box 328, Boxford, MA 0 1921-0328, (508) 887-3469 or e-mail 
to 76044.1704@compuserve.com, or check out his website at http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/bostmicro. 
managing the $5 .5 million program , 
including the supervision of 70 em-
ployees. Barks joined the USGS in 
1968. • Jam es A . Huddleston Jr. , 
AMth , retired March 31 , 1996, after 
30 years with IBM . • A rj an S. Jag-
t iani , CE, works for Amer ican 
Electric Power Co. and lives in Ohio. 
His daughter Serena is a junior at 
UMR majoring in nuclear engineer-
ing. His daughter Shari is a 
sophomore business major at Bowl -
ing Green University in Ohio. H is wife 
Aruna got her master's degree in jour-
nalism from Ohio State University in 
June 1994, and works as a reporter 
for Suburbia Newspaper. • Harold A. 
Schelin Jr. , ME, writes, "Daughter, 
Becky, is graduating from Valparaiso 
University, Valparaiso , Ind., in May 
1996." 
1967 
John R. Riggs, MSTMath , writes, " I 
teach math at Cambridge Communi -
ty College. T his is my 11 th year. I 
graduated from William Mitchell Col -
lege of Law in May of 1995. I passed 
the Minnesota Bar exam last sum mer, 
1995, and was admitted to the Min-
nesota bar. " • B ryan A. Stirrat, CE, 
writes that his firm , Bryan A. Stirrat 
and Associates Civil and Environ-
mental Engineers, now has offices in 
Oregon, California and Arizona. 
1968 
Jack R. B odine, Prof MetE. '68, re -
ceived a 1996 Alumni Achievement 
Award from The School of Engineer-
ing and Applied Science at 
Washington University in SI. Louis . • 
Jam es L. Kreilich , ME. MSCSci '72, 
would like to hear from alumni in-





simulation projects (e.g. >100 million 
gates). Contact Jim at jlk@cray.com . • 
Gary L. Mann, AMth, writes, " I have 
almost recovered from my accident 
last February. I was hi t by an automo-
bile wh ile jogging and I hope to begin 
jogging again in 1996. I have also ac-
cepted a position with Cathey, Hutton 
and Associates as director of regulato-
ry services." • Darrell W. Pepper , 
ME, MSME'70, PhDME'74, received 
a 1995-1996 Barrick Research Award 
at the University of Nevada, Las Ve-
gas. H e is an associate professor of 
mechanical engineering at UNL V 
1969 
D on M . A scoli, EE, writes, "Our third 
grandchild, Zachary, joined the Ascoli 
family in January. Hopes to grow up 
an engineer. Everything is going well 
for Anne and me so if you are in 
Phoenix, give us a call. " • Richard T. 
B erning, CE, is the cen tral region 
vice president of the National Society 
of Professional Engineers. · D onald 
W. B ourne, EE, is overseeing con-
struction for Sverdrup 's Orlando and 
southeast region office. H e writes, " I 
also sit on the board o f directors for 
two organiza tions: Give Kids the 
World , which serves terminally ill chi l-
dren, and Li fe Care Retirement 
Communities. My wi fe , Maureen, 
continues to enjoy teaching third 
grade. Our ch ildren are now fully 
grown. Scott graduated last year from 
Elon College in North Carolina and is 
employed at Adam 's Mark Hotel on 
Clearwater Beach , Fla. Christine will 
graduate in May from Northern Ar i-
zona University in Flagstaff. " 
Joseph E . Cowen, ME, writes, "My 
famil y and I are doing well. Our son, 
Clint, turned 2 1 th is year. Our daugh-
ter, Chr isti, was married Valentine 's 
Day! A fter nine years with USPCI as 
manager of mechanical engineering, I 
am without work as part of the post-
sa le restructu ring. Our parent, Union 
Pacific, sold us to Laidlaw Environ-
mental. Oh well. I'm getting good at 
housework. Any old acquain tances, 
please call i " • Glenn M. Kmecz, 
EMch, MSEMch '72, wr ites, "Just re-
turned from a 3.5 -year assignment in 
England. Nothing like an overseas as-
signment to reall y make you 
apprecia te the 'Good Ole USA. '" • 
John B . Lynch , C E, was named the 
Engineer of the Year by the Southern 
Arizona Chapter of the National Soci-
ety o f Professional Engineers at the 
joint Engineer ing Society banquet 
during Engineers Week 1995 . • Jim-
my C. M assey, EE, writes, "Working 
as site manager for LMES at the Pad-
ucah Department of Energy (DOE) 
Facili ty. LMES is the prime con tractor 
for environmental restora tion, waste 
management and facili ty manage-
ment. Becky teaches ungraded 
primary students and Josh, 17, is a 
high school senior and Zach, 12 , is a 
7th grader. " • H oward M . Prichar d 
III , Phys, is a senior scientist at Auxi-
er and Associates, a health physics 
consulting fi rm in Knoxville, Tenn. He 
is married to Dr. Patricia Harrop from 
Baytown, Texas. They have two 
daughters, ages 18 and 13 . • Gary L. 
Str ipling, ME, writes , " I am current-
ly manager of an engineering 
department of 160 personnel for 
Chrysler Technologies Airborne Sys-
tems in Waco, Texas. My wife Beth 
and I enjoy the Texas climate and our 
son Andrew will graduate this year 
from Midway High School. " 
Michael C. Sturgeon, EE, participat-
ed in the U.S. Delegation to the ISO 
Air Pollution standards conference in 




M onty, EMch,PhDME'74, and Sue 
B ai , Psyc '71, wri te, " Monty will cele-
brate 20 years with Motorola in the 
area of government electronics in 
1996. Sue is a CPA currently self-em-
ployed, part-time, but primarily 
involved in volunteer work." • John 
J. B ertelsm eyer , EMgt, has a son, 
Scott, majoring in mechanical engi-
neering at UMR, and a daughter, 
Susan, who will attend Notre Dame in 
the fal l. • Earl D. Burk, ME, is presi-
dent of the Spr ingfield, Mo., chapter 
of the MSM-UMR Alumni Associa-
tion. H e and other active alumni are 
planning several activ ities. "l'm very 
encouraged by the enthusiastic atti -
tude in the chapter to help it p laya 
more meaningful role in support o f 
the association," he writes. • Juri 
Jussyp, ME, writes, "We enjoyed the 
reunion." • Vincent N . Logan, CerE, 
wr ites, "As of Feb. 1, 1996, I am an 
area QA manager with responsibili ties 
for the QA program (for Harbison-
Walker Refractories) in Fulton, Mo., 
Vandalia, Mo., and Mount Savage, 
Md." • Frank W. K one, MSTPhys, 
writes, " Goodness l Now 25 years 
since we (Freda and small son, Keith) 
spent four summers at the "Good 
Doctor 's" (H .Q. Fuller) sum mer NSF 
insti tu tes for high school teachers. 
Many fond memories of first day pic-
nic for staff and students at Meramac 
State Park, and then much midnight 
oil and 2 a. m. tr ips to the bakery l " • 
Enrique A . Oti II, AE, writes, "Renr-
ing from the U.S. Air Force after 25 
years of service and moving to 
Phoenix to begin a search for a sec-
ond career. " • Ch arles Pokross, 
CerE, wri tes, " I am a senior engineer 
at Brush Wellman in Ohio. My ad-
dress is 8028 Ivywood Lane, 
Sylvania , OH 43560. I was a member 
of the St. Pat's Board. I'd like to hear 
from anyone who remembers. " • 
M ari on P. Ricono, CE, writes, "Start -
ed up my own business, 
Manufacturing and Management 
(M& M ) Consulting, in June of 1995." 
• Daniel E. Scott, MetE, writes, " Re-
ceived 14th patent and submitted 
10th publication. Celebrated 25th 
wedding anniversary in June. Enjoy 
liv ing in Walden on Lake Conroe, 
Texas." • Robert J. Webb, EE, and 
Susan were marr ied on Apr il 30, 
1995 , in Houston. 
1971 
Sue B ai , Psyc, and Monty, 
EMch,PhDME '74, wr ite, "Monty will 
celebrate 20 years wi th Motorola in 
the area of government electronics in 
1996. Sue is a CPA currently self-em-
ployed, part-time, but primarily 
involved in volunteer work." • Gayle 
L. , CSci, and Jeff B oevingloh , CSci, 
write, "We are enjoying the li fe in 
Denver; ski ing in the winter and bike 
riding the rest of the year. Gayle 
works for CIBER Inc. We'd enjoy 
hear ing from classmates. We live at 
16197 E. Prentice Place, Aurora, CO. 
8001 5. " • Vincent J . Budd, EE, 
writes, " Board of Governors appoint-
ment to Orange County Golf Club." 
• David H . Fronick, EE, was pro-
moted to cost engineer with Amoco's 
worldwide engineering and construc-
tion sector. • Robert J. K ercher , EE, 
writes, "As you can see by the change 
of address, we moved last September 
to 10 acres out in the country. It's 
beauti ful. On Dec. 19 , we ce,ebrated 
our 25th marriage anniversary. Both 
of our children , Bobby and Chrissy, 
announced their engagements on the 
same day. " • A. Richard Lehman, 
EMgt, writes, " I am starting a new po-
sition Jan. 3 , 1996. I'll send new 
addresses and a news release when 
I'm settled. " • Prafulla C. M ahata, 
ME, PhDME '74, is a senior analyst at 
ASEC, where he recommends tech-
nologies for international treaty 
verificati ons. In October 1995 he at-
tended a high-level conference in 
arms control at NAT O headquarters, 
Brussels, Belgium, as part of the U.S. 
delegation . • H er b Schnyder , EE, 
became a senior product manager for 
Ericsson Radio Systems AB in Stock-
holm, Sweden, on Jan . 1, 1996. H e 
wi ll be part of a technical sales sup-
port group within the RMOA (RadiO 
Mobile Operation American Stan-
dards ) organiza tion. H e and his wife, 
Linda, have been working for Erics-
son in Sweden since August 1993. 
He plans to return to the Dallas office 
of Ericsson in 1997. H e sends greet-
ings from the " land of the Vikings" to 
all MSM-UMR alumni. E-mail : erah-
esc@kieras90a. ericsson.se . • John R. 
Stucker , MinE, writes, " Doing well ! 
Daughter is planning to go into engi-
neering this coming year. Hopefully 
at UMR. " 
UMR GRADUATE NAMED 
VICE PRESIDENT OF HONOR SOCIETY 
Robert Egbert, EE'72: 73: 76, a professor of electri ca l engineering at 
Wi chita State Unive rsity in Wichita , Ka n., has be en elected vic e presi-
dent of the Intern ational Electri ca l Engineering Society of Eta Ka ppa Nu. 
Egbert is a re gistered professional engin ee r in Missouri an d Kansas 
and has been active in a variety of techni cal, professional and honor so-
cieties. He has been the faculty advise r fo r the WS U cha pter of Eta 
Kapp a Nu for 13 years and served as the fac ulty advise r for th e WSU 
stud ent chapter of the Nationa l Soc iety of Professional Enginee ri ng 
from 1981 to 1986. 
Eta Kappa Nu was founded in 1904 atth e University of Ill inois to rec-
ognize sc hola rsh ip and professional growth in electrical en gin ee ring. 
The org anizati on has inducted about 175,000 of the top electrica l engi-
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1972 
Raym ond F. Ford Jr. , CSci , was pro-
moted to professor in the department 
of computer science at the University 
of Montana in 1995. He serves as a 
special adviser to provost on informa-
tion technology . • Ray K. Forrester, 
CE, and his wife Rachel celebrated 
the second anniversary of The For-
rester Group Inc., an environmental 
management consulting firm they 
own. He writes, "Old college buddies, 
please call at (417) 864-6444 to re-
new acquaintances." • Domin ic J . 
Gra na , CE, MSCE'75, writes, "Rose-
mary and I are doing fine. Son , 
Dominic, is studying education at 
UMSL. Emily is studying physical 
th erapy at Maryville U, and David is 
in high school. I recently took a posi-
tion with Dames and Moore in St. 
Louis as principal engineer in the air 
services group .. , • Clinton R. Lambe, 
CSci , moved to Buffalo, N.Y , in Jan -
uary. He is an assistant professor of 
computer informa tion systems at 
Medaille College in Buffalo . • Russell 
E. Lesli e, CSci , writes, "Elected 
chairman of the board , Lehigh Uni-
versity. SMART Discovery Center, a 
hands-on children service center lo-
cated in Bethlehem, Pa. " • James A. 
Mulligan III , GG ph, writes , "While 
the major oil companies continue to 
'downsize,' we independent types are 
combining 3-D data sets with our sub-
surface structural-stratigraphic 
knowledge to push ahead and discov-
er more oil and gas." • Norm a n P. 
Osterma nn , GeoE, MSMinE '76, 
writes, "Currently unemployed. Any-
one having a ny job leads please 
contact me at 3 16 Hays Rd., Pitts-
burgh, PA 15241 -1824." • Pa ul E. 
S chlett, CerE, writes, "We live in the 
middle of inner city crime on Hamil-
ton Hill in New York. I pastor a 
mission church which crosses all cul-
tural, racial and social-economic lines. 
The Lord Jesus Christ is creator of 
them all. Our home is a fo rmer 
crack/prostitute house. I consult in re-
finery for petroleum refining on a very 
part-time basis." • Marvin V. S indel 
Jr. , ME, was named generation ac· 
count manager for General Electric in 
Jacksonville, Fla. His responsibilities 
cover GE power generation customer 
needs in northern Florida and south-
ern Georgia . • O. Dale Stevens II, 
EE, is a manager for the resource 
planning department with Mid Amer-
ican Energy. His new address is 4204 
Hayes Ct. , Davenport, Iowa 52804. 
1973 
La rry G. Bergner, CE, MSEMgt'76 , 
was promoted to vice preSident-tech-
nology with the Earthgrains Co. He is 
SII II liner, 1996 
responsible for the engineering, R&D, 
and MIS departments. He and Mary 
Anne are the proud parents of eigh t 
children , living in Town and Country , 
Mo . • J ohn W. Botts, ME, MSME '8 1, 
writes, "I have started my own busi -
ness under the name Botts 
Engineering Services Inc. I am pro-
viding consulting and engineering 
services for fossil-fired u tility and in-
dustrial boiler units. BUSiness is 
gradually increasing since starting in 
August 1995. This work is enjoyable, 
and am looking forward to its 
growth." • J ohn C. Brinton, EMgt, 
writes, "I am presently opening a new 
branch of Power/Mation. We are a 
high tech electrical and automation 
distributor with offices, training faci li -
ty, and warehouse in the Westport 
area of St. Louis. " • Ha l Dav is , 
MetE, writes, "Have been with NACO 
Inc. since January 1989. At least three 
other UMR alumni are at NACO: 
J ack Long '59, Shrirang Kulka rni 
'80, and Allen S ee '86. Since pur-
chase of National Castings in '85, 
NACO has become the world 's largest 
steel foundry company with plants in 
Canada, MeXiCO, UK, as well as the 
USA. Keeps all of us hopping. Best 
regards to former prospectors and old 
friends. " • Thomas J. DePa uw, CSci , 
writes , "After 10 years as regional 
manager for Caterpillar Financial Ser-
vices in PhoeniX, recently moved to a 
similar job in our south central region 
in Dallas" • Mark G. Fehlig, EE, has 
joined Harris Corp. 's Broadcast Divi -
sion as TV district sales manager for 
the Northeastern United States. Fehlig 
is a 20-year veteran of the broadcast 
industry and is a specialist in video 
compression. Mark and his Wife , Pat-
ti , have two daughters , Meghan and 
Molli e. The family resides in the At-
lanta , Ga., area. • Herbert C. 
Krasner, CSci, MSCSci '75 , Ph DC-
Sci '80, writes, "After 13 years here in 
Austin , Texas , we are considered to 
be 'naturalized. ' The software man-
agement consulting business has 
been very good to me-lots o f compa-
nies in need of improve ments. " • 
Lynne E. Puetz, CE, MSCE'82, 
wr ites, "I'm currently attending the 
Naval War College in Newport, R.1. I'll 
gradua te in June 1996 with a MS in 
National Security and StrategiC stud -
ies. I'm not sure what kind of position 
I will have after graduation. " • 
George A. S chindler, EE, writes , "In 
September 1995 I was appointed 
'past chairman emeritus ' of the 
EDACS Uti li ty Trunked Radio ASSOCi -
ation. The association is a users group 
of ericsson trunked radio systems. I 
was the group 's first chairman a nd 
was instrumental in its formation. " • 
Curt T. Williams, CE, has taken over 
the northern office of the Army Re-
gio nal Environmental Offices , wh ich 
consists of EPA regions 1, 2 , 3 and 5 
(22 states and territories). The U.S. 
Army Env ironmental Center estab-
lished the Army Regional 
Environmen tal offices at four loca· 
tions to canvass the United States 
with federal and state regulatio ns . • 
Will is J . Wilson, CE, writes, "I am 
transferring to the St. Louis office of 
Burns and McDonnell. My position 
there is manager of the environmen-
tal and sanitary engineering 
department. We will be moving from 
Kansas City in the spring of 1996. " 
1974 
James J . Ba rb a rito , 
ChE, has been 
named director, Nov-
el Cellulose Products 
for Eastman Chemi-
cal Co. He and his 
wife Nancy had 
James Barbarito planned to move to 
Kingsport, Tenn., in April. • Ray-
m ond A. Barbeau, EMgt, retired 
from the U.S. Army as a colonel after 
27 years on Oct. 1, 1995. He then as-
sumed duties as the first Village 
admin istrator in Union Grove, Wis . • 
Allen D. Fails , ME, writes, "I sur-
vived another downsize at Lake City 
Army Ammo Plant. Two kids in mid -
dle school , only a year away from 
driving. Where are a ll you swimmers 
from the early 1970s?" • Louis B. 
J earls J r. , CE, has been married for 
16 years and has two sons, Louis, 14, 
and Robert, 12. He is director of pub-
lic works for the city of Florissant, 
Mo. , where he has worked fo r 14 
yea rs. • James S . J ones , CSci , 
writes, "Still toiling away on research 
toward the ever elusive Ph. D. Pre-
sented paper at AlgebraiC Methods in 
La nguage Processing (A MI LP) Con-
ference in Netherlands last December. 
Family is growing and life in Lamoni , 
Iowa, busy as ever. " • Da nny L 
Kerns , CE, MSCE '79, writes, '·Com· 
ple ted requirements for master 's of 
business administration from Indiana 
University in May 1995. Recently pro-
moted to partner and to manager of 
the geotechnicaligeoserv ices depart-
ment at Hanson Engineers Inc. in 
Springfield, II I. " • J ohn A. Kinkead, 
Chem, writes , "I am now the aca-
demic coordinator for the at-risk 
department at Lebanon (Mo.) High 
School. I work with all sorts of at-risk 
students and students with problems. 
I a lso have a son who is a freshman a t 
UMR. " • Neal A. Lewis , ChE, writes, 
"I left Proctor and Gamble after 21 
years and joined Bayer Pharmaceuti-
cals in West Haven, Conn., as a plant 
engineer. " • Vincen t E. Pi ra no, CE, 
writes, "Back in southern California 
after 8 years. Working for Kajima En g. 
and Construction. Will work on the 
LAXT Project on the coal ex port ter· 
minal. Will build the wharf facility ." • 
La rry B. York , CSci , writes, "Both 
daughters are now in college and 
Vicky 's art and teaching have gained 
international recognition. I am still 
consulting in business recovery plan-
ning and project management. " 
1975 
George M. Ca rlstrom, GeoE, writes, 
"Last year formed a consulting com-
pany with another Rolla grad , Linda 
J acobs , GeoE'80. Carlstrom-Jacobs 
Assoc., 820 16th St. , Suite 402 , Den-
ver, CO 80202. " • Mic hae l M. 
Easterly, GeoE, writes , "Graduated 
from California State-Los Angeles 
with MS in hydro geology, February 
1995. " • Ka rl M. Heisserer , EMgt, 
writes, "After 19 years with The Trane 
Co. , I have left and started my own 
company- HBA Inc. Things are going 
well with the business and with Bar-
bara and our six sons. New business 
address is HBA Inc., 7466 Shadeland 
Station Way, Indianapolis , IN 
46256. " • Roger L Keller , MinE, 
MSMinE '82 , writes , "Still in Hong 
Kong. My wife and I and Gezelle will 
attend the Society of Explosives Engi-
neers convention in Orlando this 
February. Bet it won 't all be busi-
ness! " • Larry B. Oberg, ME, and 
Mauri T. George were married on 
Sept. 16 , 1995. Mauri received her 
BS and MS from the University of 
Missouri-St. Louis in business educa-
tion. She owns and operates The Art 
Center in downtown Wash ington , 
Mo. He received a master 's in busi-
ness administration from the 
University of Dallas , Texas , and is a 
registered profeSSional engineer with 
the Camber Corp . • Mitchell F. Pe-
terson, EE, writes, "Amber a nd I 
have moved again . We are on tempo-
rary assignment in Singapore. I 
oversee the design of instrumentation 
for two platforms that ultimately will 
go offshore. If you ' re in Singapore, 
look us up , #9 Ardmore Park -
Pangkor # 31. E-mail 
MFPE@CHEVRON.COM.BBRF664@b· 
R.COM . • Michael J. Quinn, ChE, 
MSChE '87, writes, "Moved to Ohio 
in August to the position of chief of 
test a nd evaluation for the Special 
Operations Forces Developmen t Sys-
tems O ffice. Then , I got an additional 
duty as th e (Air Force) deputy for the 
CV-22 Tiltrotor Osprey Aircraft De-
velopment, putting me on the road 3 





be a great assignment. " • Pa tric k V. 
Raffe rty, CSci, is an advisory engi-
neer for Lockheed Martin Idaho 
Technologies. Willi a m J . 
S c h wa mle , CSci , MSEMgt'76, 
writes, " It 's hard to believe its been 
20 years! I'm sti ll enjoying Colorado, 
and working for an IBM company. 
Carol and I are planning a scuba va-
cation in Fiji for 1996. My son, Bill, is 
considering UMR in 1996. " 
1976 
Ke nn eth Blank e ns hip , ME, writes, 
"Promoted to commander o f the C-
12 flight here in the California 
National Guard on Sept. 1, 1994. My 
Wife, Sharon, and I had a son , Drew, 
on O ct. 30, 1992. T hat is my birth-
day, but 46 years later. " • D a vid K. 
De nner , ChE, has finished his second 
year a t Angus Chemical Co., after 17 
years with Monsanto. De nise (Lova s-
co) , LSci. has started a glass-bead 
business, Inspirations . • Ste phe n G. 
E c ke rt , ME, writes , "I started work-
ing for Sverdrup Facili ties Inc. in 
March 1995. We relocated from 
Greensboro, N.C. , to St. Louis in 
July 1995" • Gary, Chem, and Na n-
cy Fisch er , ND '80, write, "Gary just 
happens to be one of Paul 
Buschmeyer's associates! And he also 
does specia lized training for com pa-
nies through St. LouiS Community 
College. Nancy is out of the house 
(away from her three kids , including 
Gary) with her new job in south St. 
Louis." • Kra ig L. Gordon, EMgt, 
MSEMgt '77 , writes , "Our company 
continues to grow, becoming a lead -
er in the design/build arena. I was 
selected by the Cincinnati Business 
Courier for "Who's Who in Construc-
tion for 1995." • D. Fred Ipock, EE, 
writes, "I'm still working for City Util -
ities of Springfield , Mo. , designin g 
substations and protective relaying. 
This fall m y son , Dwigh t, enrolled at 
UMR He is struggling with calculus 
but is enjoying college life. He was ex-
cited when he made the UMR 
baseball team." • C h a rl es A. Lane , 
GGph, writes, "Am still ch ief mine ge-
ologist at Echo Bay 's McCoy/Cove 
Operations in Battle Mountain , Nev. 
Have lived here for seven years 
now-o ur longest stay in any lo cation 
in my career. " • J o h n N. Ma ngo ff 
J r ., writes, "I look forward to seeing 
old fri e nds at Homecoming '96--our 
44 
ONE WHALE OF A FOUNTAIN 
If you time it just right, you can see the largest fountain in the world the next time you visit the Gateway 
Arch in St. Louis. This whopper, designed by a UMR alumnus, shoots water about 600 feet into the air, and it's 
just across the Mississippi River from downtown St. Louis. But timing is everything, as this fountain is only 
used about 15 minutes a day because of Federal Aviation Administration restrictions. 
The fountain, known as the Gateway Geyser and located on the East St. Louis rive rfront, is the brainchild 
of Kerry S. Friedman, EMgt'71, of Manchester, Mo., who is vice president of Missouri Machinen,r and Engi-
neering Co. of St. Louis. Friedman got the idea for constructing the fountain fro lJ1 Malcolm Martin, retired 
St. Louis lawyer who promoted the project for years. Friedman worked about 1QA,1,ears witH Hydro Dramatics, 
the fountain division of Missouri Machinery and Engineering, to research the idea. The geyser is intenaed as 
a display to balance the view of the Jefferson National Expansion MemoriJi, which in cludes the Gateway 
Arch, located in St. Louis, across the river from Friedman's fountain. / 
The fountain requires three aOO-horsepower Emerson Electric motors, which drive three turbine pumps, 
which use diesel generators to manufacture 4,000 volts of power. The wate , a,ooo gallons per minute, is forced 
through a 6-foot nozzle at 250 feet per second. It shoots about 600 feet iJ1to the air, m, king the fountain the 
tallest in the world. I 
20th reu nion. " • Ma tthe w E. Nail , 
CE, has moved to Atlanta. He is th e 
senior vice president of operations for 
Facili ty Constructors Inc. , a company 
that speCializes in th e design and con-
struction of industrial projects. His 
new address is: 3585 West Hampton 
Dr. , Marietta , GA 30064 . • Kimber-
ly Simon, Csci, opened a children 's 
bookstore in Florissant called Read-
ing Express. She does book fairs , mail 
order and retail business. Her hus-
band, Dennis Simon , CE, is still with 
the Metro St. Louis Sewer District. 
She writes, "La Nae, 11 , and Brett, 9 , 
are heal thy and happy. " • Leona rd 
H. Wa sse rma n , EMgt , wr ites, "I 
spent 2 months of 1995 in Mainland 
China negotiating a contract for a ma-
jor steam power plant and one m onth 
in Malaysia negotiating two major 
power plants. " • Lynn Whitebay, 
ChE, started Whitebay and Associ-
ates in 1995, p roviding advanced 
process control consu lting services 
from Ponca City, Okla. 
1977 
Randy G . Dento n , EE, writes, "My 
wife, Brenda, 4-year-old daughter, 
Candice , a nd I are doing fine. Our 
home address is 1710 Whiteback , 
Houston , TX 77084-4872. I'd like to 
hear from some of myoid class-
mates. " • J e ffr e y D . Welzbach er , 
MinE, is the Midwest representative 
for Hei ntzmann Corp., a German-
owned company which markets stee l 
supports, hyd rauli c sh ie ld parts, roof 
injection resining a nd portable dri lls. 
• B ra dl ey J . Wyatt , ChE, wr ites , "I 
recently transferred from Eastman 's 
Polye thylene Plant to the Olefin hy -
dration department to produce 
synthetic ethyl alcohols. It has been a 
challe nge to think chemicals and dis-
tillation after 10 years in plastics. " 
1978 
Pa ul Buschme ye r , EE, has left Mc-
Donnell Douglas to work a t 
Buschmeyer and Associates, his in-
dustrial automation consulting 
compan y. • D ou g Cothe rn , CSci , 
and his family have moved to 2533 
River Rd, Murfreesboro, T N 37129. 
Doug is vice president, applications at 
Ingram Book Co . • Jacque lyn M. De 
Thorne , EMgt, is responsible for qual-
ity assurance and contracts for the 
hydraulic valve divisio n of Pa rker 
Hannifin Corp., 520 Ternes Ave, Elyr-
ia , Ohio 44036. She writes, "Always 
exciting I Call me when in the Cleve-
land a rea. " • S am ue l T. De nto n lll , 
CSci , writes, "Finished my first year 
at Maryville Data Systems and must 
say that I enjoy the consulting li fe ." • 
Dav id F. O be rma nn , Math '78 , MS-
Math '80, writes, "Going overseas l 
Relocating to London for 2.5 years to 
assist IBM 's Central Europe software 
sales team. Looking forward to visit-
ing other UMR ex- Pa t's , including 
M ilo Foster , Steve Howard , Ma rty 
S ta ple, Dave S iegel, a nd others." • 
Da nie l Willia m s , GeoE, writes, "Ev-
erything is well in Tulsa . I have been 
president of In trCoast Gas SerVices , 
a gas marketing company, since 
1989. I hope to hear from old 
friends! " • Roger Zimmerma nn , 
EE, writes, " I have moved to Min-
neapolis. I left McDo nnell Douglas 
this summer and now work for Unit-
ed Defense -LP, a division of FMC. It 
has been a very gratifying move. My 
new address is: 3016 121st Lane 
NW, Coon Ra pids, MN 55433. 
(6 12) -575-1659. E·mail roger_zimmer-
mann@fmc.com.'· 
1979 
John F. Eash , AE, MSEMgt '90, is su-
perintendent responsible for T-45 
and AV-8 final assembly and ramp 
operations at McDonnell Douglas in 
St. Louis. • Milo G. Foster , ME, 
writes, "Still in Europe , still with Kim-
berly-Clark, but relocated in June 
from Pa ris to London. The merger 
with Scott more than triples the size 
of o ur business in Europe. Still vice 
president of operations household 
products. Because of the move, we 
missed "Ie Grande Adventure" of the 
Paris strike. Instead , we get to watch 
the further deterioration of the British 
monarch and the Tory pa rty. All great 
fun l Give a call if you 're in the neigh-
borhood: 44.1372468197. " • Anne 
McIntyre , ChE, is hea lth , safety and 
environmental associate ci irector for 
Lati n America for Procter & Gamble. 
1980 
Bradl ey A. Brown , EE, BSPhys '80, 
writes, "Sti ll working as a consultant 
analyzing factory utility bills , a nd still 
living in the country (near He rma nn, 
Mo.)! Wife and kids are in good 
health and life is fine. Happy 125 
UMR! " • Ma ril yn S. Daum, Csci, is 
with GemStone Systems in Beaver-
ton , Ore. She writes, "I enjoy working 
with object-oriented systems. I'm still 
happy living in the country, lots of 
space! " • R obert D. Davinroy , CE, 
MSCE '94, won the 1996 "Innovation 
Award " presented by the Acade my of 
Science of St. Lou is. He is a hy-
drauliclriver engineer for th e U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis 
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District. • Nancy Fischer, ND '80, 
and Gary, Chern , write , "Gary just 
happens to be one of Pa ul Buschmey-
er's associa tes! And he also does 
specialized training for companies 
through St. Louis Community Col -
lege. Nancy is o ut of the house (away 
from her th ree kids, including Gary) 
with her new job in south St. Louis." 
• Dwight D. Fulton, GeoE, MS-
GeoE '82, MSPetE '82, writes, "New 
position as human resource generalist 
for Ha lli burto n Energy Services. So 
how does a PE get into HR?I Answer: 
Through the ever-expanding need for 
teamwork. The good teaming skills 
learned in many facets of UMR life are 
valuable no rnatter where your career 
takes youl " • Donald E . Guenther , 
ChE, is director, sales and marketing 
a t Pohlman Inc. in St. Louis. "Our 
daughters , J ennifer, 8 , Melanie, 6 , 
and Courtney, 2 , keep us busy! I got 
my Rolla wish of being surrounded by 
women a little later than p lanned ," he 
wri tes. • Carole R. Martin , ChE, 
wri tes, "1 co-authored a paper that 1 
am to present at the International Sol-
vent Extraction conference in 
Melbourne, Australia , in March 1996. 
Slifl/mer, 1996 
1 have been working part-time at East-
m an for the last 5 years. Da n and I 
have two children , Cara , 11 , and 
Matthew, 3. " • Martha (Dixon) 
Provench e r , EMch , writes, "We ' re 
back in S ilicon Valley. I'm te lecom-
muting, working part-time for Xerox , 
wh ile a lso staying home with 
Matthew, 5 , a nd Maggie, 3. Wou ld 
love to hear fro m you at 
767611.113@compuserve.com." • David 
W. Schmitt, CE, is directing the utili-
ty engineering department at Q. 
Grady Minor and Associa tes. ("Al -
most miner' '' ) ''Two boys are doing 
fi ne (future miners?), " he writes . • 
Betty E. Ungerman, PetE , writes, " 
We (Betty, Steve and 19-month-old 
son , Meyer) are living in Brussels, Bel-
gium, fo r one year and really e njoying 
Europe. 1 am on a cross-training as-
signment between my employer in 
Dallas, Fina Oil a nd Chemical Co. , 
and its major shareholder, PetroFina 
S.A. , here in Brussels. lf you 're in the 
area, give us a call 322.5020992. " • 
Robe rt J . Wille, CE, is the supervis-
ing editor in the technical in formation 
department at Caterpillar, which pro-
duces technical documents for large 
mining products tha t Caterp illar ma n-
ufactures. 
1981 
C h a rles K. Cothern, CE, is a project 
manager at URS Consultants in Col -
orado S prings, managing water 
resource and drainage projects · Joe 
F. Cox, Min E, MSEMgt '83, was 
named manager- acquisition and con-
struction for Conoco Inc . 's new 
marketi ng subsidiary in MalaYSia , 
Conoco JET (Malaysia) Sdn.Bhd. He 
writes, "Wife , Susan, daughters, Tay-
lor, 8 , a nd MacKensie, 5 , plus myself 
love it in Kuala Lumpur. An easy city 
to communicate and get around in. 
Very warm and humid all year round 
as we're quite near the equator. " • 
Barry R. Eikmann, EE, writes, "Still 
doing well at Hussmann. Kids are 
growing fast, Geoff, 11 , Katy, 8 , Juli , 
5. E-mail beikmann@mail.win.org . • Rose-
mary A. Emhoff, EE , writes, '']'m 
back in Peoria l And , yes it was my 
choice. Still flying and scuba diving-
when work isn 't interfering, anyway." 
• Lawre nce W. Eske r, EE , writes, "H i 
to myoid-time Rolla friends. Recent-
ly moved to Cleveland area to join 
Allen-Bradley 's advanced technology 
research departme nt as a se nior pro-
ject e ngineer. For those who didn 't 
get a change of address card , I can be 
reached at 7580 Morley Rd ., Con-
cord , Ohio 44060-6804. Phone (2 16) 
357 -1735, e-mail: lawrence.esker@ab.com. 
• Do nald B. Ho ll ey , EMgt, writes , 
"Accepted position of division prod-
uct manager of Panduit Corp. 's 
terminal division in January 1996. 
Overseeing a ll product manageme nt 
activities for division 's five product 
lines for OEM and MRO e lectrica l 
components market. " • Michae l R. 
Ma rtin , CerE, writes , "I am working 
for Advanced Refractory Technologies 
in Buffalo, N.Y. Back with Advanced 
Ce ramics R & D and prototype part 
work (where I belong l). Been with 
ART since 2/27/95. Will have to get 
used to snow again. " • Rozann 
Mers inger, CSci , and her husband, 
Jim, live in Maryville, 111 . She works at 
Mo nsanto and their son , J oseph , 
turned one in October 1995. 
Ri c h a rd A_ Ruf, CSci , is working on 
his master 's degree in computer sci -
ence at UMR 's Engineering 





Daniel M. Shiels. ME, writes, "We 
recently moved to North Houston, 
Texas, area. I am now director of sales 
for a major golf course community. 
Lots of changes, come see us." 
M ark Short , CSci , MSCSci'86, 
writes , "Survived another merger, 
now working for Hoechst Marion 
Roussel. Changed back to a techie . 
Managing is no fun . Wish we could 
hire some UMR quality people, pret-
ty thin on people with good 
problem-solving skills." • D av id L. 
Strubberg, ME, writes, " I am still with 
Union Electric, but have switched to 
the Meramec Plant. Kathy, ChE' 4 , 
our two children and I live at 528 
Deer Pointe, St. Louis, MO 63026." 
1982 
Darrell Case, ME, started Case Engi-
neering Inc. in November 1995. 
"Terrie and I have 3 boys ages 1 0, 8, 
and 5," he writes . • Kim D enn ey, 
ChE, writes, "Am enjoying a terrific 
new job as an account manager with 
Air Liquide-the largest air gases and 
utility service corporat ion in the 
world. Our daughter, Alex, is 2 and 
continues to bring grea t joy to our 
lives." • Joseph Gill ardi Jr. , ME, 
writes, " Four UMR graduates have 
teamed up to create Roseland Engi -
neering and Surveying Consultants. 
Ri ch Stalzer . CE '84, Dave Kunstel, 
CE ' 4 . Joseph Gi llardi Jr. , and 
D ennis Ha le·78. T hey have two of-
fices, one in Ozark and one in Rolla, 
Mo." • Ch arl ie Goldwasser . GeoE. 
writ es, "S till lov ing life in California, 
although haven' t been hang-glid ing 
much recently. Laura is working hard 
as vice preSident-sa les o f a major 
dress manufacturer while expecting 
twins. I'm a principal consultant with 
Pr ice Waterhouse. responsible for 
building our organization change 
practice in the west region. Rea lly 
putting that geological engineering 
degree to use!" • Mich ael L. Huff. 
Math. writes, " I'm still working for 
Conoco in Houston. I've been with 
Conoco nearly 14 years and moved 
to Houston 2.5 years ago. Delia and I 
have three kids now. ages 6. 4 , and 
1." • Vi cki S . Johnson, A E. is the di-
rector of student success programs 
and an associate professor of 
aerospace engineering at Embry-Rid-
dle Aeronautical University. She 
oversees the student success center 
and is responsible for the university's 
. -16 
student retention efforts . • Stacy S. 
Obermann , EMgt, writes, '')'m get-
ting ready to take a 2.5-year 
sabbatical from IBM as my husband 
David's job takes us to England. Am 
looking forward to spending more 
time with our two boys, Luke, 5 , and 
Kyle, 3, the arts , and traveling Eu -
rope." • Brent, AE, and Lin da 
B angert Weather ed, AE '83, still 
work at NASA's Langley Research 
Center. 
1983 
Jam es A. Butler , EMgt, is the sys-
tems engineer for the Public 
Broadcasting Service (PBS) , manag-
ing the local inspection v ideo server 
project. • Sh aron M . Cassell , EMgt, 
MSEMgt'85, writes, " Married Herbert 
L. Hollar on Feb. 17, 1996. Herb is 
also an employee of Southern Divi-
sion, Naval Facilities Engineering 
Command." • Barbara L. Johnson. 
GeoE, writes, " No job change, no 
marriage, no babies-nothing pub-
lish-worthy! Been training for the April 
15 Boston Marathon. Should be quite 
an experience as it is the 100-year 
celebration." • K enneth W. G ieg II, 
MetE, writes, "After a brief stay at 
Emerson Electric, I have taken a job 
with the David J. Joseph Co. Kathy is 
sti ll working for Jewish Hospital, and 
Taylor and Sam are getting big." • 
Steven L. Gobelman. GeoE. wri tes, 
"Still in Springfield, III. , working dou-
ble (well tripl e) duty- family (3 
kids-2 boys and 1 girl ). and full -time 
with Il linois Department of Trans-
portation and working on expanding 
my environmental consulting busi-
ness." • K ev in M . Gordon, CSci , 
writes , '')'ve started a new job with 
Sokkia Technology in the field of sur-
veying, which makes me think I 
should have gotten a civil engineering 
degree. I' ll be moving into a new 
home (in Parkville. Mo.) north o f the 
Missouri River next spring. I'd love to 
hear from any of my fellow alum ni. ,. 
• Joseph Kammer ich , ME, and Joan 
Knollmeyer were marri ed on ov. 
25, 1995. Joseph is employed at 
Hometown Building Center, a family 
business in Linn. Mo. Joan is em-
ployed at Jefferson City Public School 
as a science teacher. • cott A. M ey-
er , CE, is the assistant district 
engineer in the St. Louis Metro Dis-
trict of the Missouri Highway and 
Transportation Department. H e 
writes, "Susan and I have two boys, 
Jacob, 6. and Joshua, 3." • Ch r is-
taki s Pantel id es. CEo PhDCE' 7. 
was promoted to associa te professor 
at the University of Utah in Salt Lake 
City . • Jon W. Trea t. hE, wntes, " I 
completed my studies at Wayne State 
Universi ty and graduated with a 
MSChE, with an emphasis in polymer 
engineering, on Dec. 14, 1995. 
(T hanks Dr. X. B. Reed!)" • Linda 
(B angert ), A E, and Brent Weath-
ered, AE'82, still work at NASA's 
Langley Research Center. • Kimber-
ly S . Williams, PetE, M EMgt '89, 
still works at AT& T ("going on 7 
years !"). Dave, PetE' 3, is still a pro-
ject manager at the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency. 
T hey have two sons, Dylan, 3 112, 
and Collin , 1 112. 
1984 
Brent Babya k, CerE, writes, " Brent, 
Patti , Megan, 6, and Drew, 3, are still 
living in Quincy. III. I am a Q A man-
ager at J.M. Harber Corp. and Patti is 
business manager for a local day care 
cen ter. Megan started kindergarten 
and Drew stays in trouble a lot! Ev-
eryone is doing well! " • Larry 
B irkner , ME'84, writes. '''Go West 
not-so-young man .' I have taken a 
melt shop position with North Star 
teel-Arizona and will start in April 
(1996). Wife Tammy and the three 
boys w ill follow after school is out. 
Learned a lot of valuable things at Na-
tional Steel but time to move on. The 
'min 's' are gonna eat 'brontosaurus 
steaks' by the end of the decade if 
things don 't radica lly change . • Mike, 
EE, and Mary Book , ME ' 5, "We 
have two children, Maureen, 5.5 
years old, and Melanie, 2 years old." 
• A nn M . Brand, CSci , and Joel A. 
Brand, ChE '86, MSMath'94, PhD-
Phys '94, write, "We are still living in 
Colorado and loving it. Looking for-
ward to returning to Rolla for both St. 
Pat's and Homecoming in 1996. 
Hope to see you there! " • Guy A . 
ordonier, ChE. writes, " Nancy. the 
kids (all 5 o f them), and I now live in 
Parksburg, W.Va. I work for Shell 
Chemical in Belpre. Ohio." • Jerry L. 
Curless, MinE, writes, "Andrea and I 
are enjoying our second year in 
Houston where I am a senior engi-
neer with Golder Construction 
Services, working mainly in construc-
tion quality assurance of solid waste 
landfill facilities." • Mich ael W. Ev-
ersm an. GeoE, MSGeoE'85, writes. 
"We survived the brutal winter of 95-
96 in Pennsylvania Snow, flooding, 
ice-we had it all! If you stray into the 
area please call and v isit." • K ent F. 
Ferry, CSci , writes, " I've recently 
moved to the United Kingdom, to a 
small Village called Ash, about 50 
miles southwest of London. I'm doing 
tech support for Candle's database 
products. supportll1g all our cus-
tomers in Europe. My e-mai l address: 
KenLFerryitCandle.com" • M ark E. Har-
gis. GeoE, and M ary H arg is. GeoE, 
write, " Mark and I have resided in 
Houston for 10 years now. We have 
two ch ildren, Lauren, 10, and Hillary, 
5 . Mark changed employers this past 
July after 10 years of service wi th 
Shell Oil. He now works for North 
Central Oil Corp. I work out of our 
home as an independent distributor 
for Dorling Kindersley Family li-
brary." • Mark C. Hender on, PetE, 
writes, "After 10 years of working for 
Industrial Gas Manufacturers, I 
changed companies to work for an 
equipment manufacturer of vacuum 
insulated products for Iiquidfied 
gasses, nitrogen. oxygen and hydro-
gen. Relocated back to Chicago in 
1996." • Mich ael C. H oer le, ChE, 
has been transferred to Liverpool , 
England. His new address is Cargill 
PLC Benco Liverpool England, CIO 
Cargill Inc .. P.O. Box 5674 Min-
neapolis, MN 55440. • K ent E. 
K oederitz, ME, writes, " I was pro-
moted to chief of the Johnson 
CitylWashington County hazardous 
materials emergency response team 
in 1995. Looking forward to seeing 
old friends at the TKE reunion in '97. 
The boys are growing up fast. Karl is 
5 and Allen is 2." • John A . Lo ia-
cono, PetE, was promoted to 
engineering manager of the Ark -La-
Tex region for Delhi Gas Pipeline 
Corp. in Rockwell, Texas, Dec.I. 
1995 . • James M . Stratton, MinE, 
writes, "Our second daughter, Sarah, 
is now 8 months old. Having 2 ch il-
dren is sure a lot more work. I am 
involved with expansion of mining at 
Saw Manuel, which is now owned by 
BHP. , . • Kathy Strubberg , ChE, and 
her husband, David, ME'8 1, and 
their children live at 52 Deer Pointe, 
St. Louis, MO 63026. He is with 
Union lectric 's Meramec Plan t • 
Rober t J . Weir, AE, MSAE' 5 , 
writes, ''I'm still on loan from Sandia 
alional Laboratories to POET, a 
support organiza tion to the Ballistic 
Missile Defense Organization in the 
Pentagon. I am working Interceptor 
Lethality. T his summer will see me re-
turn to Albuquerque. The kids are 
ready for school and I'm tired of shov-
eling snow!" • Ch arles E. Woodbury, 
GGph . MSGGph ' 7, wri tes, "Cur-
rently working as a software 
consultant for Intergraph Corp. In my 
spare time, I am restoring an old 
house in Decator 's Albany Historic 
district. " 
1985 
Laura J . A ugsburger , CSci, writes, 
" In July of 1995 I retired from the 
field of computer science and entered 
the fi eld of domestic engineer I • 
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Mary, ME '85 , and Mike Book, EE, 
write, "We have two children , Mau-
reen 5 .5 years old and Melanie 2 
years old." • James P. Clossick, ME, 
writes, " I just completed the Florida 
Ironman 2.4-mile swim, 112-mile 
bike and 26-mile run. I took 26th 
place overall , fourth in my age group. 
My new address is 8500 N. W. 124th 
St. , Miami, FL 33015 . • Carl , GeoE, 
and Lisa Greenstreet, ME, write , 
" 1995 was a year of change for lisa 
and me. The birth of our second 
child, Drew Mitchell, was a wonderful 
event and our lives have not been the 
same since. I finished up my consult-
ing work wi th Shell here in New 
Zealand and accepted a staff job, 
starting early 1996, with an Aush-alian 
oil and gas company called Santos lo-
cated in Adelaide, South Australia . 
We are sad to leave NZ after a won-
derful 4.5 years here but are excited 
at the prospect of exploring Aus-
tralia. " • Robert G_ Henry, EMgt, 
writes, " Recently promoted to direc-
tor, president/general manager for the 
Waste Management Inc. facility in 
Kettleman City , Calif. Still reSide in 
Lemoore, Calif. , with wife Patsy and 
children, Sarah , 4 , and Jacob, 18 
months. " • Michael Mayer , MetE, 
writes, " My wife and I are long tall 
Texans. We had a son, Nathan LeWiS, 
and he is a true Texan. I am working 
as a general supervisor of QACT for 
North Star Steel. " • Casey D . 
Moloney, EMgt, writes, " I am leaving 
the U.S. Navy after nine years of ac -
tive duty to pursue civilian career 
opportunities in March of 1996. All is 
well and I look forward to the 'Real 
World ' again. " • Lawrence F. Rohr, 
CE, married Elizabeth A. Paul on 
June 3 , 1995. H e works for the Mis-
souri H ighway and Transportation 
Department. She is a junior at South-
east Missouri State University, where 
she is majoring in economics with a 
minor in finance. They reside in Jack-
son, Mo . • Robert W. Sucher Jr. , 
EE, writes , " I just returned from a 2-
month Euro-Asia vacation. I've still 
got one of the best jobs in the com-
pany (McDonnell Douglas 
Air}-occasionally acting as weapon 
system officer on F-15E test missions 
at Edwards AFB, Calif. " • Hamdan 
Suhaimi , Chem, PhDChem '87, is an 
associate professor at the University 
Pertanian Malaysia in Malaysia . H e 
writes , "My stay in Rolla brings back 
pleasant memories. I still remember 
St. Pat's Day where everybody pain t-
ed their faces green and dressed in 
all-green outfits. I still have the T-shirt 
and am proud to be walking around 
campus in it. It gives me a sense of 
wildness when wearing it. It brings 
Sum/ner, 1996 
back lots of memories. My address is 
University Pertanian Malaysia, UPM 
43400 Serdang, Selangor Malaysia. 
E-mail: hsuhaimi@fsas.upm.edu.my." · 
John Voss, EMgt, writes , " I am now 
living in Sheboygan , Wis. After hav-
ing been out of the country for four 
years working in England and Poland, 
it 's good to be back in the U.S and I 
am looking forward to hearing from 
all myoid classmates." • Mark J. 
Warner , GeoE, wri tes, "After receiv-
ing my MBA from SMU in Dallas, I 
have accepted a position in the Mer-
chan t banking/finance group of Enron 
Capital & Trade Resources in Hous-
ton. Working in the capital markets is 
a bit d ifferent than the world of engi-
neering' " 
1986 
Frederick Booth ing is 
responsible for project direction and 
management of environmental and 
hydrogeologic investigations, multi -
phase hydrologic and geological 
testing and investigation programs, 
and contaminant hydrogeological 
technical support for remedial investi-
gations. • Joel A. Brand, ChE, 
MSMath '94, PhDPhys '94, and Ann 
M. Brand, CSci '84, write, " We are 
still living in Colorado and loving it. 
Looking forward to returning to Rolla 
for both St. Pat 's and H omecoming in 
1996. H ope to see you there' " • Rob 
Camerer , PetE, writes, "Married with 
three boys (ages 8, 5 , and 2) " He is 
an assistant plant manager for Lafarge 
Corp. , a cement producer with head-
quarters in PariS, 14 plants in North 
America and 30,000 employees 
worldwide. H e is training to be a plant 
manager . • Michael, GeoE, and Tina 
M. Clark (Williams), EMgt, writes , 
"We have three boys (ages 2, 4 , and 
6) and are living in T he Woodlands, 
Texas, north of H ouston. T ina is 
home raising the 'boys ' after a five -
plus-year career with Texas 
Instruments serving as a quality assur-
ance engineer. I spent two years with 
the USEPA Region VI, Dallas, and 
THIS ENGINEER IS 
AN IRONMAN 
Timothy Streb, ME '91 , 
EMgt'94, a programming 
manager for United Tech-
nologies Corp. of SI. Louis, 
is not your average working 
engin eer. Last October, he 
competed in the Eighteenth 
World Triathlon "Ironman " 
race held at Kailua Kona, Hawai i. 
The lronman Triathlon covers 141 miles, beginning with a 
2.4-mile ocean swim, followed by a 112-mile bicycle ride and 
ending with a 26.2 -mile marathon run. Streb completed the 
race in 10 hours and six minutes , placing 174th overall and 
44th out of 220 in the 26- to 30-year old age group. 
Streb was among the 1,340 amateur and 160 professional 
athletes to compete in the race. He has competed in triathlons 
throughout the Midwest for about 10 years. 
He began training for the race about two years ago. To qual-
ify for the lronman competition, he had to place first or second 
in his age group at one of 20 sanctioned qualifying races held 
in locations around the world. Streb qualified at the competi-
tion held in Memphis, Tenn. 
have since become involved in envi -
ronmental engineering and 
consulting. I am currently heading up 
EMCON 's Gulf Coast operation serv-
ing as manager, environmental 
serv ices. I am heavily involved in all 
business development operations and 
office management activities. We can 
be reached at 116 Eagle Rock Court 
The Woodlands, Texas 77381. " • Jim 
Dunn Jr. , EMgt, and Anita Dunn, 
Math '87, have been married for 5 
years and live in St. Louis. He works 
for JSG ElectriC, a manufacturing rep-
resentative. She is a high school math 
teacher at Visitation Academy. Both 
have master's degrees, his in business 
administration from St. Louis Univer-
sity , and hers in math education from 
UM-St. Louis. On Dec. 11 , 1995, 
they welcomed in to the world their 
first child , Andrew James. Both would 
like to say hello to their old friends . • 
Charlie Emde, EE, writes , "T hings 
are very exciting and demanding at 
Worldcom. T he communications in-
dustry is growing so fast that we are 
constantly challenged to keep up. We 
are constantly looking for UMR-type 
grads and alumni to work in the chal -
lenging field of telecommunications. " 
• Jonna L. Horn , ChE, and Rick 
Horn, ChE, write, "We are still keep-
ing up with the hectic Chicago 
suburbs. We are both working and 
enjoying our three children." 
• Jerry B. Jenkins, 
ChE, is the operations 
manager for Eastman 
Chemical Argentina 
S.A. , located in 
Buenos Aires, 
Jerry Jenkins Argentina. Jerry has 
been employed with Eastman for 10 
years as a senior manufacturing 
chemica l engineer. • Brian Mitchell , 
PetE, writes, "I'm still working at U.S. 
EPA in Kansas City, Kan. I have been 
married to Gina for over 10 years- a 
long time. I placed 12th at kneeboard 
nationals in 1995 in my age group 
(32nd overall). Hi to former profes-
sors and former classmates and 
friends. H ope you all are doing well! " 
• Laura L. Stolte, EMgt, writes, 
" Mike, EMgt, and I live in Overland 
Park, Kan. We have three girls , Jen-
nifer, 4 , and twins, Rachel and Nicole, 
2. Mike is a sales engineer with 
GE/Microswitch. L aura is working 
part-time as an engineer with H oechst 
Marion Roussel. " 
1987 
Chad A. Angelo , EMgt, writes, " In 
spring 1996 I will move to Dallas for 
a new position with McDonnell Dou-





writes , " I left IBM to join Cisco Sys-
tems in their new location in RTP 
N.C. As the product manager for thei; 
network management products, I still 
see my buddies from IBM. I continue 
to be amazed by my 11 -month-old 
daughter's progress into toddler-
hood l E-mails and resumes 
welcome ... lbush@cisco.com." • Laura 
A ., ChE, and R ick C legg, ChE, 
MSEMgt'94, write, " We were both 
promoted in December and we are 
moving to Connecticut. I will be with 
Monsanto Indian Orchard plant as 
operations team leader manufactur-
ing Sa flex. Rick is staying with Dames 
and Moore managing their H artford 
office and marketing. We are looking 
forward to this new adven ture. " • 
Cathy J. Corley, MSMath, wri tes, 
"T his past year I made several trips to 
the Pentagon. With so many people 
working there and with such an un-
usual floor plan , there must be a 
thesis or two waiting for someone 
(statistics , optimization , queueing) ! I 
have finally put my stats classes to 
good use-I am the statistician for my 
organization 's basketball team. " • 
Phil L. Crouse, ME, writes, "Things 
are going great, I have finished my 
MBA after alm ost 5 years of night 
school and o ur daughter, Rachel, 
turned one at the end of October. " • 
A nita Dunn , Math , and J im Du nn 
Jr. , EMgt '86, have been married for 
5 years and live in St. L ouis. H e 
works for JSG Electric, a manufactur-
ing representative. She is a high 
school math teacher at V isitation 
Academy. Both have master's de-
grees, his in business administratio n 
from SI. Louis University, and hers in 
math educatio n from UM-SI. Louis. 
On Dec. 11 , 1995, they welcomed 
into the world their first child , Andrew 
James. Both would like to say hello to 
their old friends . • James E. E lg in , 
Ch E, writes, " Now living in 
Texarkana, Texas. Working in techni -
cal sales to the paper industry. 
Married w ith two kids. ,. 
• S. K eith H ar-
gr ove, EMgt, was 
selected to Who 's 
Who Among Amer-
ica 's Best Teachers 
for 1996. H e is an 
s. Ketrh Horgroue assistant professor 
of mechanical engineering at 
Tuskegee University . • Frederick A. 
48 
Meyer , ChE, writes, ''I'm still work-
ing at Nutrasweet, and slowly 
progressing through a master's de-
gree in chemical engineer ing from 
Illinois Institute of Technology. " • 
Steve S ieckh aus, CE, MSEMgt'94 , 
is a project manager for C1ayco Con-
struction Co. in SI. Louis. H e is 
overseeing the 80,000-square-foot 
Home Savings of America office pro-
ject in Earth City, Mo . • Joaquin A. 
Tormo, EMgt, writes , "I'm an Aus-
tralian citizen who used to work as 
planning engineer in CSL LTD, Bro-
plasma Division, Melbourne Victoria 
Austra lia. Then just this Decembe; 
1995, I took the position of engineer-
ing manager of SCAFCO Corp , an 
American manufacturing and export-
ing company based in Spokane, 
Wash." 
1988 
Jeffrey W. D outh itt, GeoE, MS-
GeoE'89, wri tes, " Currently technical 
coordinator for a DOE technology de-
velopment program. I have two kids, 
(twins) 20 months. Built a house and 
bought a minivan. Stick a fork in me." 
• John H . Fox III, MetE, writes, 
" Kathy and I were blessed with the ar-
rival of our son John (Jack) H . Fox IV 
Thank God he looks like his mother! 
He already has more hair than his old 
man l I left Eastalco Aluminum Co. to 
purchase the company Kathy and I 
presently represent. " M ark 
"Goose" Givens, EMgt, was promot-
ed to manager with Johnson & 
Johnson in the summer of '95. H e 
and his w ife, Jennifer, moved to New 
Brunswick, N .J. H e received a mas-
ter's degree in engineering 
management in 1991 from the Uni -
versi ty of South Florida, aPE. in '95 
and an MBA in '96 from the Univer-
sity of Tampa. H e is also a 1st 
lieutenant in the U .S. Air Force Re-
serves, where he serves as a medical 
serv ice corps officer in the 415th 
Aeromedical Evacua tion Squadro n 
out o f McGuire AFB, N .J . • Jayant 
Ramakrishnan, ME, PhDME '88, 
writes, "Chairman, A IAA GN&C 
Tech Committee, H ouston Section 
member, CLAEDF Aerospace Advi -
sory Council. " • M ar k Sandfort, 
GeoE, works for the SI. LouiS office 
of Golder Associates Inc., a science 
and engineering consu lting firm . H e 
is respo nsible for fi eld investigation 
and analyses and geotechnical engi-
neering projects . • Eric R. Schlauch , 
GeoE, writes, " H appily m arried to 
Maggie; two children (Adam. 3.5, 
and An na, 8 m onths). In January 
1996 I became part owner o f Hud-
son Environmental Services. H elped 
develop a new chemica l oxidation re-
LOOKING FOR A JOB? 
The UMR Career Opportunities Center can help! To 
find out how, please e-mail Marcia Ridley at 
mridley@umr.edu, or call her at (573) 341 -4229 or 
write her at 1870 Miner Circle, Rolla, MO 65409-0240. 
mediation technology called 'Geo-
Cleanse. ", • Mich ael C. Spencer , 
ChE, writes, " I'm now working at 
Sverdrup Corp. " • William G . W ild-
ing, Math , writes, " Married Aug. 5 , 
1995, to Cynthia Haydon, graduate 
of UM-Columbia. ( '88 AB Art-H isto-
)" ry. 
1989 
Steph en C lar k , ME, is manager in 
the Kansas City office of Ernst and 
Young LLP He is in the performance 
improvement group and focuses on a 
variety of industries . • Sh aron G. 
Douthitt, Econ, writes, "Still living in 
Kevil, Ky. , and working for SAIC part-
time." Twins , Claire and Oliver, turn 
2 years old this summer. • K evin Ed-
war ds, NucE, has left the U .S. Navy 
and moved with his family to the SI. 
L ouis area . • Patri cia A. , CSci , and 
Gerald Loom stein , ChE'90, write , 
"Jerry and I have moved to Chicago. 
I still work for Monsanto and Jerry 
works for Abbott. " • Joh n M. Pope, 
Phys. , writes, " I recently fin ished my 
PhD in physical chemistry at the Uni -
versity o f Wyoming under Dan Buttry 
on Sept. 28, 1995. I now work at the 
Tokyo UniverSity of Agriculture and 
Technology in the applied chem istry 
department as an associate professor 
and researcher working o n 
lightweight organic batteries under 
Noboru Oyama. I have a w ife , Jamie 
Johnson , and a new baby, Isabelle 
Marie, 6 months o ld. Our address is 
3 -3 -3 1-22 Nukui -kita -machi , Ko -
ganei, Tokyo 184 Japan . We plan to 
stay in Japan for two more years." • 
D aniel , NucO, and Jeannine 
(Dubuque) Szatkowski , EE 
MSEE '94,wri te, " Daniel is still work: 
ing in the radiation safety department 
at Washington University. Jeannie is a 
homemaker w ith the full -time job of 
caring for the boys, Joe, who turned 
2 in October, and who is thrilled with 
his new baby brother Dave." • 
Ch eryl D. Tefft , Math , writes , " For 
the last two years, I have been spend-
ing the major ity of my time running 
my own business-a one-person 
company named Call igraphics, offer -
ing a variety of calligraphy services 
and specializing in wedding calligra -
phy. It has been growing rapidly, and 
I am very pleased with its progress I " 
• Bret J ., and Kim (Sweeney) Voyp-
ick , EE '90, wr ite, " Everything is 
going well here in Decatur, III. , at illi -
nois Power Co. Bret has given up 
baseball for volleyball (for now)." 
Nineties 
1990 
Timothy A. Bauer, EE, MSEMgt'92, 
was promoted to manager in the SI. 
Louis o ffice of Ernst and Young LLP 
H e is in the information technology 
practice and specializes in the con-
sumer products industry . • Schonda 
L. B r iggs, AE, received her m aster's 
degree in space systems from the 
Florida Institute of Technology in De-
cember 1995. She is still working for 
NASA at the Kennedy Space Center. 
• R. J . Fahrig, ChE, writes, " H ave a 
petroleum refining process consu lting 
partnership with a good friend (Carl 
RELATIVELY SPEAKING 
Tegan Nicole Brand, the newest add ition to the Bran d fam ily, was 
born Dec . 22, 1995, into a fami ly of MSM-UMR alumni. 
Her parents are Mindy (Woodill!. Econ'84, and Glenn Brand, 
EM gt'83. Her aunt is Ann Carter Brand, CSc i'84, and un cles are Joel 
Brand, ChE'86, MSMath'94, PhDPhys '94; John Brand, EE'68; and Gene 
Weaver, ME'81. Her grandparents are Glenn E. Ch E'39, MSChE'48, and 
Janet Brand, and Ray an d Esther Weaver. Her siblings are Karl and Ro-
mana. 
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Horeck) of past 30 years called 
HoreckiFahrig Assoc. We did particu-
larly well in 1995. " • Lynne Haynes , 
ChE, and Eric, Hist'91, write, "We 
are sti ll in Kansas City enjoying our 
daughter Elizabeth. She just celebrat-
ed her first birthday in December. 
Lynne is sti ll working for Procter & 
Gamble at the Folger's Coffee Plant 
and I have left the Air Force to be a 
stay-home dad. I'm having a great 
time! " • Tom Hodge, ChE, started a 
new job with the Michelin Tire Co. in 
Greenville, S. c. , during the first part 
of March . • Melany, ME, and David 
Johnson, CE '94, are enjoying their 
new home in Burns, Kan. , and their 
new computer. He is a civil engineer-
ing consultant, and she works for an 
aircraft company, both in eastern 
Kansas. • Steven W. Koop , AE, 
writes, "I have been working as a pro-
ject engineer for the U.S. Navy for 
two years now. Living in the Tokyo 
metropolitan area is not quite like liv-
ing in Rolla . Sometimes I really do 
miss having a Wal-Mart 15 minutes 
away. " • Gerald Loomstein, ChE, 
and Patricia A. Loomstein, CSci '89, 
write , "Jerry and I have moved to 
Chicago. I sti ll work for Monsanto and 
Jerry works for Abbott. " • Gregory L 
FUTURE MINERS 
McClure , EE, writes, "Tiffany '92, 
and I are moving to Winchester, Va. I 
am still in the Air Force , and have 
been transferred to the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers Transatlantic Pro-
grams Center as a project manager. 
Traveling abroad for projects should 
be exciting. Tiffany is comple ting a 
master's in biology and will continue 
school in Virginia. " • Rex A. McLau-
ry, ME, is a project manager in 
software development for the Army, 
Navy and Air Force for the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers in Huntsville, Ala. 
He is chairman of the North Alabama 
section of ASME for 1995-96. He was 
named Young Engineer of Year dur-
ing National Engineers Week 1996 .• 
Paul M. Miles, EMgt, writes , "I am 
now a design engineer at Caterpillar 
in Aurora , 111. , and my Wife , Beth , is 
attending law school in Chicago." • 
Amy H. Ruggeri , CE, MSCE'9 1, 
writes, "Still working at City Utilities in 
Springfield , Mo. Had a baby boy in 
March 1995. " • Michael Sell berg, 
ME, has been promoted to senior 
project manager in Engineering Ani-
mation Inc., a company specializing in 
computer visualization technologies . • 
Christopher J. Talbott, CSci, writes, 
"Still doing the T!. thing. " • Ellen E. 
Tucker, AE, writes, "I rece ived my 
master's degree in aerospace engi-
neering from the University of Texas 
at Austin in May 1993. I currently 
work in northern Virginia for the U.S. 
Government. " · Kim (Sweeney) , EE, 
and Bret J. Voypick, EMgt'89, write, 
"Everything is going well here in De-
catur, 111. , at Illinois Power Co. Bret 
has given up baseball for volleyball 
(for now) ." 
1991 
Michael "Shane" Brown, CSci , is 
president of Service Systems Interna-
tional at Corporate Woods in 
Overland Park, Kan. • Chuck But-
try, ChE, and his wife, Noelle, and 
daughter, Ryder Katherine, moved to 
Little Rock, Ark. , from Fort Collins , 
Colo. , in January 1996. He writes, "I 
am still with Trinity Consultants Inc. 
and have opened a new consulting 
office in Little Rock. We enjoy being 
closer to home. " • Charles E. 
Comeau, MinE, writes, "Completed 
six years of Naval service in August 
1995. Now working for E.!. du Pont in 
Gainesville, Fla., as a mining engi-
neer. Wife, Robyn, and son, Michael, 
3, are doing well. Robyn is working 
on her master's degree at the Univer-
sity of Florida. " • John A. Conrad, 
CerE, MSCerE '93, and Susan Hert 
were married July 15 , 1995, and live 
in Columbia , Mo. J ohn is a sales en-
gineer for A P Green and Susan is an 
investment analyst for the Missouri 
state treasurer 's office . • Eric, Hist, 
and Lynne Haynes , ChE'90, write , 
"We are still in Kansas City enjoying 
our daughter Elizabeth. She just cele-
brated her first birthday in December. 
Lynne is still working for Procter & 
Gamble at the Folger's Coffee Plant 
and I have left the Air Force to be a 
stay-home-dad. I'm having a great 
time! " • Marty, CSci, and Kim Tip-
pin , CSci'92, live in the Kansas City 
area. He has a new computer pro-
gramming job. She is still at Black and 
Veatch . • Zang "Joe" Zhang, EE, 
joined MAG NUM Technologies Inc. in 
Fairview Heights , 11 1. , on J an. 22, 
1996, as a design engineer. 
1992 
James H. Baldwin Ill, EMgt, was 
promoted to quality assurance man-
ager for Ashland Products . • Craig, 
ME, and Libby Blair, LSci'94, live in 
St. Louis. Craig works for Monsanto 
Enviro-Chem as a cost-control engi-
neer. Libby works as a lab technician 
Millard A. Carter, ME '86, MSME'89, and Lisa, 
a boy, Devin Alamath , June 29, 1995. 
L Wayne Garrett, ME'72, Ilene, and brother, 
DaVid , a girl, Abigail Hardy, Dec. 22, 1994. 
Glenn W., EMgt'83 , and Mindy Brand, 
Econ. '84, a girl, Tegan Nicole, Dec. 22, 1995. 
Gregory M. Fleck, ME '83, and Jennifer, a boy, 
Alexander Matthew, June 29, 1995. 
Sheila (McDonnell) Owen, GGph '83, and 
Don, a boy, Thomas John, Nov. 20, 1995. 
James, EMgt'86 , and Anita Dunn, Math '87, a 
boy, Andrew James, Dec. 11 , 1995. 
Max, CE'73, Terry A. Toch, Hist'73 , triplets: 
two boys and a girl, Leo Jackson , Charles Mar-
shall and Maria Constance, Dec. 1, 1995. 
Philip J. Boegner, ME '77, and Eva, a girl, Sarah 
Nichole, in June 1995. 
Craig O'Dear, EMgt'79, and Stephanie, a girl , 
Sydney Doolin , Dec. 20, 1995. 
Daniel C. Hirschbuehler, CSci '80, 
MSEMgt '8 1, older sister, Kaitlyn , a boy, Stephen 
Charles, Sept. 15, 1995. 
Karen (McCoy) Bryan, CE'81 , Chuck, and sis-
ter, Brittany, a girl, Rebecca Olivia , Oct. 24, 
1995. 
S. Dale McHenry, ChE'81 , and Tracy, a boy, R. 
Scott McHenry, Sept. 1, 1995. 
Blake, MinE '81 , and Laura Silkwood, 
Chem '82, and brother, Colin , a boy, Derek, 
April 1995. 
Francis, EE '82, and Helen (Heumann) McCor-
mack, EMgt'85, EE '85 , and sister, Colleen, a 
boy, Keith XaVier, Sept. 30, 1995. 
Brent, AE '82, and Linda (Bangert) Weathered, 
AE'83 , a girl, Catherine Leslie, Jan . 9, 1996. 
Summer, 1996 
Michael W. Eversman, GeoE, MSGeoE'85, 
and Annie, a girl, Catherine Jane, April 1995. 
Timothy Schoenecker, EMgt'84, MSEMgt '87, 
and Laura, a girl , Kristin Anne, September, 
1995. 
Scarlett L Smith, EE '84, and David, a boy, 
Benjamin Richard, May 16, 1995. 
John, EE '84, and Barbara S. Wilmes , 
GGph '85, MSEMgt'93 , a boy, Thomas Robert, 
Jan. 15, 1996. 
David S. Barton, ME'85, Valerie, and brother, 
Scott, a girl, Bailey Jo, May 4, 1995. 
Joyce S ., ChE '85, and John Hume, ChE '86, a 
son, Jacob Benjamin , Nov. 8, 1995. 
John F. Kneisler, ChE '85, and Karen , a boy, 
Grant. 
Steven L Ladage, ME'85, and Jennifer, a boy, 
Tyler, May 30, 1995. 
Gregory T. Peacock, ChE'85, Kathy, brothers, 
Gregory and Benjamin, twins: two boys, 
Timothy and Thomas, Nov. 23, 1995. 
Denis, ChE'87, and Claire (Duncan) Backer, 
ChE'87, and brothers, AJ. and Duncan, a boy, 
Paul Michael, on Oct. 16, 1995. 
Cynthia A. (Koeller) Chapman, EMgt '87, and 
Mike, a girl, Katherine Elizabeth , Sept. 22, 1995. 
Madonna R. Link , CSci '89, and Chris, a girl, 
Morgan Elizabeth , Nov. 15, 1994. 
Daniel Szatkowski, NucO '89, and J eannine 
(Dubuque), EE, MSEE '94, a boy, David Daniel, 
June 9 , 1995 
Chris, EMgt '89, and Peg (Danzer) Tarnowieck-
yi , ME'89 , a boy, Nicholas DaVid, Mar. 1, 1996. 
Charles Buttry, ChE'9 1, and Noelle, a girl , Ry-
der Katherine, June 8, 1995. 
David, EMgt '91 , and Jan (Grotenhuis) Lewis , 
EMgt'92 , a boy, Grant 
Thomas, Dec. 22, 1995. 
Tori L. , ME '92, and Brooke 
M. Harris , CSci '92, a girl , 
Gillian Paige, Feb. 21, 1996. 
Kathy (Windhorst), CSci '92, 
Bill Woods , EE '92, older sis-
ters; Emily and Hannah , a 






at Jewish Hospital. • Anna (Light) 
Coats , ME, married Stuart W. Coats 
on Jan. 5, 1996, in Sevierville, Tenn. 
Both are employed at the Ford Motor 
Co. in Dearborn, Mich. He is a finan -
cial analyst for the rear wheel drive 
vehicle center, while she is a systems 
engineer for in -line engines. She grad-
uated in December 1995 from the 
University of Michigan with a master's 
degree in mechan ical engineer ing . • 
Tori L. ME, and Brooke M. (Sander) 
Harris , CSci , plan to move to Padu-
cah, Ky. Tor i is finishing up his time in 
the Air Force at Los Angeles Air Force 
Base, working as an information sys-
tems officer. Brooke is a product 
manager with Symmantec. They 
write, "We 'd love to hear from any of 
our old friends. Write us at 332 Sier-
ra #4, EI Segundo, CA 90245. " • 
George W. Karr , LSci , writes , "I am 
proud to announce the birth of grand-
children #6 and #7, on Oct. 10, 
1995, and Nov. 10, 1995. Each of 
them has two aunts and an uncle. 
Let 's see how many of the other 1992 
graduates can match this record! " • 
Matthew P. Licklider , ME, and 
Robin (Ruiz) , EE '95, were married in 
September 1995. They live in St. 
Louis . • Tiffany, ND, and Gregory L. 
McClure , EE '90, are moving to 
Winchester, Va. He writes , "I am still 
in the Air Force, and have been trans-
ferred to the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers Transatlantic Programs 
Center as a project manager. Travel -
ing abroad for projects should be 
exciting. Tiffany is completing a mas-
ter 's in biology and will continue 
school in Virginia. " • Kim, CSci '92, 
and Marty Tippin , CSci'9 1, live in 
the Kansas City area. He has a new 
computer programming job. She is 
still at Black and Veatch . • Adam L. 
Wineinger , Math , MSMath '94, and 
Shelly A. (Miller) Wineinger, Math , 
MSMath '94, live in Columbia. She is 
a programmer for the Missouri High-
way and Transportatio n Department. 
He writes, "I'm finishing my second 
year at MU School of Medicine and 
looking forward to my two years of 
clinica l training here. " 
1993 
Bill Faherty IV, CE, married Kate 
Springer on Nov. 4 , 1995. He is em-
ployed with Arrow Directional Boring, 
and she is employed with Mar itz Inc. 
in St. Louis . • Kenneth C. Niekamp, 
50 
ME, married Tracy J. Mitchem o n 
Oct. 21, 1995. He is a mechanical en-
gineer with AMF Playmaster in Bland, 
Mo., and Tracy is employed with 
Mosby-Year Book's Linn Distribution 
Center. They reside in Linn , Mo . • 
Joan D. Pottinger , Hist, writes , "I 
have a graduate teach ing assis-
tantship in anthropology (at the 
University of Arkansas-Fayettev ille). 
I'm teaching junior-level courses and 
loving it. " • Tom, EE, and Karen 
Rogge, Hist'94, live in the St. Louis 
area . He is an electrical engineer for 
McDonnell Douglas in St. Louis, 
while she substitute teaches and 
works part-time at the Frame Factory, 
a St. Louis-based custom fram ing 
shop . • Jeffrey R. Schmitt, EE, was 
promoted to lieutenant junior grade 
while serv ing aboard the submarine 
USS PhoeniX, homeported in Nor-
fo lk, Va. • Timothy C. Steadham, 
NucE, writes , ''I'm recently engaged, 
and I do volunteer work with a local 
rescue squad as an EMT I'm sti ll with 
Virginia Power as a system engineer. 
Work address is 5570 Hog Island Rd. 
Shurry, VA 23883, (804 ) 364-2550. 
My home address is still 928 East 
Goodview Drive, Virginia Beach, VA 
23464. " • Yihui Xu , MSChE, PhD-
ChE'95, works in Saint-Gobain as a 
senior engineer. His Wife , Xiang Luo, 
Chem '94, is a National Institutes of 
Health fellow at Case Western Re-
serve University. 
1994 
Libby, LSci , and Cra ig Blair, ME '92, 
live in St. Louis. Craig works for Mon-
santo Enviro-Chem as a cost-con trol 
engineer. Libby works as a lab tech-
nician at J ewish Hospital. • John 
Borgerding, ME, married Stacey 
Quiring on Oct. 14, 1995. He works 
for M.G. Ind ustries. They live in 
Philadelphia, Pa . • Thomas M. Ev-
ers, ChE, writes , "I got married to 
April Wright (UMR chemistry stu-
dent) . Lauren , our baby, is 2.5 years 
old now. She 's a cutie. I'm working at 
Brewer Science (I never escaped 
from Rolla) as the night shift supervi -
sor for the plates department. " • 
Edwin F. Gross , EMgt, married 
Colleen S. Davidson on Oct. 7, 1995, 
in Columbia , Mo. He is a senior engi-
neer at Union Electric Co. in Fulton, 
and Colleen is a patient account rep-
resen tative with UniverSity Hospital. 
• Gary B. Hubbard, Min E, is a su-
pervisor at CSR American Aggregates 
in Indianapolis , an open pit/under-
ground limestone operation with 
washed or dry screen products. • 
David, CE, and Melany Johnson, 
ME '90, are enjoying their new home 
in Burns, Kan. , and their new com-
puter. He is a civil engineering con-
su ltant, and she works for an aircraft 
company, both in eastern Kansas . • 
Kara E. (Krueger) Ketcherside, 
EMgt, and Marine Corps Lt. John 
Christian Ketcherside have moved to 
Pensacola , Fla., where Christian wi ll 
begin flight training at Naval Air Sta-
tion Pensacola . • Xiang Luo, Chem , 
writes, "I am currently a National In -
stitutes of Health fellow at Case 
Western Reserve Un iversity. My hus-
band, Yihui Xu , MSChE '93 , 
PhDChE '95, works in Saint-Gobain 
as a senior engineer. " • Carla C. Par-
odi-Hall, CSci , writes, "My address at 
EDS is 8000 NW 25th St. , Miami, FL 
33126. " • Bryan Penning, ChE, 
BSLSci, writes, "I am currently in De-
troit, home of the modern automobile 
(and the traffic and pollution associat-
ed with it ). I am a master 's student in 
biology at the University of Detroit-
Mercy, a small private college 
(Catholic) which sits inside the city. " • 
Karen, Hist, and Tom Rogge, EE '92, 
live in the St. Louis area. He is an 
electrical engineer for McDonnell 
Douglas in St. Louis, while she substi-
tute teaches and works part-time at 
the Frame Factory, a St. Louis-based 
custom framing shop. • Shawn C. 
Steen, Psyc, writes, "I sti ll work as an 
intensive case monitor for Missouri 
Division of Youth Services. I also 
serve as liaison officer and board 
member of Crawford County Board 
of Big BrotherslBig Sisters. " 
1995 
Sandra Nelson , Math , lives in the St. 
Louis area and substitute teaches . • 
Robin (Ruiz), EE '95, and Matthew 
P. Licklider, ME '92, were married in 
September 1995. They live in St. 
Louis. 
IN M EMORY OF 
GLENDON T. "JAKE" STEVENS 
Glendon T. "Jake" Stevens, 
CE'64,'66,'70, who taught civi l engineering 
at UMR since 1964, died April 19, 1996, at 
his home outside of Rolla. He was 69. 
Dr. Stevens, a professor emeritus of 
civil engineering, was an internationally 
recognized authority on river mechanics 
and sed iment transport. Over the past two 
decades, he served as a consultant to the 
Army Corps of Engineers' St. Louis Dis-
trict, developing a data-collection system 
used in water control planning and man-
agement on the Mississippi River. He also assisted the district during the 
Flood of 1993. Because of his work with the corps, he received the Com-
manders Award for Public Service from th e St. Louis District during the 
annua l Engineers Week banquet held Feb. 24 in Rolla . 
Dr. Stevens was an honorary knight of St. Patrick, a member of the 
Academy of Civil En gineers at UMR, an adviser for the UMR Trap and 
Skeet Club, a member of Ta u Beta Pi and Chi Epsi lon, and a recipient of 
severa l teaching awards at UMR. He also was active in the Rolla Lions 
Club and the Antique Tractor Club. For many years, he drove an antique 
John Deere Tractor in the annual St. Pat's Parade in Rolla . 
Survivors include his wife, Shirley Bivin Stevens; one son, Glendon T. 
Stevens III , CE'77,'79; one daughter, Lisa S. LaChapelle; one sister; and 
three grandchildren. 
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Mark L. Terry, MetE, 
served as a lieutenant in 
field artillery, O.R.c., and 
served in France during 
World War I. He started 
his career with J osey Oil 
Co., which was sold to Texas Co. 
(now Texaco). During his career with 
Texaco, he lived in Mattoon, II I. , 
where he served as assistant division 
manager. After his retirement he 
moved to Longview. At MSM, he was 
a member of Pi Kappa Alpha, Tau 
Beta Pi , Theta Tau , Trowel Club, Phi 
Kappa Phi , Student Council and Min-
er Board, and was senior class vice 
president. tSept. 28, 1995. 
Marion L. Atkinson Jr. , 
MinE, served in the U.S. 
Marines and was wounded 
in France before entering 
~ , MSM. At MSM, he was a 
member of Lambda Chi Alpha, Theta 
Tau , Quo Vadis, Square & Compass, 
Dynamiters, Miner, and Senior Coun-
cil. He spent his 32-year career with 
Phillips Petroleum Co. working in the 
United S tates and five foreign coun-
tries. He and his wife, Virginia, retired 
to Boca Raton, Fla. , where he was an 
active volunteer in charity work. 
IDec. 10, 1995. 
1930 
Roy S. Martin , CE, served in the 
U.S. Army from 1942 to 1945, and 
then served in the U.S. Army Re-
serves until 1956. He was discharged 
at the rank of major. He was em-
ployed at the Providence office of the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New 
England Division, where he helped 
construct the Providence Hurricane 
Barrier. In 1950, he moved to North 
Dakota to work on various corps pro-
jects and returned to the Waltham 
office of the Army Corps of Engineers 
in 1956. He retired in 1967. While at 
MSM, Mr. Martin was a member of 
Triangle, Tau Beta Pi and Phi Kappa 
Phi; assistant editor, Miner; and secre-
tary and treasurer, Civil Engineering 
SOCiety. He won the slide rule award 
from Tau Beta Pi as the highest-rank-
ing student in the freshman class. Mr. 
Martin received second honors at 
graduation. tOct. 20, 1995. 
Slimmer, 1996 
1931 
Ben R. Elliott, CE, was a 
member of Phi Kappa 
Phi , Tau Beta Pi and Se-
nior Council while at 
MSM. He received sec-
ond honors at graduation , and ranked 
8 th out of 85. He and his wife, Alma, 
were residents of Colorado for the last 
50 years. He was an engineer for his 
30-plus year career. t March 5) 1995. 
1932 
Homer T. Thompson, 
CE, was a veteran of 
World War II and a 
member of the SOciety 
of American Military En-
gineers, American 
SOCiety of Civil Engineers, Arkansas 
League of Artists and the Missouri 
Board of Professional Engineers. He 
re ti red from the Little Rock District's 
Corps of Engineers. Homer was the 
Ark La Tex Section president during 
1972. While at MSM he was a mem-
ber of Tau Beta Pi and the Rollamo 
Board. Homer and his wife of 60 
years, Autie, resided in Collegeville , 
Ark. t Jan. 2, 1996. 
1935 
George T. Nolde Jr. , 
ME, was a member of 
Blue Key; president, 
ASME; Officers Club; 
cadet lieutenant, ROTC; 
Phi Kappa Phi; Tau Beta 
Pi ; Theta Tau; and received first hon-
ors during graduation. He was the 
assistant chief engineer at Lehmann 
Machine Co. , then went into the U.S. 
Army until 1945. He returned to 
Lehmann until 1970, when he be-
came employed with Smith 
International Inc. He was a machine 
designer/engineer until his retirement 
in 1984, when he and his Wife, Marie, 
moved back to Missouri . t Jan . 27, 
1994. 
1936 
George O . Nations , 
CE, maintained an ac-
tive professional 
engineer's license until 
his death. He was a for-
mer sales executive with 
USX Corp. in Pittsburgh , Pa. , and a 
consultant to the steel and petroleum 
industry in the United States and 
South America . He was a member of 
Mt. Lebanon Christian Church and 
the American Church of Caracas, 
Venezuela. He participated in the de -
velopment of Apple Valley through his 
association with Apple Valley Ran-
chos, Maver ick Realty, and as an 
independent developer. He was a 
member of many golf clubs, including 
Apple Valley Country Club for 30 
years. At age 62, he was the youngest 
member of the Super Marathoners, a 
group of fitness experts who jogged 
from Los Angeles to the Liberty Bell. 
At age 69, he climbed Mount Whit-
ney, the highest point in the 
continental United States, fo r the first 
time and again at age 72. While at-
tending MSM he was a member and 
president of Pi Kappa Alpha; Theta 
Tau; editor of Miner; Rollamo Board 
and the Interfraternity Council. He 
resided in Apple Valley, Calif. , with his 
wife, Miriam. t Dec. 28, 1995. 
1942 
Edgar A. Rassin ier, 
MinE, Prof'76 , worked 
for Phillips Petroleum 
Co. before joining Trun-
kline Gas Co. in 1952. 
He retired from Panhan-
dle Eastern Pipeline Co. 
in 1985. During his career he served 
as chairman of the Gulf Coast section 
of AIME and the Poten tial Gas Com-
mittee. He was a member of the 
Ruthven Commandery #2. Edgar and 
his wife , Bernice, had lived in the 
Houston area since 1952. He was a 
member of the Alumni Association 's 
Century Club for 12 years. While at-
tending MSM, he was a member of 
AIME, Tau Beta Pi, Miner Board, Al-
pha Psi Omega, Shamrock Club and 
Phi Kappa Phi. toct. 25, 1995. 
Kenneth I. Sherman, 
EE, was employed 
with Emerson Electric 
Co. prior to joining 
McDonnell Aircraft in 
1959. In 1982 he be-
came an electrical engineer at St. Joe 
Mineral Corp. for two years and then 
was an electrical engineer at Fleur 
Corp. in Herculaneum, Mo. He re -
tired in 1986 in Peveley, Mo. , with his 
wife, Roberta. While at MSM, he was 
a member of the Engineers Club, Ra-
dio Club and c.PT. Primary. t Nov. 
28, 1993. 
1944 
Robert F. Summers, 
ME, worked for the 
Chrysler Corp., for a 
few years befo re be-
coming self-employed 
as an engineer. While at 
MSM, he was a student assistant for 
the geological department and a 
member of the Shamrock Club , 
ASME, Tau Beta Pi , Engineers Club, 
Theta Tau , Blue Key, Phi Kappa Phi 
and A. P Green School , and received 
highest honors at commencement. 
He also received the J ames Scholar-
ship. t Mar. 21 , 1995. 
1945 
Billy E. Stuart , ND, was a member 
of Gamma Xi Chapter and Sigma Nu 
while at MSM. His BME was earned 
at General Motors Insti tute and his 
MBA at St. Louis University. He re-
tired as senior sales engineer from 
Dow Chemical and was living in 
Springboro, Ohio, with his wife , 
Jacquelyn. t Aug. 19, 1994. 
1946 
George E. Burke, CE, became the 
superintendent of public works of 
Morristown, N.J. , following gradua-
tion and was employed there until his 
retirement. While at MSM, he was a 
member and president of Kappa Sig-
ma; ROTC cadet sergeant and squad 
leader; a member of Tech Club, Min-
er board, ASCE, Alpha Phi Omega 
and SAME; and a scholastic leader. 
He was a Bronze Star recipient. 
tSeptember 1995. 
1947 
Robert F. Bruns, ME, was a consult-
ing engineer at var ious companies 
throughout the St. Louis area prior to 
opening his consulting firm, Robert F. 
Bruns Consulting Engineers. He was 
a member of the Alumni Association 's 
Century Club for nine years. While at 
MSM, he was a member of the Engi-
neers Club, intramural sports, Kappa 
Sigma, A.S.M. E. and the honor list. 
IDec. 15, 1995. 
1948 
_~~III Edwin E. Cornelius , 
r MetE, retired after 20-
plus years at Colt 
Industries in Kansas 
City, Kan. , as welding 
supervisor. While at 
MSM, he was on the honor list; a 
member of the American SOciety for 
Metals, AIME and the American 
Foundryman 's Association , where he 






William J. Downey, 
PetE, worked for 
31 years for the Mis-
souri Highway and 
Transportation Depart-
ment and for about 10 
years for the St. Louis County De-
partment of Highways and Traffic. He 
retired in 1992. William and Shirley, 
his wife of 46 years, resided in the St. 
Louis area. t Jan. 25, 1996. 
1949 
Robert C. Ellis, CE, 
pursued a career in fi -
nancial services and 
investments. He was 
an executive with in-
vestment companies in 
Michigan, Texas and Arizona. While 
at MSM, he was a member of AICE, 
ASCE, the honor list and Phi Kappa 
Phi. He received the Bookplate 
Award and first honors at graduation. 
He and his wife, Margaret, resided in 
Phoenix. tDec. 19, 1995 .• 
1950 
Harry W. Allen , Hon. , was a long-
time Rolla resident and a founding 
member of Oak Meadow Country 
Club. He retired from the sales divi-
sion of Ralston -Purina in St. Louis. 
He was a member of the Lions Club, 
the Knights of Columbus, St. Patrick 
Catholic Church and Rolla Area 
Chamber of Commerce. He was a 
member of the MSM-UMR Booster 
Club, a supporter of all UMR sports, 
and a member of the Alumni Associ -
ation 's Century Club. t March 2 , 
1996. 
William J. Edwards , 
ME, was employed 
with McDonnell Air-
craft Corp. for 15 
years prior to becom-
ing a teacher for the 
St. Louis Board of Ed-
ucation in 1971. He and his wife , 
June , were residents of Ballwin, Mo. 
t July 30, 1994. 
52 
Wayne D. Hart, GGph , 
retired from Phillips 
Petroleum Co. after a 
30-year career. He was 
a resident of Tulsa, Okla. 
While at MSM, he was a 
member of AIME, Sigma Phi Epsilon, 
Phi Kappa Phi and Tau Beta Pi. He 
was on the honors list and received 
the S ilver Key Award. tJuly 16, 
1995. 
Charles Palubiak Jr. , 
ME, retired from Granite 
City Steel. While at 
MSM, he was a member 
of the Radio Club and 
SAME. He was an 
ROTC cadet corporal and on the 
honors list. tDecember 1995. 
1958 
Kenneth J . Duddridge, 
CE, was enlisted in the 
U.S Navy in 1945 and 
was stationed at the Naval 
Training Center, Great 
.... ..-...... '-Lakes, Ill. After gradua-
tion , he worked for the Missouri 
Highway and Transportation Depart-
ment until 1966. He then worked for 
the U.S. Army in the Office of Engi-
neering and Housing. He retired from 
the Army in 1983, and later returned 
to Willow Springs, Mo. , with his wife, 
Bernadine, in 1988. tDec. 11, 1995. 
1959 
Donnell W. Agers, MetE, was induct-
ed into the MSM-UMR Athletic Hall of 
Fame on Sept. 9 , 1989. He retired 
from General Mills Chemicals as in-
ternational marketing representative. 
He helped develop and market the 
SX-EW process for copper extraction, 
which is used for about 12 percent of 
the world 's copper today. He was 
awarded the Medal of Merit by the 
American Mining Hall of Fame in De-
cember 1994. From 1985 until his 
death he was a stockbroker/commod-
ity broker at A.G. Edwards, Tucson, 
Ariz. He was an avid golfer and a 
member of several mining associa-
tions, the Tucson National Golf Club 
and the Tucson Bridge Club. He 
resided in Tucson with his wife, Wan-
da. t May 9, 1995. 
1966 
William G. Dennis Jr. , 
ME, was a senior engi-
neer associate with Olin 
Chemical Corp. since 
graduation. He was a 
member of Pi Tau Sig-
ma, Pi Kappa Alpha, Shamrock Club 
and St. Pat's Board. He lived in 
Florissant, Mo., with his wife , Bar-
bara. t Jan. 22, 1992. 
Richard G. Snyder, Chem, was a re-
tired teacher from Crystal Lake 
Community High School. He and his 
wife, Harriet, lived in McHenry, Ill. 
t November, 1995. 
1978 
Joseph W. Faber, MinE, 
was employed with 
Peabody Coal Co. prior to 
joining Mobil Oil Co. in 
Denver in 1982. While at 
UMR, he was a member of Theta Tau 
Omega, SME, IK and AIME. tApril 
27, 1995. 
1981 
Dennis J . Smith, MinE, worked at 
Consolidation Coal Co. While at 
UMR, he was the president of Theta 
Tau Omega, a member of SME, and 
the St. Pat's Board and a member of 





pen, EMgt, was a 
member of Chi 
Omega Sorority 
and a Lamba Chi 
Little Sister. She 
worked as an industrial engineer at 
Nibco Inc. in Arkansas and Indiana. 
She worked as a quality assurance 
engineer at PPG Inc. in Kansas City. 
She was living in Olathe, Kan., with 
her son, Lee, and her husband , Tim 
Crippen, EMgt'85. tAug. 14, 1995. 
James E. Hereford was the owner 
and president for 32 years of Here-
ford Concrete Products Inc., a 
manufacturer of precast concrete 
products for water treatment. He re-
tired in the late 1980s. He served in 
the Navy in the North Atlantic in 
World War II. He and his wife, Nancy 
were residents of the St. Louis area. 
t Jan. 4, 1996. 
Clifford M. Marlow and his wife were 
residents of Hemet, Calif. tDec. 31, 
1995. 
Friends: 
Clara T. Cunningham, tDec. 15, 
1995 . Avery A. Drake Sr., t Jan. 3, 
1996 • Sarah Grawe, wife of O.R. 











in Rolla for 
many years , 
a member of 
St. Patrick 's 
Catholic Church, and active in her 
church and community affairs, the so-
cia l adviser for the St. Pat's 
Committee; resided in Rolla with her 
husband Jim, and daughter and son-
in-law, Mary Helen , Engl '95, and 
William T Stoltz, tDec. 9, 1995 • 
Donna Kelsey, wife of Elmer E. 
Kelsey, CE '38, tMay 23, 1995 • 
Marilyn Leponis, wife of Andrew 
Leponis , EE '53, tApril 23, 1995; • 
Boyd Miller, and his Wife , Letha, 
resided in Omaha, Neb. , t Jan. 6, 
1995; Mrs. Andrew L. Pertici, wife of 
Andrew L. Pertici , EE '3 1, t July 7, 
1995; Jean Slusher, wife of Robert 
C. Slusher, PetE '50, tApril l 995; Es-
ther M. Stanley, and her husband, 
Lowell, resided in North Little Rock, 
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ince 1979, Walter 
E. Remmers has 
brought some of th e 
leading thinkers and decision-
makers to campus. 
Thanks to the Remmers 
Special Artist/Lecture Series, 
which Mr. Remmers and his 
wife Miriam established , thou-
sands of students have heard 
from world leaders li ke Mar-
garet Thatcher, Henry 
Kissinger, Oscar Arias and, 
most recently, Co lin Powell. 
Through his generosity, Mr. 
Remmers, MetE '23 , '24, wi ll 
live on in the memory of many 
former students. Mr. Remmers 
died on March 16, 1996, at 
age 92. 
"Walter Remmers was a 
dear fri end and a strong sup -
porter of this campus," UMR 
Chancellor John T Park said . 
"He shared our vision of 
making UMR an institution that 
educates leaders in engineer-
ing and science, and he 
believed that a university edu-
cation should be more than 
merely a technical education, 
which is why he and Miriam 
estab lished the Remmers Spe-
cial Artist/Lecture Series at 
UMR. 
"Through their generosity, 
UMR students and the com-
munity as a whole have had 
the unique opportunity to hear 
from the great leaders and de-




METE'23,'24, FOUNDER OF 
LECTURE SERIES 
Mr. Remmers , a metallur-
gist and cattle rancher, came to 
MSM in 1920. After receiving 
his bachelor 's degree , he 
worked for the U.S. Bureau of 
Mines ' Rolla Research Center 
while pursuing a master 's in 
metallurgy. He then spent five 
years as an assistant professor 
of mechanical engineering at 
Washington University in St. 
Louis. 
In 1929 , he joined the 
Hawthorne Works of the West-
ern Electric Co. in Chicago, 
where he became chief of the 
metal manufacturing depart-
ment. At Hawthorne, he held 
patents in the manufacture of 
magnetic materials for such de-
velopments as loading coils 
th at made transcontinental 
telephone service possible. He 
also worked on the develop-
ment of magnetic parts for 
"movietone," the process by 
which sound-tracks were put 
directly on the movie film. 
In 1936, Mr. Remmers 
joined a succession of sub-
sidiaries o f the Union Ca rbide 
Corp. in Chicago and New 
York City, where he eventually 
received global responsibility 
for the manufacture of ferro-al-
loys for the steel industry. He 
became vice president of th e 
Union Carbide Corp., presi-
dent of two subsidiar ies 
(Electro Metallurgical Co. and 
U.S. Vanadium Corp.) , a 
member of the Appropriations 
"Walter Remmers was a dear 
friend and a strong 
supporter of this campus." 
UMR Chancellor John T Park 
Committee, and a trustee of 
the Union Carbide Education-
al Fund. 
Retiring in 1967, Remmers 
turned to raising Brangus cat-
tle at the Slash V Ranch in 
Pomerene, Ariz., and became 
president of the Southwest 
Brangus Breeders Association . 
In 1983, he relocated his ranch 
to St. James, where he contin-
ued to breed Brangus cattle . 
He was inducted into the 
Hall of Fame of the Heart of 
America Brangus Association 
after returning to Missouri . 
The Remmers ' esta blished 
the Remmers Special 
Artist/Lecture Series at UMR in 
19 79. The series brought dis-
tinguished individuals to th e 
campus including form er pres-
ident Gerald Ford, former 
Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger, journalist Charles 
Kuralt, former U.S . Surgeon 
General C. Everett Koop and 
former British Prime Minister 
Lady Margaret Thatcher. 
In 1993, on the 70th an-
niversary of his graduation, 
Remmers received the UMR 
Chancellor Medal. Remmers 
received the profeSSional de-
gree of Metallurgical Engineer 
from MSM in 1927 and re -
ceived an honorary Doctor of 
Engineering degree from the 
University of Missouri in 1948, 
where he delivered the gradu-
ation address on the Rolla 
campus. 
In April , he was inducted 
posthumously to the Academy 
of th e School of Mines and 
Meta ll urgy at UMR. 
The highlight of the April 11 induction ceremony for the Academy of the 
School of Mines and Metallurgy was the short, poignant speech by Miriam Rem-
mers. Mrs. Remmers gave the moving tr ibute to her husband, Walter Remmers, 
on the occasion of his induction into the academy. Mr. Remmers passed away 
on March 16 at age 92. FollOWing are Mrs. Remmers ' remarks: 
For almost half a century it has been my pleasure to share the life of a 
uery specia l m etallu rgical engineer Walter E. Remmers. 
During the recent months of his long, productiue life, I am sure he did 
nat anticipate being th e recipient of any fu rther honors. Th erefore, when 
he receiued and read Dean (Lee) Saperstein 's grac ious letter of Jan. 12 , 
1996, aduising of his election to the academy, he experienced not only sur-
p rise, but he must haue felt a uery unusual satisfaction. Why? With th e 
m embership in the academy , qu ite suddenly his entire career as a m etal -
lu rgist had come fu ll , welded circle from h is student days at MSM in th e 
early 1920s to his induction in the academy tonight at MSM-UMR in April 
1996. What a glorious f ina le to the life of a metallurgical engineer! 
I am here this euening to conuey our gratitude, his and mine, to each 





Walt Mulyca '65 
307 Clarice St. 
Delhi, LA 71232-2003 
(318) 878-9013 
The winter meeting of the 
Ark-La-Tex Section was held Jan. 
20, 1996. We began with an 
"attitude adjustment hour" at the 
home of John , '39 , and Eilyeen 
Livingston near Elm Grove, La. 
The Livingstons were gracious 
hosts and made everyone feel at 
home with their hospitality. 
At 7 p.m. , a group of 26 
section members and guests 
reassembled at the Barksdale Air 
Force Base Officers Club in 
Bossier City, La. An outstanding 
dinner of prime rib and shrimp 
scampi was served. After dinner, 
outgoing section president John 
Moscari, '51 , announced the 
passing of one of our eldest and 
loyal members, Homer 
Thompson , '31, from Alexander, 
La. He will be missed by all and 
our heartfelt condolences go to 
his wife , Autie , and their family. A 
motion was made by Basil 
Compton , '39 , to take $100 out 
of the section treasury and 
establish a memorial fund in the 
name of Homer Thompson at 
MSM-UMR. The motion was 
seconded by Elmond Claridge, 
'39, and passed unanimously by 
those attending. 
John introduced our guest 
speaker, Don Brackhahn , 
director of the MSM-UMR 
Alumni Association . Don gave an 
excellent talk on the state of 
affairs at the university. He 
reported the university is very 
strong and healthy with 
numerous renovations and major 
construction projects under way. 
Don also reported academics are 
still number one with the 
university average ACT score the 
highest in the state and in the top 
54 
3 percent of the country. The 
university was the first non-profit 
organization in the state to win 
the Missouri Quality Award. 
John Moscari then gave his 
farewell address to the group as 
section president. He discussed 
the importance of becoming 
involved in the university as 
alumni and giving back 
something in appreciation for the 
quality of the education received. 
John closed his talk by passing 
the leadership of the section to 
newly elected president Walt 
Mulyca, '65. 
Walt asked scholarship 
ambassador Beth Cochran , wife 
of Kenny Cochran, '83 , for an 
update on the search for a section 
scholarsh ip candidate. Beth 
reported three candidates have 
been submitted for approval by 
the university. Upon acceptance 
by the university the top 
candidate will be presented at the 
spring meeting. 
Walt Mulyca presented Don 
Brackhahn with a check for $550 
donated to the university from 
the Alcoa Association . 
Frank Zvanut, '32, donated a 
copy of UM-Rolla: A History of 
MSM-UMR , to be auctioned 
during the mee ting and the 
proceeds to be put into the 
section treasury. Section vice 
president Gene Rand auctioned 
the book, which was purchased 
by his wife, Judy, for $10. 
Don Brackhahn presented our 
youngest alumn i with a copy of 
the UMR-Look and See activity 
book for children. Don also 
presented Beth and Kenny 
Cochran a copy of UM-Rolla: A 
History of MSM-UMR. 
The eldest attending alumni 
was Frank Zvanut, '32, attending 
with his wife Katherine. The 
youngest attending alumni were 
first-timers Dan, '89 , and Nancy, 
'90, Daily. Elmond Claridge, and 
his wife, Mary, traveled the 
farthest from Houston. 
The next section meeting was 
scheduled for April 27 , 1996, in 
Longview, Texas. Dinne r was 
scheduled for the Pinecrest 
Country Club, and John T Park, 
the chancellor of MSM-UMR, was 
scheduled to be the guest speaker 
for the even t. 
Frank Zvanut motioned for 
the meeting to be adjourned and 
John Moscari seconded it. The 
motion was unanimously passed 
by all those present. 
Those attending: Don and Nancy 
Brackhahn ; Phil '48 and Ardella 
Browning; Walter '34 and Helen 
Bruening; Elmond '39 and Mary 
Claridge; Basil '39 and Clyde lie 
Compton; Ken '83 and Beth 
Cochran; Dan '89 and Nancy '90 
Daily; John '39 and Eilyeen 
Livingston; John '51 and Loretta 
Moscari; Walt Mulyca '65; Louise 
Patton; Jerry '82 and Tammy Poland; 
Eugene '62 and Judith Rand; Frank 
'32 and Kay Zvanut.(Submitted by 
Jerry Poland '82.) 
Central Ozarks Section 
Section president 
Dennis McGee, '69 
HCR 82, Box 445 
Bixby, MO 65439 
(573) 626-4422 
On Nov. 6, 1995 , the Central 
Ozarks Section of the MSM-UMR 
Alumni Association had a social 
hour in the Carver-Turner room 
of the University Center-East, 
and then the members went over 
to the Ralph Nader speech at the 
Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose 
Building. 
Those in attendance were as 
follows : Christel Bemelmans '94; Sue 
Olson '94; Dan Babcock; Gary Barth; 
Ron Bieniek; Mary Sexton; Larry 
Borgerding '51 ; Don '93 & Nancy 
Brackhahn; Anne Clarke; Denyse 
Davidson; Greg Harris; Lelia Halmich 
'82; Dennis '69 & Judy McGee; Suzi 
Medlock '91 ; Sue Morris '91 ; Jack 
Painter '50; John E. Smith '51. 
(Submitted by Jennifer Bayless '89) 
On Dec. 10 , 1995, the Central 
Ozarks Section held a 
champagne brunch at the 
Colonel's Mess Hall at Fort 
Leonard Wood. A good time was 
had by alii (Submitted by: Merrill 
Stevens '83, '88.) 
Central Ozark S ection Champagne Lunch , Dec. 
10, 1995; Max Ethridge '70, Martha Ethridge, 
Charlie Finley, Robert Young, Pat Young'7?, 
Dennis McGee '69, Judy McGee, John 
Smith '51, Patty Smith, Margaret Warren and 
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Joseph F. Reicher 
7312 Charlotte 
Kansas City, MO I 
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Those attending: Merrill 
Stevens '83, '88; Dennis '69 and Judy 
McGee; John '51 and Patty Smith ; 
Jack Painter'50 and Lela Fellows; 
Charles and Dixie Finley; Robert and 
Clarissa '77 Young; Don and Nancy 
Brackhahn; Richard Gertsch; Bob '40 
and Connie Klug; Ronald '75 and 
Margaret Warren ; Max79 and Martha 
Ethridge; WV "Vic " Andoe '63; Bums 
and Kay Hegler. 
Houston Section 
Nicole Talbo07 
4606 Lee Lane 
Pearland, TX 77584 
(713) 489-0391 
On Feb. 4, 1996, the Houston 
section held its second annual 
group trip to a hockey game at 
the Summit in Houston. Forty-
nine alums, family members and 
friends watched a game between 
the Houston Aeros and the Fort 
Wayne Komets. The game was a 
shutout with Fort Wayne winning 
3-0. 
Those attending: Wayne '58 and 
Betty A ndreas; Joe '81 and Barbara 
Aubuchon; Harley, Mona , Mike and 
Savannah Blackbum; Dale Bransom; 
Matt Bramlett; Mike and Caroline 
Boyett; Joe '46 and Sue Cowan; 
James '82 and Unda Craig; Ray and 
Jackie Cushman; Gary '91 and Jane 
Elbert; Mike and Rosie Flanigan; AI 
Florez; Dave 77, Karen and Barb 
Fronick; Layton and Marilyn Guinn; 
Maged '87 and Christian Guirguis; 
Jim Ryan '86; Phil Swanson; Dave 
'85 and Charlene Jones; CUlt '80, 
Marybeth , Catherine and Joseph 
Killinger; Patrick Kuhne '95; Rich, 
Stephanie and Elizabeth Langestein; 
Jim '43, '94 and Lou Paul; John , 
Angela, Travis and Claire Rankin; 
Sharon Schaffer and Sancho 
Smith .(Submitted by Wayne Andreas 
'58) 
Kansas City Section 
Section president 
Joseph F Reichert, '59 
7312 Charlotte 
Kansas City, MO 64131 
(816) 361-9147 
"Happy Hour" 
Dec. 20, 1995 
There were approximately 40 
people at the Dec. 20 Kansas 
City "Happy Hour" at Fred P 
Ott's. 
SUllimer, 1996 
New alumni who had not 
attended a recent plior function were: 
John Barker 74; Paul Dobson '94; 
Joe Engeman '95; John G. Hooper 
'95; Jason Hudson '95; Otto J. 
Lynch '88; Kristan King '95; Nick 
Klukvin '91 , '94; Kory Pace '91 , '92, 
'93.: Susan Race '93; Jill Sandifer 
'95; Doug Schieszer '94. 
Feb. 21, 1996 
The Kansas City happy hour 
was an opportunity to meet and 
network with fellow alumni. No 
business meeting-just fellowship 
and conversation on Feb. 21, 
1996, at Kelly 's in Westport. 
There were five new faces: A Jay 
Fisher 79; Stephanie Kutterer '83; 
John A Ludwig '92; Deirdre '89 and 
Erik '89 Hauser. 
The Kansas City Section 
officers met Wednesday, Feb. 27, 
1996, at Bennigan 's Restaurant. 
St. Pat 's party reservations and 
arrangements were discussed. 
Joe Reichert '59 reported that he 
talked with Jennie Bayless and 
Don Brackhahn about school-
generated publicity to current 
students on the section 's summer 
activities. Concepts such as listing 
the section 's summer activities 
and contacting names in the last 
two issues of the Miner 
newspaper, and a special mailing 
to those students with permanent 
mailing addresses were 
mentioned. Joe will continue his 
dialogue with the two offices and 
will make a follow-up report at 
the March meeting. 
Those in attendance: Nancey 
Spaith ' 72; Cliff Tanquary '57; Fred 
Steele '65; Drew Rimmer '92; and 
Joe Reichert '59. 
Oklahoma Section 
Ronald G. LaManque, '85 
7807 S. Florence 
Tulsa, OK 74136-8711 
(918) 488-8345 
Tulsa area MSM-UMR alumni 
gathered in the warm home of 
Ron '85 and Deb LaManque on 
the cold night of Dec. 8, 1995, for 
a Christmas Open House. Fifteen 
alums and spouses braved the 
freezing rain to gather at the 
LaManque 's for good food , fun 





beautifully decorated for 
Christmas, which defin itely 
contributed to the Christmas 
spirit. 
Several "new faces " came to the 
open house, including Doug '91 , '94 
and Leigh Cordier and Paul '90 and 
Jane Tobben . We are looking forward 
to getting these alums involved in the 
Oklahoma section I MSM-UMR area 
director Steve '72 and Gloria Thies 
also came to support the local 
chapter. 
Other attendees included Bob 
'88 and Patti Pennington; Lori '88 
and Tony Crocker; Joe '79 and Mary 
Vitale; Glen '70 and Nancy Larsen. 
Everyone had a great time! 
Oklahoma City 
Non-Section 
The first meeting of the "not 
yet official " Oklahoma City 
Section was held at the home of 
Dennis '70 and Janet J aggi in 
Edmond, Okla. , on Nov. 18, 
1995. The meeting was switched 
to the Jaggi house due to the 
transfer of John Loiacono '84 to 
Da llas. We originally planned to 
elect John as president of the 
section, but he managed to 
escape the honor. However, we 
had a good time , made some 
new friends and renewed old 
fr iendships. We all agreed to 
continue our mission to start a 
chapter in Oklahoma City in 
1996. (Submitted by: Dennis 
Jaggi '70 ) 
Th ose in attendance were: 
Dennis '70 and Janet Jaggi; George 
'40 and Maxine Fort; Jim '55 and 
Charlotte Franklin and A.L. '51 '52 
and Joe Merts. 
Pacific Northwest 
Steve Wright, '68 
35708 Sf 49th 
Fall City, WA 98024 
(206) 222-7560 
The MSM-UMR Pacific 
Northwest Section gathering was 
held on Saturday, Dec. 30, 1995. 
The pre-game rally was held at 
Hart Brewing Inc. for food and 
friends and then the group went 
to cheer on UMR 's basketball 
team in a tournament against 
Seattle Pacific at the Seattle 
Pacific University. 
Those in attendance were: Duane 
D. Bequette '75; Marilyn and Bud 
Berg; Don and Nancy Brackhah n; 
Pat Duvall '62, wife and daughter; 
Paul G.and Jacqueline Hahn; Vic '60 
and Rosey Hoffmann; Colby '88 and 
Lynne (Denney) '82 Kinser; Fra nk 
Marcott '82; Ken '70 and A ngie 
Mirly; William '39 and Doris Rea; 
Debbie Sauer '88; Paul and Paula 
Schu bert; Doug Swenson '83; Armin 
J. Tucker '40; Stephen '68 and 
Susan Wright. 
St. Louis Section 
Ted Medler. '86 
527 Golden Valley Drive 
St. Louis, MO 63129-2749 
(314) 854-6161 
Twenty-eight alumni and 
guests cheered the Ambush on to 
victory over the Milwaukee Wave 
on Saturday, Jan . 20, 1996, at 
the Keil Cente r. The pre-game 
gather ing was he ld at Kellie 
O 'Toole 's Bar at 7 p.m. 
SME Reception in Phoenix, Marc h 12, 1996: 
56 
Bill Schlittler'77, Jack '43 & Mary Ann Burst, 
Matt Lewis & Greg Berry, students. Jack Burst 
is now the national SME President. 
On Saturday , Dec. 30 , 1995, th e Pacific Northwest 
Section held a dinn er and then attended the UMR Miner 
basketball game. Th e Min ers won both games defeating 
S eattle Pacific U. Pictured are, from left, Ken Mirly'70 , 
Angie Mirly, Steve Wright '68 and Susan Wright. 
Alumni in attendance were: John 
Schilling '43; Tom Herrmann '50; 
Robert Jackson '75; Leo Turek '79; 
L. Chris Wilson '79; Randy Dreiling 
'8 1; Ted Medler '86; Ron Jagels '86, 
'91; Eric Klipsch '90, Chris Currie 
'94; Joel Rickman '95; Scott Steiger 
'95; Craig Glaser '95. (Submitted by: 
Ted Medle r '86.) 
St. Louis Section Feb. 14 
Basketball game and 
reception 
Approximately 30 alumni and 
guests cheered the UMR 
women 's and men 's basketball 
teams on to victory on Feb. 14, 
1996, over the UMSL teams in 
the infamous "St. Valen tine's Day 
Massacre. " 
Alumni in attendance: Armin 
Tucker '40; Norman Tucker '40; 
Robelt Berry '72; Dave Best '73; 
Tom Scneider '75; Randy Dreiling 
'81 ; Brian Miller '83; Ted Medler '86; 
Vinisha Bhatt Cla rk '91; Steve 
Ruffing '93; Korena Stevens '94; 
Keith Esarey '94; Jim Swinford '94; 
Jeff Fugate '95; Mike Wise '94; Jim 
Frerking '90; John Frerking '87; Tom 
Webb ; and student Sarah Caldwell. 
(Submitted by Randy Dreiling '81.) 
Phoenix SME meeting 
Walter Knecht, '49 
17207 Desert Glen Drive 
Sun City West, AZ 85375 
(602) 546·6672 
In March 1996, John F 
"Jack " Burst, CerE '43 , '47 , was 
install ed as president of the 
SOCiety of Min ing Engineers 
during the SME convention in 
Phoenix, and Lee Saperstein , 
dean of the School of Mines and 
Meta llurgy, was install ed as a 
Phoenix Section held an evening 
reception on March 12 to honor 
them. This event was attended by 
several representatives from 
campus, local alumni and SME 
members from around the 
country. Jack Burst was given 
special recognition and presented 
an MIAA championship 
basketball shirt. This shirt was 
specially commissioned th is year 
as both men 's and women's 
basketball teams were conference 
champions in 1996. 
Those attending: Jose Agapito 
'64 and Wife; Greg Berry, student; 
Chris Blai r, student; Jesse Blair, 
student; Don and Nancy Brackhahn; 
Milton Bradley '65, '71; Karl '62 and 
Carol Brown; Richard '51, '55, '75 
and Janice Bullock; Jack '43, '47 and 
Mary Ann Burst; Anna M. Coplen, 
student; Philip Davis '76; Don J. 
Dowling '51; Neal Dowling '51, Dale 
Elifrits '76, faculty ; Craig Ellis '38; 
Donald Fink '47; Steve Fiscor '86; 
Leslie and Richard Gertsch, faculty; 
Ann Hagni '80, '85, '95; Rachel and 
Richard '62 Hagni, faculty ; William 
'55 and Jane Hallett; Stan Hansen 
'67; Wayne and Carol Kanack, 
former Rollaite; Walter '49 and 
Shirley Knecht '49; Dennis Kostic 
' 70; J . Dennis Kreigshauser '76; 
Edwin B Kroeger '88; Conrad 
Kuharic '72; Eugene Lang '53; Paul 
A Lang '83; Matt Lewis, student; 
John Louisberry, student; Mark Miller 
'74; R. Lory Miller '58; John C. 
Morrisey IV '69, '72; Kurt '85 and 
Joan Oakes '85; Duk-Won Park '75; 
Bob '49 and Betty Perry '49; Joe 
Pickens '73; Daphne Place, student; 
Bill Podrazik, student; Jorge F Reyes 
'86; Don Richards, student; Priscilla 
and Lee Saperstein, dean; Bill 
Schlittle r '77; Art Schweizer '70; Bill 
Shepard '51 ; Jim '50 and Inge Scott; 
Shelly Stephenson '82; Jim Stratton 
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ATTENTION 
SHUTTERBUGS! 
We'll be glad to pri nt photos taken at 
your events-just send them in! They 
need to be good quality, clear pictures, 
preferably showing some of the fun at 
your event. Either color or black-white 
pictures are acceptable, but please 
identify those people in the picture. If 
you send several, we'll pick the best for 
publication. 
A s a member of the M SM-
UMR A lumni Association, 
you are en titled to: 
Travel Tours: 
Ireland & Alpine Holiday 
See page 32 for details I 
MSM-UMR: 
watches, rings, pendan ts, 
Gold MasterCard , 
license pla te (jar Missouri 
residents only) 
Career Assistance: 
UMR's Career Opp ortuni ty 
Center w ill help you in 
your job search ! 
Alumni Association 
Services: 
Access to Alumni Office via 
e-mail (alumni@umr.edu) 
Alumni locator service to help 
you find lost friends 
Address upda te serv ice so 
you d on' t miss your 
MSM-UMR mail . 
To take advan tage of these 
offers, contac t the 
Alumni Office: 
-by m ail : MSM-UMR Alumni 
Associa tion, Castleman H all, 
1870 Miner Circle, Rolla MO 
65409-0650 
-by phone: (573) 341-4145 
-bye-mail: a1unuu@umr.ed u 
Summer, 1996 
CAREER FAIR 
The fo llowing alumni 
partiCipated in this year 's 
Spring Career Fair at UMR on 
Feb. 28, 1996: Bret Baldwin 
'93; Joh n Buckwalter '71 , '79; 
Ed Feltrop '92; Don Fluchel 
'72 ; Dean Ford '95 ; Scott 
Gegesky '68, '70; Pete Hacke tt 
'93; Brad Haug '87; Darren 
Kammer '91; Suzanne Reeves 
'93; Mike Schoonover '89 ; 
Sean Wyatt '94. 
WE WANT YOUR 
NEWS! 
Deadlines for upcoming 
issues of the 
MSM-UMR Alumnus are: 
Fall Issue: June 21 
Winter Issue: Sept. 23 
Spring '97 Issue 
Dec. 24, 1996 
PROSPECTIVE STUDENT RECEPTIONS 
Springfield, III. 
The Springfield , ilL , 
prospective student reception 
was held Dec. 9, 1995, at the 
Springfield Hilton. Alumni 
attending were: Kevin Biggers 
'95 ; William Buren '59; Dan 
Kerns '74, '79; Ed Midden '69; 
David Tepen '90; Erica Turley 
'95 and Gerald Weir '73. 
Paducah, Ky. 
The Paducah , Ky" 
prospective student reception 
was held Dec. 2, 1995, at J ,R's 
Execu tive Inn. Alumni attending 
were: Frank B. Conci '54; Orvi lle 
Cypret '74; Thomas G. Lanham 
'50; J ason McHaney '91 and 
Andy Speck '93. 
Sikeston, Mo. 
The S ikeston , Mo., 
prospective student reception 
was held Dec. 3, 1995, at S how-
Me Renta l Land. Al umni 
attending were: Frank Conci '54; 
John Furby '65; Kristen King 
'95; Suzanne Metzner '91; 
Darren Walters '94 and Carl 
Wilson '62. 
St. Peters, Mo, 
The St. Peters , Mo. , 
prospective studen t reception 
was held Dec. 10, 1995, at the 
Holiday In n, Cave Springs. 
Alumni attending were: Randy 
Dreiling '81 ; Floyd Drummond 
'52 ; Dulany Harms '76; Gary 
Jacquin '93 ; Ron Jagels '86; 
Mark Liefer '76; Kent Peccola '82 
and Ted Medler '86. 
See page 29 for Upcoming 
Miner Alumni Events! 
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Stephen & Stephanie Puljak 
David R. Ziegler 
Gene W Edwards 
Nicole L. M. Talbot 
Joseph F. Reichert 
David M, Tepen 
Alice Fern Gilbert 
Rene J. Leonard 
Randall Skaggs 
Darryl Moore 
Hugh C. Kind 
John p, Dunbar 




Albert S. Keevil 
Earl Burk 
William M, Hallett 
Robert J. Scanlon 
John Van Nort 
J. Michael Party 
13501 Ebbtide Circle, Anchorage, AK 99516 
307 Clarice Street, Delhi, LA 71232 
HCR 82, Box 445, Bixby, MO 65439 
900 N, Lakeshore Dr. #1510, Chicago, IL 60611 
10435 W Fremont PI., Littleton, CO 80127 
418 Castlewood Drive, Garland, TX 75040 
1531 Huntington Drive, Marietta, GA 30066-5907 
159 Hillmont Drive, Paducah, KY 42003 
4006 Lee Lane, Pearland, TX 77584 
7312 Charlotte, Kansas City, MO 64131 
400 South MacArthur Blvd., Springfield, IL 62704 
1150 Heritage Court, St. Charles, MO 63303 
9030 Old Cutler Road, Miami, FL 33156 
12822 Capistrano Drive, Creve Coeur, MO 63141 
2425 Oxford Place Unit 107, Terrytown, LA 70056 
1021 Morewood Parkway Rocky River, OH 44116 
622 Patterson Lane, Meridianville, AL 35759 
7807 S, Florence, Tulsa, OK 74136-8711 
SE 49th, Fall City, WA 98024 
17207 Desert Glen Drive, Sun City West, AI. 85375 
527 Golden Valley Drive, St. Louis, MO 63129-2749 
1442 Yost Drive, San Diego, CA 92109 
4740 S. Glenn, Springfield, MO 65810 
P.O. Box 64216, Tucson, AI. 85728 
2408 Honeystone Way, Brookeville, MD 20833 
4908 W Country Club Drive, Sarasota, FL 34243 
6209 Driftwood, Midland, TX 79707 
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'95-'96 Miners stake their 
claim as school's best 
It seemed only fitting that with members of 
the 1975-76 basketball team in attendance, 
the torch of Miner basketball history was 
passed on the night of Jan. l3. 
The '75-'76 team was in Rolla that night to 
be honored for being the only basketball team 
in UMR history to win a conference 
championship. What those alumni and nearly 
2 ,700 other people in the crowd saw that night 
was a team starting to take a place in history, 
just like the team of 20 years ago. 
Behind the heroics of Michael McClain, the 
Miners rallied from a 19-point deficit in the 
second half to win an overtime game against 
Southwest Baptist. With the win, the Miners 
took a major step toward reaching its goal of 
winning a conference title. 
Head Coach Dale Martin led the Miners to their 
MIAA conference title and appearance in the 
CAA Division II Tournament. 
58 
by John Kean 
The Miners achieved that goal six weeks 
later with an 84-76 victory over Pittsburg State 
at the Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose Building. 
That win allowed UMR to tie Northwest 
Missouri State for the Mid-America 
Intercollegiate Athletics Association title , the 
first championship for UMR in 20 seasons. 
(Northwest later had to give up its share of the 
title due to the use of an ineligible player 
during the conference season.) The Miners 
went on to win three games in five days to take 
their first conference tournament title ever and 
earn an automatic bid to the NCAA Division II 
Tournament. From there , UMR won its first 
game in the South Central Regional, played in 
Rolla , before losing to North Alabama in the 
championship game. The Miners ' season 
ended one game short of a trip to LOUisville , 
Ky. , and the Division II Elite Eight. 
QUite a reversal of fortun e from the 
previous year, when the Miners finished last in 
the MIAA. 
"To see how a program can go from being 
in the cellar to the top , and the excitement it 
brings I was glad to be a part o f it," said 
McClain , a senior guard who was named as 
the MIAA's co-most valuable player. 
"When you 're a winner, you get a lot more 
support. They (the fans) really turned this 
place into one of the toughest places to play in 
the country. " 
"I knew we had the talent, but you never 
know how a season is going to turn out," said 
junior guard Terry Smith. "We came together 
in the middle of the season , but I never 
thought it was going to turn out like this . " 
The magical ride ended with the Miners 
posting a record of 25-6, far and away the best 
mark in school history. UMR was 12-4 in the 
MlAA, becoming just the fifth team in the 83-
year history of the conference to go from the 
cellar to firs t in one year. The NCAA 
Tournament appearance, like the conference 
title, was the first for a Miner basketball team 
since 1976. When UMR beat Central Missouri 
State 72-67 in the national tournament, it was 
the first victory for a UMR team in the dance ; 
the two previous tournament teams did not 
win a game at the event. 
The Miners also became a ho t ticket in 
Rolla , as large throngs of fans showed up a t 
the arena every night. The last three home 
games had standing-room-only crowds. 
"Honestly, I didn 't envision what an impact 
a 25-win season had on not only our students 
and program , but the alumni and community 
as well, " said Miner head coach Dale Martin, 
who won conference and regional coach of the 
year honors. "It was a great ride for many of 
us. The community and university support a 
winner, and they supported us like no year 
I've ever seen. Especially the student body. 
We were drawing close to half our student 
body to the games, and that had to playa 
major role in many of our victories. " 
While it a ll seemed to happen suddenly, 
the groundwork was already in place for the 
Miners to have a solid season despite their last-
place finish in 1995. That year, injuries to front 
line players J e ff Kokal and Jamie 
Brueggeman, one of Division II 's top 
rebounders and shot blockers as a junior and 
a second-team AII-MIAA performer as a 
senior, sent UMR into a ll-game losing streak. 
"I thought going into the recrUiting process 
last year that we needed some help 
immediately," Martin said. "But we were not 
as bad as our overa ll record indicated because 
we were so devastated by the injuries. We 
were 8-2 going into the conference season last 
year when we lost Jamie and Jeff. With a 
healthy team and a little added help at a 
couple of positions, I thought we could have a 
good year and compete for the conference 
championship. 
"By no stretch of the imagination did I 
think we would win the conference , because 
you need a lot of luck," Martin added. 
The Miners had signed one player during 
the early National Letter o f Intent per iod, 
landing poin t guard Cam Lindsey, but had 
missed on several other prospects when April 
rolled around. 
In May, the luck started to turn for the 
coaching staff. They signed Smith , a player 
UMR had been pursuing for two years but who 
was out of basketball during the 1994-95 
season. A week later, McClain , Smith 's best 
fr iend and a two-year starter at the University 
o f Washington , elected to come closer to his 
Springfield, Mo., home to join the Miner 
program. "Michael was very tired of losing a t 
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Washington," Martin added. "He decided to 
come home so his parents could see him play 
and he could have some success. When we 
were contacted by him , that started the ball 
rolling. Michael brought in a tremendous will 
to win and I think the team took on his 
personality. " 
When a team wins a league championship, 
there are usually several defining moments. 
Three of the biggest for the Miners may have 
been in situations where they were on the 
short end of the score: 
1. Jan. 13 in Rolla. After the Miners rolled 
through the non-conference season with a 9-
1 record, they started league play with a win 
and two losses. Then came the SBU game 
and the 19-point deficit facing UMR with just 
over 13 minutes to play. At that point, 
McClain took over. Determined not to lose, 
the senior guard, who averaged just 9.6 points 
per game but posted the third-highest assist 
total in MIAA history with 231, scored 21 
points in the second half. Most of the points 
came in the rally, as UMR erased the huge 
lead in eight minutes. After the Bearcats 
regained the lead by three, McClain missed a 
three-pointer with 15 seconds to go. But 
sophomore forward Marc Tompkins grabbed 
the rebound and the Miners worked the ball 
back to McClain, who hit a long trey with eight 
seconds left to tie the game. 
UMR scored the first eight points of the 
overtime period and went on to the I S-point 
victory. The win kept the Miners away from a 
potential uphill struggle for the next six weeks. 
"I think that was one of the turning pOints of 
our season," McClain said. "We were 1-2 and 
if we lost we would have been 1-3, meaning 
we could have started pointing fingers or 
panicking. Instead , we got a lot more 
confidence from it knowing we could play 
poorly and still fi nd a way to win. " 
2. Jan. 20 at Pittsburg State. Only a 
week later UMR foun d itself struggl ing on the 
road against the Gorillas. 
The Miners trailed for most of the game, 
but when McClain nailed a three-pointer with 
two seconds left, it was like deja vu. But the 
Miners lost the game in the extra period when 
a McClain three-point attempt was off. 
"That was the one game that really 
bothered me when we came away from it," 
Martin said. "That was when I really decided 
we needed to change our style. We were very 
fortunate that it worked out well. That was a 
plus for this team because these guys were 
able to listen, understand and then correct 
they were willing to win at any cost. " 
In the 82-79 loss, the Miners died by the 
three-point shot. While hitting a then season-
high 12, they attempted 37 to get there. With 
an upcoming three-game home stand that was 
critical for their title hopes, Martin spent the 
two practices following the PSU game focusing 
SUlI1mer, 1996 
Miner seniors Michael McClain (33) and Jamie Brueggeman batt le with North Alabama's Corey 
Williams (SO) and Harris Lendor for a rebound during the championship game of the NCAA 
Di vision II South Central Regional. 
on the half-court game, getting the ball inside 
and scrapping the press. 
The result was an impressive sweep of the 
home stand. UMR beat Washburn , 16th-
ranked Central Missouri State and Emporia 
State, which was leading the MIAA at the time. 
The Miners then won two games at tough road 
venues, Missouri Southern and Missouri 
Western , and came home with a five -game 
winning streak to play Northwest for a share of 
the conference lead. When that day ended, 
UMR was two games out of first with four 
games to go. UMR spotted the Bearcats the 
lead early in the second half, but the Miners 
came back to claim the advantage midway 
through the half. Northwest, however, rallied 
to pull out a 72-63 win. 
3. Feb. 14 at Missouri-St. Louis. After the 
Northwest loss, UMR went to UMSL four 
nights later with a lot at stake. Because the 
Rivermen won the first meeting, a loss by the 
Miners would put them in a position where 
they might have been looking at the third seed 
in the tournament, meaning they would have 
a first -round home game but possibly a 
second-round road contest. 
And the Miners were in trouble. With 8:56 
left, Scott Crawford hit two free throws to put 
the Rivermen ahead 57-51. UMR started to 
climb back in the game, as Tim Holloway 
canned a three-pointer to cut the lead in half. 
Then Kokal scored inside to make it 57-56, 
and McClain drove the baseline to give the 
Miners the lead. Moments later, Holloway hit 
59 
a lean-in jumper in the lane to make it 60-57. 
With just under two minutes left, UMSL's Eric 
Bickel scored off an inbounds pass to cut the 
UMR lead to one. It would turn out to be the 
final points of the game as UMR, who couldn 't 
put the game away at the free throw line, 
made two defensive stands down the stretch 
to come away with the win . Before Martin 
could get to his post -game radio show, some 
interesting news arr ived in St. Louis. 
Northwest, playing at home, lost to MIAA 
cellar-dweller Northeast. UMR had pulled 
back to with in one game of the Bearcats. 
By the end of the week, the defi cit was 
gone. The Miners won at Southwest Baptis t, 
and Northwest had dropped its second straight 
home game. With a week to go, the teams 
were tied for firs t place. 
During the final month of the season , the 
Miners were talking about a "victory tour" on 
their home court during the last week. Now, 
the opportunity presented itself. All UMR had 
to do was win home games over Northeast 
and Pitt State and they would get at least a 
share of the league title. 
T he night before the Northeast game, 
Northwest rallied to win at Southwest Baptist 
to go back in front by one-half game. The 
following evening, UMR jumped out to a big 
early lead over the Bulldogs. However, 
Northeast hung around in the game and 
closed the lead to one with nearly a minute to 
play. With 38 seconds to go, H olloway was 
Photo by Dan Selfert/$tone House Photography 
Tim HoIlO\\a~. the ~lincrs' leading scorer. 
dm'es past Central t-lissoun State"., Adnan 
Eal~ dunng the i\lIAA Post- cason 
Tournament title game 
60 
fouled as the shot clock was running out and 
hit two foul shots to put the Miners up by 
three. T he Bulldogs decided to play for one 
shot, but McClain stole the ball from Brian 
Basich and the Miners were able to close out 
the game at the free throw line. 
A short time after the game ended, the 
Miners got a major scare. Brueggeman had to 
be admitted to the hospital when he felt ill after 
the game and it was determined that he had a 
problem with his lung. The ailment was going 
to keep him out of the lineup for an indefinite 
period. 
" It had helped us that we were healthy 
throughout the year until the end, when we 
lost Jamie for a few games," Martin sa id. "By 
that time, we had seen the maturity of 
Tompkins, H olloway and (forward) Scott 
Rush , who were thrown out there the year 
before as freshmen and sophomores. The 
deck was stacked against them at that time. 
They knew how hard they had worked and 
they didn 't want the ride to end either. " 
Three nights later, the Miners were playing 
for their first league title in 20 years without 
their 6-9 senior. But just as they did all year, 
the Miners overcame adversity. UMR jumped 
out to a 23-4 lead to start the game and held 
off the Gorillas to win 84-76. T he win set off 
a big celebration in the arena, but the 
celebrating was only beginning. 
Northwest also won that night and got the 
top seed for the MIAA Post-Season 
Tournament; UMR was the No.2 seed. Th e 
Miners got to open the event against 
Washburn and the game turned out to be one 
of the best ever in Rolla . UMR won a contest 
that resembled an NBA game, as a combined 
73 poin ts from Smi th, Holloway and Kokal 
were enough to o ffset a 4S-point performance 
by Washburn 's Dan Buie in a 112-104 Miner 
win. 
As that game drew to a close, Northwest 
was heading to overtime against Pittsburg 
State. About 15 minutes later, with many fans 
still in the arena awaiting the news, it arrived 
to a loud cheer; the Gorillas had knocked o ff 
orthwest. UMR could be home for the 
duration of the tournament. 
UMR took advantage o f the home court to 
rally for a 74-69 win over Missouri -St. Louis, 
as Kokal blocked a shot in the waning seconds 
to end the last hope for th e Rivermen. Then, 
playing in a championship game for the first 
time, the Miners used a run midway through 
the second half to get a lead over Central 
Missouri State, then held o ff a late rally as 
Tompkins and Kokal combined on a steal with 
UMR leading by three in the final seconds. 
The win gave the Miners the automatic bid 
to the CAA South Centra l Regional, an 
event they were selec ted to host the next day 
as the top seed. 
UMR's Terry Smith , Jeff Kokal and Michael 
McClai n celebrate the Miners triumph in the 
MIAA Post- ea on Tournament. 
Their first opponent was the same Central 
Missouri State team they just faced , as the 
Mules pulled out an overtime win over East 
Texas State on the opening night o f the 
regional. It was a tight game as the Miners had 
difficulty with the zone defense employed by 
CMSU, but an NBA-range three-pointer by 
McClain as the shot clock expired sparked a 
run that put the Miners up by 10 in the latter 
stages o f the second half. The 72-67 victory 
sent UMR into the championship game 
against North Alabama, which reached the 
title contest by upending second-seeded 
Texas A&M-Kingsville. The lions carried the 
momentum of that victory into the early 
stages o f the title tilt, scoring on 11 of their first 
12 possessions to build as much as a 19-point 
lead. Despite two impressive UMR runs in the 
second half, North Alabama won the regional 
with a 92- 0 win to end the Miners' 
magnificent run. 
So how did the Miners go from last to first? 
One word: chemistry. "As this season played 
on, the team took on a tremendous 
personality," Martin sa id. " I had several 
meetings with the players in the summer and 
again in the fall , and every time we would talk 
about what was needed for us to win the 
competi tiveness, the never-give-up attitude, 
and just the will to compete and win . These 
guys knew in the fall that they had a chance 
to do something special. " 
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When opportunity knocked, 
the lady Miners answered 
by John Kean 
Becky Reichard led the MIAA champi on Lady Miners in scoring 
and was among the top three-point shooters in the conference. 
Summer, 1996 
With the game in hand, a yellow slip of 
paper arrived at the Lady Miner bench in the 
waning moments of their win over Northeast 
Missouri State. UMR head coach Linda 
Roberts took the slip of paper from assistant 
Darlene Bramel, then called a time out on the 
next stoppage of play. 
Moments later, a collective scream came 
from the Lady Miner bench. Robelis had read 
the information forwarded to her, which had 
two scores on it. Missouri Western had upset 
Central Missouri State, and Washburn had 
lost at Missouri Southern. The Lady Miners 
knew exactly what that meant. Their dreams 
of a conference title were in their own hands. 
"When she said it, we all knew ," said 
senior guard Christie Williams. "It was just the 
greatest feeling to know that we had one 
more chance to get it. " 
"It was like, It 's time now, '" said junior 
forward Heather Hartman. "We just pulled 
together at that point and got it done." While 
teams within the Mid-America Intercollegiate 
Athletics Association were doing their part to 
help the Lady Miners in their quest to become 
conference champions, the wins that night left 
one door for UMR to pass through . The Lady 
Miners proceeded to smash that door down 
three nights later, jumping out to a 14-1 lead 
and never looking back in an 82-59 drilling of 
Pittsburg State. 
That win gave UMR a share of the MIAA 
championship, the first women 's basketball 
title in school history. It also helped the team 
earn its first berth to the NCAA Division II 
Tournament. Th e stay at the big dance was 
short , however , as UMR 's season ended at 
21-7 with an 83-60 loss to Nebraska-Kearney 
in the opening round. 
"This was a dream that I had since my 
second year here," Williams said. "I realized 
how tough it was in the MIAA, and I think as 
a team we started to realize what it was going 
to take to get there . It wasn 't until a year ago 
that we really started talking about what we 
needed to do to achieve it. Just the fact that 
so many people put their heart and soul into 
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achieving what we set out to do made it really 
made it more than I could have hoped for. 
" It was the best high I've ever had playing 
basketball ," she added. 
What made th is team a champion? The 
seeds were sown months earlier, when 
Roberts , the fifth-year head coach , issued a 
challenge to the team. The usual goal is to win 
the league title, but th is year there was more 
to it. 
'·That 's been our goal every year, but th is 
year we seemed to take it more ser iously," 
Roberts said. "Probably the biggest change 
required was to change the attitudes, which 
would be making th e players expect a higher 
level of performance ou t of themselves and to 
not be sa tisfi ed with just being good enough. 
·· It was a case of seeing the ultimate goal as 
wins and not just com peting," Roberts adds. 
·'We had to start th inking about win-loss 
records, defending our home court and not 
letting people come in here and beat us which 
had happened too much in the past. " 
With that, the Lady Miners moved forward 
with the plan . First, Roberts decided to do 
something new to Lady Miner basketball. With 
a general lack of height on the roster, the plan 
was to use a " twin towers " lineup on a regular 
basis, thus getting as much size on the floor as 
possible to make up for the lack of it on the 
roster. With the two post players, the Lady 
Miners would employ three guards. 
As a result, UMR created matchup 
problems for i ts opponents. Some teams put 
bigger lineups on the floor to deal with 6-2 
posts Hartman and Tobi Rees. Others tried to 
go smaller to deal w ith the 5-7 Williams, a 
former point guard who was moved to more of 
a small forward position. 
Th e plan worked. The Lady Miners had 
their best season in school history with the 21-
7 record , including a 12-4 mark in the MIAA. 
··We were just a lot tougher mentally," Williams 
said. "We got to that point by having a much 
harder preseason the physical conditioning we 
went through was a lot tougher, our practice 
intensity was greater and that's how we got 
tougher. " 
Before this season , the top Lady Miner 
team may have been the 1986-87 squad , 
which opened the season with 10 straight wins 
and a o. 3 national ranking. That team 
finished 19- , setting the standard that UMR 
teams had been trying to reach since. The 
1989-90 team, which posted the best previous 
M IAA record at 11 -5 and finished second in 
the conference·s south division , had a 17-11 
record: the next edition of the Lady Miners did 
the sa me. The 1993-94 Lady Miners , who 
reached the o. 7 position in the national poll , 
also won 17 games. 
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This team set out to shatter most of those 
records. The Lady Miners opened the season 
in impressive fash ion by winning their first nine 
games. The only loss was to Div ision I Kansas 
State, who later had to forfeit the win to UMR 
due to the use of several ineligible players. 
"We tried to play teams that could help us 
get ready for the league, " Roberts sa id. " I t 
started to create the mind-set that we 're going 
to play some good teams and be challenged. 
" I think we could have lost some of those 
games and still achieved what we ach ieved. 
However, it was important for us to know that 
we could go up against these great athletic 
teams (such as Henderson State) and win . 
That let us know that our strength is our 
strength if we can play to that, we can beat 
these guys. " 
After winning the conference opener at 
lincoln, UMR suffered a discouraging 86-70 
loss at Northwest Missouri State. It was a loss 
that qUickly crea ted a pattern for the team in 
the conference season , as they were able to 
put losses in the past and move ahead. 
"That was probably the biggest key to the 
21 -victory season, the consistency of th is 
team," Roberts said. "If we had an off night or 
somebody just outplayed us and beat us, we 
were able to put it behind us, get to the next 
game and focus on it. Just keep moving 
forward. We were able to do that until the very 
end of the season ." 
After the Northwest game, for instance, 
UMR bounced back a week later and beat a 
good Southwest Baptist team at home. SBU 
jumped ahead by seven at halftime, but 
sophomore guard Becky Reichard took over in 
the second hal f. Reichard, who would lead the 
team in scor ing with an average of 16.5 pOints 
per game and win second-team AII -MIAA 
honors, scored 22 of her game-high 25 pOints 
in the final 20 minutes and made four shots 
from three-point range. Although Rees hit the 
basket to put UMR ahead for good, it was a 
driving layup by Reichard that all but sealed 
the win for UMR with 16 seconds to play. 
The win propelled th e Lady Miners into a 
two-week stretch that legitimized their place as 
a contender in the MIAA race. UMR beat a 
gritty Northeast Missour i State team in 
Kirksvill e, then held a lead for much o f the 
game at Pittsburg tate, a place where visiting 
teams rarely win . A late run by the Gorillas 
sent the Lady Miners to an 8 1-7 defeat, but 
considering the way UMR had played at PSU 
in recent years (its last five losses there were by 
an average of 17 points), the close decision 
helped build some confidence. 
But whatever the Lady Miners gained from 
that game, it almost vanished four nights la ter 
when Washburn a team that had beaten UMR 
10 straight times visited the Gale Bullman 
Multi-Purpose Building. Washburn took the 
lead in the first half and held it throughout the 
econd half, but UMR kept closing the gap, 
With the Lady Blues ' lead at one, a missed foul 
shot wound up in Williams ' hands and she was 
fouled moments la ter in the backcourt. She 
was going to the line with eight seconds left to 
try and give UMR the lead. 
Williams, a 77 percent free throw shooter, 
missed the front end of the one-and-one, and 
Washburn 's Emily Shopper got the rebound. 
UMR had to foul and Shopper hit two foul 
Head Coach Linda Roberts led the Lady 
Miners to their first league title and 
appearance in the CAA Di vision II 
Tournamenl. 
shots to make it a three-point game, The Lady 
Miners got the ball into the frontcourt and 
ca lled timeout with four seconds to go. On the 
inbounds play, Beth Ragsdale a junior reserve 
guard who was having a career night to keep 
UMR in the game took the ball about 24 feet 
from the basket and put it up. It hit nothing but 
the bottom of the net, and the game was going 
to overtime, 
Washburn reclaimed the lead in overtime, 
but Ragsdale hit another key three-pointer one 
of five in a game in which she scored a career-
best 19 points to bring UMR back even with 
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fini shed her 
Lady Miner 
career by playing 
in the NCAA 
Tournament; she 
is bringing the 
ball up the floor 
in the game 
Kearny. Left: 
Lady Miner 
center Tobi Rees 
shoots over 
Missouri 
Southern 's April 
Bailey during the 
MIAA Post-
Tournament. 
the Lady Blues. The Lady Miners had the ball 
for a final shot in a 71-71 game and Reichard 
drove from the wing. As two Washburn 
defenders converged on her, Reichard dished 
the ball to Rees for the game-winning lay-in 
with two seconds left. UMR had won a 45-
minute game it led for a grand total of 22 
seconds. 
Summer, 1996 
"After that game, I really started to 
think that we could win it," Williams said, 
"Everybody on the team did something 
during the year that was critical for us to 
win games. No one person had to step 
up a ll year lo ng; it was different 
individuals throughout the year. " 
"That game really put us over the 
top," Roberts said. "The Central game 
was just an extention of that. Now our 
confidence level had been raised , we 
could win at home, and you saw the 
result when Central came in, It was a 
stretch where we knew we arrived. " 
The Lady Miners had never defeated 
nationally-ranked Central Missouri State 
in Rolla prior to this season, but that 
changed Jan. 27. UMR got an early 
advantage and went on to belt CMSU 
70-59. The following Thursday, a 73-62 
home win over Emporia State put the 
Lady Miners in a four -way tie for first 
place in the MIAA. It was the first time a 
UMR women 's team had ever been in 
first place in the month of February. 
UMR fell out of the four-way tie two 
nights later at Missouri Southern, but 
rebounded to win a big game at Missouri 
Western the following Wednesday, The Lady 
Miners remained a game out of first with 
subsequent wins over Northwest and 
Missouri-St. Louis , then had a chance to get 
back in to a tie for the lead when Missouri 
Southern upended Central in an afternoon 
game Feb, 17. But a hot Southwest Baptist 
team-which upset Pittsburg State in Pittsburg 
earlier that week- put UMR in a 19-2 hole to 
start the game and went on to a 74-60 win 
that prevented the Lady Miners from joining 
the three-way tie at the top of the league 
standings. 
With their title hopes wavering, the Lady 
Miners bounced back from the loss to beat 
Northeast 82-69 then found out in the process 
that a championship was in its grasp, All the 
Lady Miners had to do was beat Pittsburg 
State at home to get a share of the title, 
The Gorillas came into the game with a 
one-game lead over UMR, CMSU and 
Washburn , and all they needed was a win to 
clinch the outright title. The Lady Miners 
would have none of that and it didn 't take 
long to prove it. UMR scored the first eight 
points of the game, went up by scores of 14-
1 and 28-10 and finished off the visiting 
Gorillas in the second half. The 23-point 
victory put the Lady Miners in new terr itory. 
They were conference champions. 
"That was probably the most satisfying 
victory because that was the first pressurized 
game they had to play in , where they knew if 
they won on their home floor they would be 
a champion," Roberts said, "They had not 
been in that position before and I was curious 
to see how they would handle it. They were 
focused , driven it was one of the best games 
we played all year. " 
Unfortunately for the Lady Miners , their 
greatest season ever ended abruptly. With the 
th ird seed in the conference tournament, 
UMR 's shooting touch abandoned it in the first 
round game against Missouri Southern. That 
55-53 loss seemingly put UMR on the NCAA 
bubble and it would be six days before the 
team knew its fate, When Sunday arrived, a 
nervous Lady Miner squad gathered at 
Centennial Hall to find out if the season would 
continue, Shortly after 2 p,m" a scream 
similar to the one heard during the Northeast 
game came from the back of the room, The 
Lady Miners appeared on the screen in the 
South Central regional bracket, paired with 
the University of Nebraska-Kearney. The 
season stayed alive , but the shooting touch 
didn 't come with it. The Lady Miners ' year 
ended in the first round of the regional as 
Nebraska-Kearney rolled to an 83-60 win 
over the cold-shooting Lady Miners. 
"Strange things happen at the end of the 
year when you can 't put the ball in the hole ," 
Roberts said, "When you play teams at that 
point in the year, they are going to take away 
the players who are playing well and try to 
make some others beat you. " It was a 
memorable basketball season for the Lady 
Miners. But as Roberts says, there is still room 
for improvement. 
"There are still things we are not satisfied 
with as a coaching staff," she said. "We don 't 
want to go out in the first round of the 
conference tournament; we want to win the 
tournament and get the automatic bid. We 
want to get back to the national tournament 
and win there. There 's always another step 
that you want to take. We made a great step 
this year, but we have to keep reaching a little 
higher. " 
Williams, a graduating senior, concurs with 
the head coach. "Hopefully, this will bring the 
level of expectations higher for years to 
come," Williams said. "I think we 're over the 
stigma that you can 't be successful in 
academics and athletics. It was a great feeling 
to be a part of that. " 
The Lady Miners created something that 
will always appear in writing: 1995-96 MIAA 
Champions University of Missouri-Rolla. 
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Leaving a lasting legacy 
In this, our 125th Anniversary Commemorative Issue of the 
MSM-UMR Alumnus, we pay tribute to three graduates whose 
gifts have helped transform this campus into a world-class 
university. 
Ka rl Hasselma nn , MinE '2S, did not leave 
his name on a building, but his gifts to UMR are 
having a great impact on today 's students 
nonetheless. 
Hasse lmann was a pioneer in off-shore oil 
exploration. After a career in Europe with 
Sinclair Oil Co., he returned to the United 
States and formed the Salt Dome Oil Corp. in 
Houston . His inventiveness was as crucial to his 
business success as his entrepreneurship, for 
Hasselmann deve loped instruments and 
tech niques to conduct gravity surveys of 
Kar/ alld M([IjOl ), Hasse/lI1ann 
possible oil-producing sites, and those 
inven tions led him to discover several oil pools 
off the Texas coast. 
Hasselmann died in 1976, and his wife , 
Marjory, in 1992 . In their will , the couple 
donated more than $1 million to the campus to 
ensure that students had financial assistance. 
Their gift set up the Hasselmann Loan Fund 
and the Hasselmann Scholarship Fund for 
studen ts. Their generosity also lives on through 
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Vachel H. McNutt, MinE '10,' 12, was 
perhaps best known in the mining 
exploration world for a discovery he made 
while wildcatting for o il in New Mexico. 
McNutt discovered the first commercially 
viable deposits of potash in the Western 
Hemisphere. Prior to this discovery, the 
country relied o n fore ign sources for this 
valuable fertilizer. 
While his contributions to the mining 
profession cannot be understated, his impact 
on UMR is just as significant. Long after 
McNutt 's death in 1936, his widow, Am y 




Above: Frances. V Leach, receiving a 
lijelime membership award infO Ihe 
MSM-UMR Alumni Associalion. 
McNutt Memorial Foundation with a $1 
million endowment to the UMR geology and 
geophysics department. Later, Mrs. McNutt 
contributed to the Thomas Jefferson 
Residence Ha ll project. But the most visible 
reminder of the McNutts ' generosity is VH. 
McNutt Hall , home to UMR 's School of 
Mines and Metallurgy since 1983. The 
McNutt Foundation 's $2 million contribution 
to that project ensured that VH. McNutt 's 
name would be connected with world-class 
mining engineering programs long after his 
death. 
Thom as W. Leach , MinE '20, was 
another successful o il explorer. His 
work in field geology earned him the 
nickname, "The Father of North 
Dakota Oil. " 
A qu iet and unassuming man , 
Leach began his rise to fame while 
working as a field geologist for Trans-
continen tal Oil Co. In 1928, the 
company sen t him to North Dakota on 
busin ess, but Leach took the time to 
study rock formations in the Williston 
Basin. He concluded from his studies 
that oil was trapped somewhere 
beneath the surface. 
Eight years later, Leach returned to 
North Dakota and got into the real 
estate business. In 1950, he convinced 
an oil company to start drilling in the 
Williston Basin, and by 1953, Leach 
and his partners held at least 4 million 
AII1.'" Shellon McNutt 
Va chel H. McNutt 
acres of North Dakota oil fields , making 
them the largest operators in the state. 
Even though a mining engineer, 
Leach and his wife , Frances. V. Leach , 
appreciated the fine arts. Following his 
death , Mrs. Leach contributed 
$ 100,000 to establish UMR 's first-ever 
performing arts center, the Thomas W. 
and Frances V Leach Th eatre . The 
thea ter opened in Castleman Hall in 
1991. 
The Leaches contributed to UMR in 
other ways as well , hav ing provided 
fund ing for the Women in Engineering 
Program, the Thomas J efferson 
Residence Hall building projec t, a nd 
scholarship programs. 
Each o f these three e ntrepreneurs , 
successful in their business, a lso 
succeeded in leaving a lasting legacy of 
philanthropy at UMR 
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